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Morphogenesis of dendrites that form specialized contacts with glia 
 
 

Abstract 
 

 Cells assemble into tissues by forming precise contacts with specific neighbors. 

Nowhere are cell junctions more fascinating than in the nervous system, where cells develop 

intricate morphologies in order to build connections required for neural function. While 

neuron-neuron junctions, or synapses, have been studied extensively, progress in 

understanding neuron-glia junctions has been comparatively slow. Nevertheless, neurons 

develop morphologically elaborate contacts with specialized glial partners. To identify the 

molecular machinery that governs neuron-glia junctions, we turned to a model organism 

renowned for its invariant anatomy and powerful genetics: the nematode Caenorhabditis 

elegans.  

We focused on two sensory neurons, called URX and BAG. These neurons extend 

dendrites to the animal’s nose, where they terminate in membranous elaborations that wrap 

around thumb-like protrusions from a single glial cell (the IL socket). Using timelapse 

imaging, we show that URX and BAG dendrites form by retrograde extension, in which the 

nascent dendrite ending attaches to the nose early in development and dendrites are stretched 

to their full length during embryo elongation. When dendrites become detached from the 

nose, they fail to fully extend. We suggest that junctions with the glial cell anchor dendrite 

endings to the nose during embryogenesis. 

In Chapters 2 and 3, we use forward genetic screens and candidate-based approaches 

to show that two cell adhesion molecules, SAX-7/L1CAM and HMR-1/Cadherin, and two 
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scaffolding molecules, GRDN-1/CCDC88C and MAGI-1/Magi1, are required for BAG and 

URX dendrite morphogenesis. Rescue and cell-specific depletion experiments suggest that 

GRDN-1, MAGI-1, and HMR-1 can all act non-cell autonomously in glia to promote 

dendrite extension. SAX-7 can act cooperatively in both neurons and glia to drive dendrite 

development. In Chapter 4, we identify additional molecules required for dendrite formation, 

including AFD-1, which links cell junctions to the actin cytoskeleton. Interestingly, all five 

of these proteins are associated with epithelial cell junctions. Thus, to our surprise, we find 

that the URX- and BAG-glia junctions use junction components shared with epithelia. This 

suggests that the extensive knowledge of cell junctions from epithelial biology might be 

readily applied to understanding neuron-glia interactions. 
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CHAPTER 1: 
 

Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sections II and III of this introduction are partially adapted from the following published review: 
 
 

Lamkin, E.R. and Heiman, M.G. (2017). Coordinated morphogenesis of neurons and glia.  

Curr. Opin. Neurobiol. 47, 58-64.  
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“Were the various types of cells to lose their stickiness for one another […] our bodies would at 
once disintegrate and flow off into the ground in a mixed stream of ectodermal, muscle, 
mesenchyme, endothelial, […] and many other types of cells.”  
 

-Warren Lewis, 1922 
 

 Intercellular adhesion is a fundamental property of multicellular life. Without it, cells 

could not function together as a unit. In fact, multicellularity evolved at least 25 independent 

times, and the acquisition of cell-cell adhesion accompanied the transition from unicellularity to 

multicellularity in every case (Niklas, 2014). 

The earliest multicellular organisms likely took the form of simple cellular clusters held 

together by indiscriminate “glue” (Ratcliff et al., 2012). Yet as multicellularity evolved and cells 

adopted progressively more specialized functions, a new challenge arose: coordinating the 

function of the organism as a whole. To this end, cells in complex multicellular systems organize 

into highly structured, functionally specialized organs during development. Even dissociated 

embryonic cells will aggregate in vitro to form structures that are remarkably similar to the 

organs from which they came (Moscona and Moscona, 1952; Townes and Holtfreter, 1955; 

Wilson, 1907, for example). Thus, organs are not passively assembled by developmental history 

or generic stickiness. Rather, cells actively develop and maintain precise connections with 

defined neighbors. Here, I refer to these specialized sites as cell-cell attachments or cell 

junctions. 

Although cell-cell attachments are an essential building block of all tissues, work on their 

underlying molecular machinery has focused primarily on epithelia. This likely reflects a major 

technical advantage – namely, that epithelial cell junctions are readily detected by electron 

microscopy (EM) based on their morphology and electron density (Farquhar, 1963). By contrast, 

cell-cell attachments in other tissues do not always appear as electron-dense structures and are 
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sometimes challenging to distinguish from simple membrane juxtapositions. However, epithelia 

exhibit features that are not broadly shared with other tissues. Thus, it remains possible that hard-

won insights from studies of epithelial cell junctions – and especially those from the many 

studies that model epithelia using homogenous cell cultures – will not generalize to other cell 

types or to tissues with more heterogeneous compositions. 

Nowhere are cell junctions more fascinating than in the nervous system, where cells 

develop intricate and highly specialized morphologies in order to form attachments with striking 

specificity. Discussions of cell junctions in the nervous system usually conjure images of neuron-

neuron junctions, or synapses, which have been studied extensively (for recent reviews, see 

Hillen et al., 2018; Kurshan and Shen, 2019; Stogsdill and Eroglu, 2017; Südhof, 2018). Yet glia 

can form attachments with neurons that span distances smaller than the width of a synapse 

(Bellamy, 2006). For example, Bergmann glia in the cerebellum extend sheath-like processes 

that precisely wrap Purkinje cell post-synaptic specializations (Grosche et al., 2002). The 

significance of such fine-scale interactions is undeniable: neuron-glia attachments alter neuronal 

conduction properties, compartmentalize neural processes, and shape synaptic specializations 

(Araque et al., 1999; Fields, 2002; Lippman et al., 2008; Shaham, 2010). Further, emerging 

evidence suggests that changes in the structure of neuron-glia junctions may contribute to the 

pathogenesis of diseases like Parkinson’s (Villalba and Smith, 2011). Thus, neuron-glia junctions 

sustain function in the healthy brain, while alterations in these interactions contribute to disease. 

Nevertheless, with the notable exception of myelinating interactions (see Chang and Rasband, 

2013; Salzer, 2003), the molecular mechanisms that govern neuron-glia attachments remain 

largely unexplored. In this thesis, I use an innovative model of neuron-glia contacts in the C. 

elegans nervous system to identify molecular machinery governing the formation of dendrite-
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glia attachments. Surprisingly, we find that these dendrite-glia junctions utilize components of 

junctions found in epithelia. 

This introduction is divided into three parts. First, I will summarize the morphological 

features and molecular machinery of epithelial cell junctions. Second, I will discuss our current 

understanding of fine-scale dendrite-glia contacts. Finally, I will introduce C. elegans as a model 

system for studying neuron-glia interactions more broadly, and dendrite-glia junctions in 

particular.  

 
 
Section I: Cell junctions in epithelia 

A defining feature of epithelia is their barrier function, which separates the inside of an 

organism from the outside world. This function depends on two key properties of epithelia: first, 

they resist forces that would otherwise pull cells apart, and second, they block the diffusion of 

molecules through intercellular space. These properties are imparted by two types of specialized 

junctions: adherens junctions and tight junctions, respectively. Before delving deeper into the 

detailed structures and molecular compositions of these junctions, I will first summarize the 

features of epithelia that are conserved across phyla.  

 

The structure of epithelia 

In textbooks, epithelia are depicted as homogeneous sheets of tall, rectangular cells that 

sit atop an extracellular matrix called the basement membrane, or basal lamina (Figure 1.1) 

(Alberts et al., 2015). In practice, epithelial cells can adopt much more complex morphologies. 

Yet in all cases, cells adhere to the basal lamina through cell-matrix junctions, and to each other 

via a series of specialized cell-cell junctions (Figure 1.1). Each of these cell-cell junctions  
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Figure 1.1. Epithelia are sheets of polarized cells connected by cell-cell junctions. 

Diagram of a simple columnar epithelium from vertebrates, showing a single sheet of epithelial 

cells atop an extracellular matrix called the basal lamina. Epithelial cells are highly polarized, 

with outward-facing apical surfaces and inward-facing basolateral ones. They connect to the 

basal lamina on their basal surface through cell-matrix junctions. In addition, they attach to each 

other along their lateral surfaces through a variety of cell-cell junctions, including the tight and 

adherens junctions depicted here. Adherens junctions bind cells tightly together and link to the 

actin cytoskeleton. Tight junctions form a paracellular gate across the space between cells; they 

also maintain the apical and basolateral membrane compartments by functioning as a diffusion 

barrier within the membrane. It should be noted that while epithelia in Drosophila and C. 

elegans form junctions analogous to vertebrate tight and adherens junctions, the adherens 

junctions are located apical to tight junctions in these systems.  
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depends on a conserved set of transmembrane cell adhesion molecules that are symmetrically 

organized between the two plasma membranes (Alberts et al., 2015).  

All epithelial cells in a simple epithelium are highly polarized, with an outward-facing 

‘apical’ surface and inward-facing ‘basolateral’ one (Figure 1.1). Tight junctions, or functionally 

analogous septate junctions in Drosophila (Izumi and Furuse, 2014; Lord, 1976), lie at the 

interface between these two distinct membrane domains and form a belt-like structure that wraps 

around the lateral surface of cells (Alberts et al., 2015; Farquhar, 1963). These junctions are 

crucial for maintaining apicobasal polarity, as they prevent integral membrane proteins from 

diffusing between the apical and basolateral membrane compartments. They simultaneously 

function as paracellular diffusion barriers that seal off intercellular space (Farquhar, 1963). In 

addition to tight junctions, cells attach to each other via circumferential adherens junctions, 

which provide structural integrity to the epithelial sheet (Alberts et al., 2015; Farquhar, 1963). 

These junctions connect to the actin cytoskeleton, thus creating a unified actin network that 

spans the entire epithelium and mechanically couples cells.  

It should be noted that vertebrate epithelial cells also form junctions called desmosomes, 

which are analogous to adherens junctions but anchor to intermediate filaments in lieu of to actin 

(Alberts et al., 2015; Farquhar, 1963). These lend additional mechanical strength epithelia, but 

are not present in Drosophila or C. elegans (Müller, 2018; Pettitt, 2005). In addition, cells in 

many tissues adhere to one another through gap junctions, which form direct cytoplasmic 

linkages and thus chemically couple cells (Alberts et al., 2015). Here, I will focus only on 

adherens and tight junctions. 
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Vertebrate tight junctions 

 Tight junctions lie just below the apical surface of epithelia and form a physical barrier to 

diffusion between the apical and basolateral compartments. At the ultrastructural level, they 

appear as branching networks of ‘sealing strands’ that extend around the full cellular 

circumference (Alberts et al., 2015). These sealing strands represent locations where the outer 

leaflets of the interacting plasma membranes are joined tightly together by arrays of 

transmembrane particles (Anderson and Van Itallie, 2009; Farquhar, 1963). The number of 

sealing strands varies – it can be anywhere from one to dozens – and may modulate the 

stringency of the paracellular gate (Anderson and Van Itallie, 2009).  

 The arrays of transmembrane particles observed at sealing strands likely correspond to 

multimers of the transmembrane cell adhesion molecule claudin (Van Itallie and Anderson, 

2013). Claudins are a diverse family of at least 27 proteins in mammals and are essential for the 

sealing property of tight junctions. Most epithelial cells express multiple claudins that can co-

polymerize to give rise to tight junctions with diverse physiological properties (Van Itallie and 

Anderson, 2013). Intracellularly, claudins interact with a strikingly complex network of signaling 

and scaffolding molecules, including a multitude of PDZ-domain-containing proteins (Anderson 

and Van Itallie, 2009). Collectively, this molecular milieu endows epithelial cells with their 

barrier property.  

 

Vertebrate adherens junctions 

 Adherens junctions bind cells together, linking the actin cytoskeleton of one cell to that 

of its neighbors. This facilitates the transmission of stress both within and between cells, 

therefore ensuring adhesion even in the face of mechanical forces that might otherwise threaten 
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tissue integrity. In vertebrates, adherens junctions form along the basolateral membrane in a 

region adjacent to the tight junction (Farquhar, 1963). At the ultrastructural level, they are 

characterized by strictly parallel apposing membranes, separated by a distance of ~200 Å. In 

addition, an increase in electron density can be observed in the cytoplasmic domain adjacent to 

the intercellular contact (Farquhar, 1963). While adherens junctions form a continuous belt 

around the perimeter of the cell in some epithelia (‘zonula adherens’), in other cases the 

junctions are discontinuous (‘puncta adherentia’) (Farquhar, 1963). In both cases, however, 

adherens junctions form linkages with contractile actin filaments; in zonula adherens, the actin 

network forms a belt-like network oriented parallel to the membrane, while actin filaments are 

organized more radially at puncta adherentia (Efimova and Svitkina, 2018).   

The molecular machinery of adherens junctions has been extensively characterized and is 

highly conserved across phyla. Classical cadherins, the transmembrane cell adhesion molecules 

of adherens junctions, are found in all multicellular animals whose genomes have been analyzed 

(Alberts et al., 2015). This family of molecules mediates homophilic, Ca2+-dependent adhesion 

between neighboring cells (hence ‘cadherin’). Though cadherins bind to each other only weakly, 

each adherens junction consists of organized arrays of hundreds to thousands of individual 

cadherin molecules that collectively generate a strongly adhesive contact (Alberts et al., 2015).  

The adhesive function of cadherins depends not only on their extracellular domain, but 

also on their cytoplasmic tail, which promotes linkage to the actin cytoskeleton. Canonically, 

cadherin binds to β-catenin, which in turn interacts with the actin-binding protein α-catenin to 

generate a stable link between the cadherin-catenin complex and the underlying cytoskeleton 

(Figure 1.2, left) (Shapiro and Weis, 2009). However, emerging evidence suggests that this 

complex is much more dynamic than previously thought. For example, fluorescence loss in  
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Figure 1.2. The molecular machinery of adherens junctions. 

Schematics showing the molecular machinery of adherens junctions. The transmembrane cell 

adhesion molecule cadherin binds homophilically to cadherin molecules on the apposing 

membrane. (Left) Canonically, the cytoplasmic tail of cadherin binds to β-catenin, which in turn 

binds to the actin-associated protein α-catenin, thus creating a stable link to the actin 

cytoskeleton. More recently, however, Yonemura and colleagues proposed a tension-dependent 

mechanism for recruitment of actin filaments to adherens junctions. In low tension conditions 

(left), α-catenin adopts a closed conformation that blocks a binding site for the actin-binding 

protein vinculin. Under high tension (right), α-catenin changes conformation to expose the 

vinculin binding site, thus recruiting vinculin and increasing coupling to the actin cytoskeleton.   
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photobleaching (FLIP) experiments have revealed that the pool of membrane-associated α-

catenin turns over on the time scale of a few minutes (Drees et al., 2005). Thus, at least in 

MDCK cells, the existence of stable, long-term cadherin-catenin complexes is unlikely. More 

recently, Yonemura and colleagues proposed that α-catenin binds to actin indirectly through the 

actin-binding protein vinculin (Yonemura et al., 2010). Specifically, they proposed a model in 

which mechanical stress at the adherens junction induces a conformational change in α-catenin 

to expose a vinculin binding site. In this way, the actin cytoskeleton is recruited to junctions in a 

tension-dependent manner (Figure 1.2). Intriguingly, according to this model, junctions are 

automatically stabilized in response to increased tensile forces (Yonemura et al., 2010). Thus, 

while adherens junctions were long considered to be stable, static structures, they may instead be 

highly dynamic tension sensors.  

 

Epithelial junctions in C. elegans 

 The general structure of epithelia is highly conserved across phyla. However, the detailed 

morphology and molecular machinery of epithelial junctions differs between vertebrates and C. 

elegans. Here, I will highlight features of cell junctions that are unique to the nematode.  

First, whereas separate adherens and tight junctions can be distinguished in electron 

micrographs of vertebrate epithelia, epithelial cell junctions in C. elegans appear as a single 

electron-dense structure (Labouesse, 2006). Nevertheless, nematodes do contain two molecularly 

and functionally distinct junctional complexes that correspond to adherens and tight junctions in 

vertebrates. These are the cadherin-catenin complex (CCC, adherens) and the DLG-1/AJM-1 

complex (DAC, tight). Together, these are referred to as the C. elegans apical junction 

(Labouesse, 2006). In addition, it has been hypothesized that C. elegans epithelial junctions 
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contain a third junctional complex, the SAX-7/MAGI-1/AFD-1 complex (SMAC) (Pasti and 

Labouesse, 2014). This hypothesis is derived from two papers that describe a role for MAGI-1 at 

epithelial junctions, yet suggest that MAGI-1 does not co-localize with either the CCC or the 

DAC (Lynch et al., 2012; Stetak and Hajnal, 2011). However, such fine-scale differences in 

protein localization challenge the limit of optical resolution; indeed, the two studies disagree on 

the precise subcellular localization of MAGI-1. Thus, it remains unclear whether MAGI-1 truly 

localizes to a distinct subcellular domain and, consequently, a separate junctional complex. 

Further, MAGI-1 directly binds to components of the CCC (Stetak et al., 2009), suggesting that 

it may in fact be part of this junctional complex. Here, I will focus on the CCC and the DAC 

junctional complexes. For simplicity, and to highlight their conserved function, I will use the 

vertebrate terminology of adherens and tight junctions.    

Consistent with the ubiquity of cadherins in animal genomes, the C. elegans adherens 

junction uses molecular machinery conserved from vertebrates. This includes the lone nematode 

classical cadherin, called HMR-1, the β-catenin homolog HMP-2, and the α-catenin homolog 

HMP-1 (Costa et al., 1998). In contrast, tight junction machinery is less well understood and less 

strongly conserved (Pasti and Labouesse, 2014). It is possible that claudin homologs contribute 

to tight junctions in C. elegans, as mutations in the nematode claudin-like gene clc-1 result in 

paracellular gate defects (Asano et al., 2003). Yet historically, tight junctions in C. elegans have 

been defined not by a transmembrane adhesion molecule, but by two membrane-associated 

proteins in the cytoplasm: DLG-1 and AJM-1 (Labouesse, 2006). DLG-1 is conserved, but AJM-

1 is a nematode-specific protein with no clear homologs in mammals. Interestingly, knockdown 

of DLG-1 in nematode epithelia abolishes the electron-dense junctional region seen by EM, 
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suggesting that – unlike in vertebrates – nematode adherens junctions cannot be morphologically 

distinguished in electron micrographs (McMahon, 2001).  

 

Limitations of epithelia as a model 

As evidenced by the wealth of information presented here, epithelia have been a potent 

model system for uncovering the molecular machinery of cell-cell adhesion. Yet epithelia are 

uniquely designed as permeability barriers that separate the internal environment of an organism 

from the outside world. Further, they exhibit relatively mundane morphologies compared to 

other cells in the body. This raises a fundamental question: how do other tissues solve the 

problem of cell-cell adhesion?  

As in epithelia, cell-cell attachments determine the function of the nervous system. Yet in 

contrast to epithelia, neural tissue is not specialized to perform a barrier function; rather, it is 

optimized for cell-cell communication. Consequently, cells in the brain do not establish tight 

junctions (Colman, 1999), but instead develop astoundingly complex shapes. Even at the 

ultrastructural level, neuron-neuron and neuron-glia junctions in the brain appear 

morphologically distinct from epithelial tight and adherens junctions. This dissertation aims to 

identify the molecular machinery that builds fine-scale neuron-glia attachments in the brain. 

 

Section II: Fine-scale dendrite-glia contacts 

  It has been appreciated for over a century that glia form intimate connections with 

neuronal dendrites (Fan and Agid, 2018; Somjen, 1988). For example, astrocytes, once called 

"spider cells," extend innumerable radiating processes that wrap synapses with puzzle-piece-like 

precision (Figure 1.3) (Grosche et al., 1999; Grosche et al., 2002; Spacek, 1985; Ventura and   
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Figure 1.3. Astrocytes adopt complex shapes and closely associate with synapses. 

(A) Image of a single astrocyte from the rat brain, labeled with enhanced green fluorescent 

protein (EGFP). The astrocyte extends innumerable fine processes that give it an elaborate 

morphology. These processes interact with synapses. Inset shows higher magnification view of 

the fine-scale astrocytic processes. Figure reproduced from Nedergaard et al., 2010. (B) Electron 

micrograph adapted from Xu-Friedman et al., 2001, depicting an astrocytic process (purple) 

precisely wrapping pre- and post-synaptic specializations (green and blue, respectively).  
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Harris, 1999). So striking is the specificity of these contacts that as early as 1907, an Italian 

biologist named Emilio Lugaro posited that glial cells might take up substances from the 

synaptic cleft (Somjen, 1988). This ultimately proved correct – though it is by no means the only 

function of glia at the synapse. In fact, in the cerebellum, synapse number itself is regulated by 

glial ensheathment of dendritic spines (Lippman Bell et al., 2010). Moreover, astrocytes express 

receptors for neurotransmitters and neuromodulators, and can themselves release gliotransmitters 

to signal to neighboring neurons and glia (Allen and Lyons, 2018). This has led to the concept of 

the tripartite synapse, which posits that glial cells – together with pre- and post-synaptic neurons 

– are active participants in synaptic transmission (Araque et al., 1999). Just as neuronal 

components of the synapse actively adhere to one another (Missler et al., 2012), it has been 

proposed that astrocytes at the tripartite synapse interact with their neuronal counterparts via 

contact-dependent adhesion molecules (Hillen et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the molecular 

machinery underlying these fine-scale neuron-glia contacts remains essentially mysterious.  

 The notable exception to this statement comes from studies of spine-glia interactions in 

the murine hippocampus, where ephrin-A3 on astrocytic processes interacts with EphA4 on 

dendritic spines to control spine morphology (Carmona et al., 2009; Murai et al., 2003; Tremblay 

et al., 2007). EphA4 activation in the neuron induces spine retraction by impinging on multiple 

downstream signaling pathways to affect spine motility and structure. First, EphA4 signaling 

recruits and activates phospholipase Cγ1. This, in turn, modulates the membrane association of 

an actin depolymerizing factor called cofilin, which regulates actin dynamics and therefore spine 

motility (Zhou et al., 2007). Second, EphA4 activation inhibits β1-integrin signaling in the 

neuron, thus mediating spine-ECM interactions that stabilize spine structure (Bourgin et al., 

2007). Inhibition of the β1-integrin signaling pathway depends on an association between the 
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cytoplasmic tail of the EphA4 receptor and a GTPase activating protein, called spine-associated 

RapGAP (SPAR) (Richter et al., 2007). This well-studied example demonstrates how contact-

mediated cues between glial processes and their neuronal partners can have a profound influence 

on neuronal morphology and function.  

Yet aside from Eph/ephrin signaling, molecular mediators of fine-scale dendrite-glia 

contacts have remained elusive. Next, I will review striking examples of dendrite-glia 

interactions from the mammalian literature, highlighting features of these contacts that have 

hindered progress in identifying additional molecular machinery. Namely, dendrite-glia contacts 

are exquisitely patterned down to the submicron scale and undergo morphological changes on 

the time scale of minutes. 

 

The scope of the challenge: Remarkably specialized 

An impressive anatomical study recently underscored the idea that glia exhibit fine-scale 

morphological patterning that is coordinated with their local neuronal environment. Wang et al. 

demonstrated that a single Müller glial cell that spans the entire thickness of the retina (~200 µm  

in adult mice) adopts strikingly different morphologies at each retinal layer (Figure 1.4A) (Wang 

et al., 2017). Its glial process courses in thin sheets through the outer nuclear layer but becomes 

wildly branched in the synapse-rich environment of the inner plexiform layer (~50 µm each 

layer). In fact, the specificity of glial shape is so tailored to the local environment that Müller 

glia even elaborate regionally customized structures at different sublaminar positions within the 

inner plexiform layer. Such localized morphological differences were also noted in a recent 

characterization of radial glia-like stem cells in the dentate gyrus (Moss et al., 2016).  These cells 

extend thin, twisting processes through the granule cell layer (~30 µm) and then arborize  
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Figure 1.4. Dendrite-glia contacts are exquisitely patterned and highly dynamic.  

(A) A single Müller glial cell spans the full width of the retina, adopting distinct morphologies at 

each retinal layer to form specialized contacts with diverse neuronal partners. Figure modeled on 

Wang et al., 2017. (B) Glia (purple) intimately wrap synapses, including dendritic spines (green) 

that correspond to post-synaptic specializations. These interactions are highly dynamic and can 

be modulated by neuronal activity over the course of tens of minutes. Here, stimulation of the 

presynaptic neuron (not pictured) induces plasticity in the spine-astrocyte interaction, resulting in 

increased glial ensheathment (Bernardinelli et al., 2014; Perez-Alvarez et al., 2014).  
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abruptly upon encountering the molecular layer, where they ensheathe synapses. These studies 

demonstrate that single glial cells can distinguish among their neuronal partners to adopt region-

specific morphologies that are likely generated by distinct molecular machinery.   

Glial shapes are precisely patterned not only at the level of tens to hundreds of microns, 

but also at the submicron scale. Pannasch et al. found that glial wrapping is actively restricted to 

regions of the spine bordering the synapse (Pannasch et al., 2014). Loss of the gap junction  

protein Connexin 30 (Cx30) causes inappropriate invasion of astrocytic processes into the 

synaptic cleft itself, promoting increased astrocytic uptake of glutamate and thus reducing 

neurotransmission. An elegant combination of pharmacological and genetic manipulations 

showed that this morphological intrusion was regulated not by the channel-forming properties of 

Cx30, but rather by signaling activity mediated through its intracellular region. These results 

raise the intriguing possibility that such fine-scale morphological changes might be actively 

regulated to modulate synaptic transmission.  

Consistent with this possibility, morphological changes in astrocytes are exquisitely 

restricted in space – even to the level of specific synapses. Photoactivation of astrocytic calcium 

signaling at a single synapse causes changes in astrocytic process motility at that synapse, but 

does not affect nearby glia-spine contacts on the same dendrite (Bernardinelli et al., 2014). At the 

functional level, it has been documented that similar manipulations of astrocytic calcium 

imaging can potentiate synapses, yet not all synapses in contact with an activated astrocyte are 

potentiated (Perea and Araque, 2007). Thus, astrocytes can seemingly respond to the unique 

demands of each synapse, an especially remarkable feat given that a single astrocyte may contact 

nearly 100,000 synapses in rodents and up to two million synapses in humans (Oberheim et al., 

2006). 
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The scope of the challenge: Remarkably dynamic 

The intimate associations between glia and synapses exhibit highly dynamic 

morphological changes on the order of minutes (Doitsidou et al., 2010).  Landmark studies using 

time-lapse confocal imaging of rodent brain slices revealed that post-synaptic dendritic spines 

and astrocytic processes do not change shape in perfect register, yet generally grow or shrink 

together over time (Haber, 2006; Hirrlinger et al., 2004). Remarkably, this coordinated growth is 

achieved even though glia-spine interactions undergo rapid structural changes, the extent of glial 

coverage of spines varies, and astrocytic processes tend to exhibit even greater motility than their 

dendritic spine counterparts (Haber, 2006; Spacek, 1985). 

Two recent, complementary studies provided evidence for a mechanism that may help to 

explain the coordinated growth of astrocytic processes and dendritic spines. Perez-Alvarez et al. 

and Bernardinelli et al. examined coordinated morphological changes of astrocytic processes and 

dendritic spines in response to patterns of neuronal activity that increase the size of dendritic 

spines (Bernardinelli et al., 2014; Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Perez-Alvarez et al., 2014). By 

observing single synapses, these groups found that stimulation of the presynaptic neuron also 

triggers a rapid, transient increase in the motility of the astrocytic processes associated with the 

dendritic spine (Figure 1.4B). This effect is mediated by metabotropic glutamate receptors on 

astrocytes, which are bound by glutamate released by the presynaptic neuron upon stimulation. 

Activated receptors initiate intracellular calcium transients in astrocytes that are both necessary 

and sufficient for increased process motility. This spike in motility tends to expand astrocytic 

coverage of spines, such that subsequent stabilization of astrocytic processes (within ~30 min) 

produces a sustained increase in the extent of astrocytic wrapping of spines. These coordinated 

morphological changes in astrocytes and spines were shown to affect neural function 
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(Bernardinelli et al., 2014; Perez-Alvarez et al., 2014). Interestingly, similar changes were also 

seen following sensory stimulation in vivo, consistent with previous EM studies (Genoud et al., 

2006; Perez-Alvarez et al., 2014).   

 

Overcoming the challenge: A new model system 

In lieu of molecular details, I have highlighted two key features of dendrite-glia 

junctions: first, they are exquisitely specialized down to the level of the synapse, and second, 

they can be highly dynamic over time. Ideally, then, studies of dendrite-glia junctions would 

examine single contacts between defined neuronal and glial partners in vivo. This is a major 

technical hurdle in the densely packed tissue of the nervous system. Principally, few tools exist 

to reproducibly label small subsets of glia in any system. Further complicating the situation, 

advances in single-cell transcriptomics have revealed previously unrecognized heterogeneity 

among glia (Haim and Rowitch, 2017; Johnson et al., 2015; Nowakowski et al., 2016). This 

raises the possibility of another dimension of complexity: specific subtypes of glia may 

preferentially coordinate with different kinds of synapses. Yet genetic tools for labeling these 

subsets do not yet exist. Finally, even if it were possible to reproducibly label individual 

dendrite-glia contacts, the detailed morphologies of neurons and glia are not invariant in the 

Drosophila or vertebrate systems. Thus, detecting phenotypic changes in the structure of 

dendrite-glia junctions is not trivial. 

In addition to the technical challenge of reproducibly visualizing single dendrite-glia 

contacts, progress in identifying molecular mediators of dendrite-glia interaction has been 

hindered by a dearth of large-scale, unbiased genetic screens. Such screens are impractical in 
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mammalian systems and, though possible, are nevertheless challenging in Drosophila (Freeman, 

2015). Thus, our knowledge of dendrite-glia junctions has remained largely phenomenological.  

C. elegans is perfectly suited to overcoming these challenges. Each cell is uniquely 

identifiable and has a remarkably invariant shape and set of cell-cell contacts. Moreover, this 

model organism features a reduced nervous system consisting of exactly 302 neurons, 50 

ectodermally-derived glia, and 6 mesodermally-derived “glial-related” cells in the adult 

hermaphrodite. Most importantly, this means that a single, defined neuron-glia contact can be 

revisited across many individuals in wild-type or mutant backgrounds. Further, a well-developed 

toolbox of cell-specific promoters allows the targeted expression of transgenes to individual cells 

for visualizing and manipulating single neuron-glia contacts in intact living animals. This 

capacity for labeling single contacts is especially powerful given the transparency and small size 

of the nematode, which facilitate time-lapse imaging across development and super-resolution 

imaging of live, anesthetized animals. Finally, C. elegans is a potent genetic model, in which 

animals can be randomly mutagenized and scored to identify novel molecular mechanisms that 

direct neuron-glia contact development. In the next section, I will introduce C. elegans as a 

model for studying neuron-glia contacts. 

 
 
Section III: Modeling dendrite-glia junctions in the C. elegans nervous system 

Using the nematode to uncover principles of neurobiology 

 In the mid-1960s, an accomplished molecular biologist named Sydney Brenner embarked 

on a new scientific quest: to understand how genes specify the development of complex 

structures in the nervous system (Brenner, 1974). He surmised that genetic dissection of neural 

development would require a model organism in which the complete structure of the nervous 
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system could be solved. Today, Sydney Brenner is renowned as the founding father of C. elegans 

genetics. 

 As Brenner predicted, work on this tiny nematode has produced fundamental insights in 

neurobiology. Though the list is long, classic examples include the discovery of the first axon 

guidance molecule, UNC-6/Netrin (Hedgecock et al., 1990; Ishii et al., 1992); the identification 

of machinery required for synaptic vesicle fusion, including UNC-13/Munc13 (mutants of which 

were first isolated by Sydney Brenner himself; Brenner, 1974; Richmond et al., 1999); the first 

report of a complete connectome (Varshney et al., 2011; White et al., 1986); and early 

descriptions of neural activity in awake, behaving animals, which give insight into how global 

brain activity is coordinated to produce behavioral outputs (Faumont and Lockery, 2006; Kato et 

al., 2015).  

More recently, C. elegans has been exploited to uncover principles of glial biology. 

Nematode glia are not obviously analogous to specific glial subtypes in mammals, such as 

astrocytes or oligodendrocytes. Yet, like mammalian glia, C. elegans glial cells are derived from 

ectoderm and form tight associations with neurons (Shaham, 2005). Further, clear parallels are 

emerging between C. elegans and mammalian glia at both the molecular and functional levels.  

First, nematode glia can be developmentally specified by classical glial determinants 

(Mizeracka and Heiman, 2015). For example, one subset of glial cells expresses HLH-17, a 

homolog of an Olig family transcription factor that – in mammals – is necessary for 

oligodendrocyte cell fate (Yoshimura et al., 2008). Interestingly, the expression of HLH-17 is 

regulated by Pax and Nkx-like factors, homologs of which regulate Olig transcription factor 

expression in mammals (Yoshimura et al., 2008). Other populations of nematode glia also 

depend on conserved transcription factors for their development. For example, work in our lab 
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has shown that the Forkhead transcription factor UNC-130 governs the fate of at least two glial 

subtypes in C. elegans (K. Mizeracka and M. Heiman, in submission). In mammals, loss of the 

UNC-130 homolog, Foxd3, causes misspecification of peripheral glia (Teng et al., 2008). Thus, 

nematode glia use conserved factors to specify their fate. 

In addition, C. elegans glia carry out functions shared with glial cells in other systems. 

For example, they mediate dendrite extension (Yoshimura et al., 2008); maintain neuronal 

morphology (Bacaj et al., 2008); direct synaptogenesis (Colon-Ramos et al., 2007); and modulate 

neuronal responses to external cues (Bacaj et al., 2008; Han et al., 2013). Here, I will focus on 

the functions of fine-scale neuron-glia contacts in C. elegans. Unequivocally, these contacts are 

no less important in the nematode than in mammalian systems.  

First, C. elegans glia play a role in the fine sculpting of dendritic receptive endings (REs) 

at the scale of a few microns, comparable to the size of a mammalian synapse. Using laser 

ablation of single glial cells and cell-specific inhibition of secretion in glia, Shaham and 

colleagues revealed that glia are required to maintain the shape of the neuronal REs embedded 

within them (Bacaj et al., 2008; Singhvi et al., 2016). They further found that the transcription 

factor PROS-1/Prospero specifically functions in glia to regulate the shape of associated 

dendritic REs (Wallace et al., 2016). 

Moreover, recent work by Singhvi and colleagues demonstrates that, much like 

mammalian glia, nematode glia can modulate the extracellular environment surrounding neurons 

(Singhvi et al., 2016). Candidate screens for morphology mutants identified a potassium-chloride 

co-transporter, KCC-3, that is expressed by a glial cell called the amphid sheath. Remarkably, 

KCC-3 localizes specifically to the region of glial membrane adjacent to just one of the 12 REs 

associated with the glial cell (Figure 1.5A). Mutations in this co-transporter could be rescued by  
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Figure 1.5. Neuron-glia interactions in C. elegans.  

 (A) Glia in C. elegans can create specialized subdomains tailored for specific neuronal partners. 

For example, the potassium-chloride co-transporter KCC-3 (blue), expressed by the glial cell, 

localizes to the region of the glial membrane (purple) adjacent to just one of twelve neuronal 

receptive endings (green, 4 shown here) (Singhvi et al., 2016). (B) Three main classes of 

neuron–glia contacts in C. elegans. Neurons, green; glia, purple. Ax, axons; Dn, dendrite.   
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supplying high exogenous levels of potassium and chloride ions, implying that the co-transporter 

modulates the morphology of this neuronal RE by regulating ion concentrations in the interstitial 

space. Thus, glia can generate specialized subdomains tailored for particular neuronal partners. 

This is reminiscent of work in mammalian systems showing that astrocytes can differentially 

regulate the many synapses with which they interact.  

Together, these examples demonstrate that by studying the reduced nervous system of C. 

elegans, we are likely to elucidate general principles of neuronal and glial biology that are 

conserved across species.  

 

The structure of neuron-glia contacts in C. elegans 

As first envisioned by Brenner, prodigious efforts to fully reconstruct the architecture of 

the nervous system by electron microscopy have led to an unprecedented map of C. elegans 

neuron-glia contacts at the single-cell level (Doroquez et al., 2014; Varshney et al., 2011; Ward 

et al., 1975; White et al., 1976; White et al., 1986; Xu et al., 2013). All glia in this organism 

associate with sensory neurons to create sense organs (Mizeracka and Heiman, 2015; Shaham, 

2015). Most of these are located in the animal’s head and contain two glial cells of different 

types, called the sheath and the socket, and one or more neurons. Each glial cell extends an 

unbranched process that fasciculates with the dendrites of its neuronal partners and terminates at 

the tip of the nose.  

Three classes of neuron-glia contacts have been described in C. elegans. The first 

consists of axon-glia interactions in which a sheath glial cell envelops axons in the central 

neuropil and promotes synaptogenesis via secreted cues (Figure 1.5Bi) (Colon-Ramos et al., 

2007; Shao et al., 2013; Yoshimura et al., 2008). The second is comprised of contacts between 
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the distal-most region of the sheath glial process and the sensory dendrites of its neuronal 

partners (Figure 1.5Bii). The glial cell ensheathes these dendrites and forms epithelial-like 

junctions around them, such that the sensory dendrites exhibit apicobasal polarity and protrude 

into the external environment through a pore formed by the glia. This arrangement of neurons 

and glia can be described as a sensory epithelium, reminiscent of the mammalian olfactory 

epithelium or the auditory sensory epithelium in the mammalian inner ear (Low et al., 2019). 

Notably, the sheath glial cell also intimately wraps a subset of ciliated neuronal REs that are 

embedded within it. Yet in contrast to dendrite-glia contacts in the brain, this wrapping occurs on 

the outward-facing apical surfaces of the cells. Along with the previously described axon-glia 

contacts, these have been the focus of all existing studies on glia in the nematode.  

However, a third class of neuron-glia contacts has been observed by electron microscopy. 

These contacts also involve glia and dendritic REs, yet they lack the epithelial-like junctions 

described above and are entirely contained within the animal (Figure 1.5Biii) (Doroquez et al., 

2014; Ward et al., 1975). Thus, they are more reminiscent of contacts between mammalian glia 

and dendritic spines. The work presented in this thesis focuses on two such dendrite-glia 

contacts: interactions between a single glial cell, called the inner labial socket (ILso), and two of 

its neuronal partners, called BAG and URX. Up to now, these interactions have remained 

entirely unexplored beyond static ultrastructural images.  

BAG and URX are bilaterally symmetric primary sensory neurons that detect oxygen and 

carbon dioxide (Cheung et al., 2004; Gray et al., 2004; Hallem and Sternberg, 2008; Ward et al., 

1975; Zimmer et al., 2009). Though they associate with glia from the inner labial sense organ, 

they do not protrude into the external environment or exhibit apicobasal polarity. Thus, these 

cells are not part of a sensory epithelium, but rather resemble neurons in the mammalian brain. 
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The BAG and URX cell bodies reside in the head, and their axons infiltrate the central neuropil 

of C. elegans, known as the nerve ring. Each neuron sends a single, unbranched dendrite ~100-

150 µm to the animal’s nose, where the dendrite ending terminates in a nonmotile cilium (Ward 

et al., 1975; P. Sengupta, personal communication). The cilia function as REs that localize gas-

sensing machinery, including guanylate cyclases and cyclic nucleotide-gated channels (Cheung 

et al., 2004; Gray et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2013). In this way, they are functionally analogous to 

dendritic spines; both are highly specialized compartments that contain machinery required to 

sense cues in the extracellular environment (Shaham, 2010).  

Like many spines, the REs of BAG and URX form intimate associations with their glial 

partner. Particularly striking is the contact between BAG and ILso, in which the neuronal RE 

forms a membranous “bag-like” structure that precisely and reproducibly wraps a protrusion 

extending from the anterior region of the glial cell. Here, for the first time, we report that the 

URX RE forms a similar membranous structure that tightly adheres to ILso. Thus, BAG and 

URX define a class of C. elegans neurons that form specialized contacts with glia. The 

experiments presented here seek to identify the molecular machinery that governs the formation 

of dendrite-glia attachments using the BAG- and URX-glia contacts as models.  

 
 
Section IV. Summary of dissertation 
 

This dissertation explores genetic determinants of BAG and URX dendrite extension as a 

means to identify molecules that underlie dendrite-glia contacts. In Chapter 2, we use timelapse 

imaging to show that BAG and URX dendrites form by retrograde extension, in which the 

nascent dendrite ending attaches to the nose early in development and dendrites are stretched to 

their full length during embryo elongation. Thus, when dendrites become detached from the 
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nose, they fail to fully extend. We suggest that junctions with the glial cell anchor dendrite 

endings to the nose during embryogenesis in order to promote dendrite morphogenesis. Using 

forward genetics, we find that the neuroglial cell adhesion molecule SAX-7/L1CAM and the 

scaffolding protein GRDN-1/CCDC88C are required for BAG and URX dendrite extension. 

Cell-specific rescue experiments show that SAX-7 can act cooperatively in both neurons and 

glia, while GRDN-1 can act non-cell autonomously in glia to drive dendrite development. All 

together, these results support the notion that an attachment between the dendrite endings and 

their glial partner is required for dendrite morphogenesis.  

In Chapter 3, we use candidate genetic screens to show that the scaffolding protein 

MAGI-1/Magi1 and the canonical adherens junction protein HMR-1/Cadherin also promote 

BAG and URX dendrite extension. Rescue and cell-specific depletion experiments suggest that 

both of these factors also function non-cell autonomously in glia. Interestingly, SAX-7, GRDN-

1, MAGI-1, and HMR-1 are all associated with epithelial cell junctions. This leads to the 

surprising conclusion that the BAG- and URX-glia attachments repurpose junction components 

shared with epithelia. Interestingly, however, our genetic results indicate that these factors 

associate in a new configuration in the context of the nervous system.  

In Chapter 4, we discuss additional genetic screens for molecular determinants of BAG 

and URX dendrite morphology. Isolated mutants exhibited a variety of phenotypes, including 

abnormal dendrite morphogenesis, altered cell fate with concomitant morphology defects, and 

progressive disorganization of dendrites with age. Intriguingly, we find that FRL-1, a regulator 

of actin filamentation, and AFD-1, which links cell junctions to the actin cytoskeleton, both 

contribute to BAG and URX dendrite morphogenesis. This observation lends credence to the 

idea that factors associated with bona fide epithelial junctions are repurposed for neuron-glia 
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attachment in the nervous system. All together, our data suggest that the extensive knowledge of 

cell junctions from epithelial biology might be readily applied to understanding neuron-glia 

interactions. 
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SUMMARY 

Dendrites develop elaborate morphologies in concert with surrounding glia, but the 

molecules that coordinate dendrite and glial morphogenesis are mostly unknown. C. elegans can 

be used to identify such factors. Previous work examined dendrites and glia that develop within 

epithelia, similar to mammalian sense organs. Here, we focus on the sensory neurons BAG and 

URX, which are not part of an epithelium but instead form membranous attachments to a single 

glial cell at the nose, reminiscent of dendrite-glia contacts in the mammalian brain. We show that 

these dendrites develop by retrograde extension, in which the nascent dendrite endings anchor to 

the presumptive nose and then extend by stretch during embryo elongation. Using forward 

genetic screens, we find that dendrite development requires the adhesion protein SAX-7 and the 

cytoplasmic protein GRDN-1, each of which can act in glia to anchor dendrite endings at the 

nose. Interestingly, homologs of these proteins are disrupted in congenital hydrocephalus. Our 

results show how glial adhesion shapes dendrite morphogenesis, and identifies conserved factors 

that may also promote glial adhesion during development of the human brain. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Neurons weave their dendritic arbors within a fabric of axons and glia. How dendrites 

and axons wire together has been intensely studied, but less attention has been given to 

developmental interactions between dendrites and glia. Nonetheless, the precisely coordinated 

morphologies of dendrites and glia are striking and play a key role in controlling neural activity. 

For example, in the cerebellum, Bergmann glia appear to scaffold the growth of Purkinje 

dendrites (Lordkipanidze and Dunaevsky, 2005) and guide their innervation by specific axon 

types (Ango et al., 2008). At the fine scale, Bergmann glia wrap individual dendritic spines to 

control synapse number (Lippman Bell et al., 2010). Similarly, in the hippocampus, dendrites 

receive Ephrin signals from apposed glial processes that modulate dendritic spine morphology 

and can also alter synaptic strength (Murai et al., 2003; Nishida and Okabe, 2007; Carmona et 

al., 2009; Bernardinelli et al., 2014; Perez-Alvarez et al., 2014). These examples have provided a 

glimpse into the diversity of dendrite-glia contacts in the brain. However, broader exploration of 

dendrite-glia contacts and the molecular mechanisms that control them has been limited by the 

difficulty of studying single defined contacts in vivo and performing forward genetic screens in 

mammalian systems. To overcome these challenges, we have turned to the simple nervous 

system of C. elegans as a model for studying specialized dendrite-glia contacts. 

C. elegans offers several advantages. Each cell can be uniquely identified and has a 

remarkably stereotyped shape and set of cell-cell contacts; neuron- and glia-specific promoters 

allow the targeted expression of transgenes in single cells to visualize and manipulate specific 

neuron-glia contacts in intact living animals; and its powerful genetics permit unbiased screens 

to identify factors that control neuron-glia interactions. Additionally, C. elegans glia share a 

number of important features with mammalian glia (Mizeracka and Heiman, 2015). This system 
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thus offers a powerful genetic model for dissecting dendrite-glia contacts. However, work to date 

has focused on interactions between dendrites and glia within epithelial sense organs that 

resemble mammalian sensory epithelia. These studies have revealed factors that play key roles in 

epithelial morphogenesis, but are not widely expressed in the mammalian brain. Here, we turned 

our attention to a different class of dendrite-glia contacts that are more reminiscent of those 

found at mammalian synapses.  

Using super-resolution microscopy, we find that the dendrites of two neuron types, URX 

and BAG, form specialized membranous attachments with a single glial partner, providing a 

unique model of fine-scale dendrite-glia contacts. Using forward genetics, we identify conserved 

molecules required for development of these dendrites. SAX-7 is a homolog of the mammalian 

neuron-glia adhesion molecule L1CAM, and GRDN-1 is a homolog of proteins involved in cell 

polarity and cytoskeleton organization. Using embryonic time-course imaging, we find that URX 

and BAG dendrites develop by retrograde extension, a type of outgrowth in which the dendrites 

anchor to their targets and then extend by stretch. SAX-7 and GRDN-1 promote dendrite 

development by acting non-autonomously in glia to anchor dendrite endings at the nose during 

embryo elongation. Interestingly, L1CAM and the GRDN-1 homolog CCDC88C are each 

mutated in congenital hydrocephalus, a neurodevelopmental disorder that can arise from defects 

in the patterning of radial glia (Ekici et al., 2010; Drielsma et al., 2012; Ruggeri et al., 2018). 

This study thus defines the anatomical, genetic, and developmental properties of a previously 

overlooked class of dendrite-glia contacts with intriguing similarities to those found in the 

mammalian brain, and uses dendrite development defects to identify conserved molecules 

involved in glial cell adhesion. 

  



 

RESULTS 

URX and BAG dendrite endings form specialized contacts with a single glial partner 

URX and BAG are bilaterally symmetric pairs of sensory neurons in the head that 

mediate behavioral responses to oxygen and carbon dioxide (Cheung et al., 2004; Gray et al., 

2004; Hallem and Sternberg, 2008; Zimmer et al., 2009; Bretscher et al., 2011; Laurent et al., 

2015). Each of these neurons extends a single unbranched dendrite to the nose, a distance of 

~100-150 µm in adults (Fig. 2.1A,C) (Ward et al., 1975). The dendrites reside in distinct nerve 

bundles (URX, dorsal bundle; BAG, lateral bundle), where they fasciculate closely with other 

sensory dendrites and several classes of glial cells (Ward et al., 1975). This study focuses on 

interactions with one class of glia, the inner labial socket (ILso) glia.  

At the nose, the URX and BAG dendrites terminate in specialized sensory structures 

containing guanylate cyclases that detect molecular oxygen and carbon dioxide (Smith et al., 

2013; Gross et al., 2014). Classical electron microscopy (EM) reconstructions showed that the 

BAG dendrite terminates in a sensory cilium with a membranous bag-shaped elaboration (hence 

"BAG") that wraps around a thumb-like protrusion from the lateral ILso glial cell (Fig. 2.1A) 

(Ward et al., 1975; Doroquez et al., 2014). We became interested in this neuron-glia attachment 

because – at the structural level – it resembles glia wrapping dendritic spines in the mammalian 

brain; although here the dendrite wraps the glial cell, we reasoned that similar mechanisms might 

underlie coordinated morphogenesis of the dendritic and glial membranes in both cases.  

To investigate this structure in intact living animals, we developed tools and approaches 

for superresolution imaging of BAG and ILso glia. We expressed combinations of soluble, 

membrane-associated, and ciliary fluorescent markers under the control of cell-specific 

promoters (see Methods) and used 3D structured illumination microscopy to visualize the cells.  
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Figure 2.1. BAG and URX dendrites form specialized contacts with a single glial cell. 

(A, C) Schematics of a C. elegans head (nose is at top) showing BAG (A, blue) or URX (C, 

green) relative to the inner labial socket glia (ILso, purple). Dorsal (D) and lateral (L) pairs of 

glia are indicated; an additional ventral pair is not shown.  cb, neuron cell bodies; dn, dendrites; 

ax, axons. (B,D) Single-wavelength and merged superresolution images of BAG (blue, flp-

17pro) or URX (green, flp-8pro) and ILso glia (purple, grl-18pro) acquired with structured 

illumination microscopy. Caret (<), base of cilium. Insets (Bi) and (Bii) show cross sectional 

views and schematics of the indicated image planes. (Bi) BAG wraps around a thumb-like 

protrusion of the glial cell. A second protrusion is visible in this view, arrowhead.  (Bii) The ILso 

glial cell forms a pore through which two unlabeled neurons access the environment; BAG does 

not enter this pore. (D) The URX dendrite “jumps” from the dorsal to lateral ILso and forms a 

sheet-like contact with a protrusion from this glial cell; cross section in inset (Di).  A second 

protrusion from the glial cell, likely the BAG-associated thumb, is partly visible, arrowhead.  
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We could discern a subtle constriction at the BAG dendrite ending, consistent with the 

base of the cilium (Fig. 2.1B, caret), followed by a bag-shaped membranous elaboration ~1-2 µm 

in diameter that perfectly wraps a thumb-like protrusion from the lateral ILso glial cell (Fig. 

2.1B; additional examples in Fig. 2.2A-D). Cross-sectional views confirmed that the BAG cilium 

wraps around the ILso membrane in this region (Fig. 2.1Bi). We observed variation in the 

morphology of this structure across individuals, but the glial cell and the dendritic elaboration 

always formed precisely interlocking shapes (Fig. 2.2A-D). In cross-sectional views, we could 

discern the pore at the ILso glial ending through which dendrites of mechanosensory (IL1) and 

chemosensory (IL2) neurons protrude to the outside of the animal (Ward et al., 1975); in 

contrast, the BAG dendrite does not enter this pore and is not directly exposed to the external 

environment (Fig. 2.1Bii).   

Next, we sought to compare this structure with that of URX. The URX dendrite is not 

thought to be ciliated, and previous imaging suggested it terminates in a sensory "bulb" where 

signaling molecules are localized (Gross et al., 2014; McLachlan et al., 2018). However, 

superresolution imaging of the URX dendrite ending revealed a more complex structure (Fig. 

2.1D). As expected, we found that the URX dendrite fasciculates along its length with the dorsal 

nerve bundle, but it surprisingly exits this bundle at the nose and "jumps" over to the lateral 

nerve bundle (visible in ~90% of animals, n>40) (Fig. 2.1D; additional examples in Fig. 2.2E-H). 

This contact has not been described previously and suggests that URX can discriminate between 

the dorsal and lateral ILso glial endings. The URX dendrite does not enter the pore made by the 

lateral ILso glial cell, but instead forms a membranous sheet-like elaboration that covers another 

protrusion from this cell (but does not fully wrap it, Fig. 2.1Di). Thus, the lateral ILso glial cell 

extends two protrusions, one wrapped by the BAG dendrite ending and the other covered by the  
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Figure 2.2. BAG and URX dendrites form specialized contacts with a single glial cell. 

Examples showing variability in morphology of the dendrite-glia contact across individuals.  

Single-wavelength and merged superresolution images of BAG (A-D, blue, flp-17pro) or URX 

(E-H, green, flp-8pro) and ILso glia (purple, grl-18pro) acquired with structured illumination 

microscopy. In addition to the glial protrusion that is contacted by the labeled neuron, a second 

glial protrusion (arrowhead) likely represents the site of contact with the unlabeled neuron (A-D, 

URX unlabeled; E-H, BAG unlabeled).  In two examples (F, G) the second glial protrusion is 

hidden from view due to the orientation of the animal. The glial process in F and the dorsal glial 
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Figure 2.2 (Continued). BAG and URX dendrites form specialized contacts with a single 

glial cell. 

cell in H are not visible due to these cells extending outside the optical stack.  L, lateral. D, 

dorsal. 
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URX dendrite ending, raising the possibility that this glial cell provides some kind of specialized 

support for carbon dioxide and oxygen sensation. The "two-armed" morphology of the lateral 

ILso glial cell is especially apparent in some views (see Fig. 2.2A, B, D, H). 

Here, we focus on the broad question of how the URX and BAG dendrites develop. Due 

to their intimate association with this glial cell, we reasoned that their mechanism of 

development might reveal an interesting role for glia. 

 

URX and BAG dendrites do not require genes used for amphid dendrite development 

We first asked whether URX and BAG extend their dendrites using the molecular 

mechanism previously described for neurons in the amphid, the largest C. elegans sense organ 

(Heiman and Shaham, 2009). Similar to URX and BAG, each of the 12 amphid neurons extends 

an unbranched dendrite to the nose, where they terminate in sensory cilia and associate with 

specific glia (the amphid sheath and socket, Fig. 2.3A) (Ward et al., 1975). However, unlike 

URX and BAG, the amphid dendrites form epithelial junctions with glia (Low et al., 2019) and 

navigate through pores in the glia to directly access the external environment (Fig. 2.3B). This 

arrangement resembles the architecture of some mammalian sense organs, like the olfactory 

epithelium. 

Amphid dendrites develop using DYF-7 and DEX-1, which resemble apical extracellular 

matrix (ECM) proteins that are found in many epithelia but are not widely expressed in the brain 

(Heiman and Shaham, 2009). During development, DYF-7 and DEX-1 anchor the tips of the 

developing amphid dendrites at the embryonic nose as the cell bodies migrate away, stretching 

the dendrites out behind them in a phenomenon called retrograde extension (Heiman and 

Shaham, 2009). In dyf-7 or dex-1 mutants, the dendrite endings detach and the dendrites fail to  
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Figure 2.3. URX and BAG dendrites develop by a mechanism distinct from the amphid. 

(A) Schematic of a C. elegans head showing representative amphid neurons (tan; ASG neuron, 

yellow) and the amphid sheath glial cell (pink). Most amphid dendrites enter individual channels 

in the glial cell that converge to a central pore; some terminate in pockets within the sheath. (B) 

Single-wavelength and merged superresolution images of ASG (yellow, ops-1pro) and the 

amphid sheath (pink, F16F9.3pro). Insets i and ii show cross-sectional views and schematics of 

the indicated image planes. (i) Twelve individual channels in the sheath, one for each amphid 

dendrite, were previously seen only by EM. ASG can be seen inside one of these channels. (ii) 

The channels converge distally to a central pore with ASG inside it. (C) Wild-type and dyf-7 

animals expressing markers for an amphid neuron (AWC, yellow, odr-1pro), URX (green, flp-

8pro), or BAG (blue, flp-17pro). Arrowheads, dendrite endings. (D) Dendrite lengths in wild-

type, dyf-7, and dex-1 animals, expressed as a percentage of the distance from cell body to nose. 

Colored bars represent individual dendrites (n≥50 per genotype); black bars represent population 

averages; shaded region represents wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. for each neuron type, which we 

define as “full length”.  All amphid dendrites are affected uniformly by dyf-7 and dex-1 (Heiman 

and Shaham, 2009).  
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Figure 2.3 (Continued). URX and BAG dendrites develop by a mechanism distinct from the 

amphid.  
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extend (Heiman and Shaham, 2009). Several other classes of head sensory neurons (CEP, IL, 

OL) also have dendrite endings that protrude through glial pores to the environment, and all of 

them also require DYF-7 (Low et al., 2019).  

As noted above, URX and BAG dendrites do not protrude through a glial pore and are 

not directly exposed to the environment. Consistent with these anatomical differences, we found 

that URX and BAG dendrite development is grossly unaffected in dyf-7 and dex-1 mutants (Fig. 

2.3C, D). Some dex-1 URX dendrites exhibit subtle length defects, possibly due to secondary 

effects on the IL sense organs. URX and BAG dendrites thus likely use mechanisms of 

development that differ from those of previously studied neurons. This prompted us to try to 

identify factors required for URX and BAG dendrite development, and to learn if they more 

closely resemble factors used in the mammalian brain.  

 
 
URX and BAG dendrite development requires SAX-7 and GRDN-1 

To this end, we performed visual forward genetic screens for mutants in which URX or 

BAG dendrites fail to fully extend. In separate screens focused on each neuron, we isolated eight 

URX and two BAG dendrite extension mutants (Fig. 2.4A, URX; 2.4B, BAG). Each of the 

mutants exhibits grossly normal body morphology, locomotion, and expression of URX- and 

BAG-specific markers (flp-8, URX; flp-17, BAG; egl-13, URX and BAG), and ILso glia still 

extend their processes to the nose. Together, these observations suggest that the dendrite 

extension defects are not secondary to pleiotropic abnormalities in morphogenesis, 

neurodevelopment, or cell fate specification. Interestingly, we found that most of the URX 

mutants also strongly affect BAG, and vice versa, suggesting that these neurons may employ a   
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Figure 2.4. URX and BAG dendrite morphogenesis requires SAX-7 and GRDN-1. 

(A, B) URX (A, flp-8pro) and BAG (B, flp-17pro) neurons in wild-type (wt, left) and sax-7 

(right) animals. Arrowheads, dendrite endings. (C, F) Schematics of (C) SAX-7 and (F) GRDN-1 

indicating alleles and conserved domains. Ig, immunoglobulin; FNIII, fibronectin type III; TM, 

transmembrane; HKRP, Hook-related protein. Differences between isoforms are shown below. 

(D, E, G, H) Quantification of (D, G) URX and (E, H) BAG dendrite lengths, expressed as a 

percentage of the distance from cell body to nose. Colored bars represent individual dendrites 

(n≥48 per genotype); black bars represent population averages.  Shaded region represents wild-

type mean ± 5 s.d. for each neuron type and the percentage of dendrites in this range (“full length 

dendrites”) is indicated below the plots.  
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Figure 2.4 (Continued). URX and BAG dendrite morphogenesis requires SAX-7 and 

GRDN-1. 
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shared mechanism of dendrite extension (Fig. 2.4). We found that our ten mutants represented 

two complementation groups, and we proceeded to identify the relevant genes. 

 

SAX-7  

 Using standard mapping approaches, we found that alleles in the first complementation 

group (hmn3, hmn12, hmn147, hmn159) disrupt sax-7, which encodes a transmembrane cell 

adhesion molecule related to mammalian L1CAM (Fig. 2.4C) (Zallen et al., 1999; Chen et al., 

2001; Sasakura et al., 2005). Consistent with the notion that URX and BAG dendrite 

development might resemble dendrite development in mammalian brain, L1CAM is expressed 

throughout the brain and plays several roles during development, including in neuron-glia 

adhesion (Grumet and Edelman, 1984; Stoeckli et al., 1997). Defects in L1CAM lead to X-linked 

hydrocephalus (L1 Syndrome), a highly variable disorder that can also include spastic paraplegia 

and intellectual disability (Jouet et al., 1994; Vits et al., 1994; Adle-Biassette et al., 2013). How 

loss of L1CAM leads to such a wide spectrum of phenotypes remains mysterious.   

In C. elegans, SAX-7 affects axon guidance, synapse function, dendrite fasciculation, 

axon and neuronal cell body positioning, and the spatial patterning of branched dendrite arbors 

(Zallen et al., 1999; Kim and Li, 2004; Sasakura et al., 2005; Bénard et al., 2012; Dong et al., 

2013; Salzberg et al., 2013; Opperman et al., 2015; Yip and Heiman, 2018; Chen et al., 2019; 

Ramirez-Suarez et al., 2019). In these contexts, SAX-7 has been shown to act with UNC-

44/ankyrin, STN-2/γ-syntrophin, and the transmembrane protein DMA-1 (Zhou et al., 2008; Liu 

and Shen, 2011; Dong et al., 2013; Salzberg et al., 2013). However, we found that mutations in 

these genes do not recapitulate the dendrite extension defects seen in sax-7 (Fig. 2.5A),  
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Figure 2.5. Factors that act with SAX-7 and GRDN-1 in other contexts are not required for 

URX or BAG dendrite extension.  

Quantification of URX (flp-8pro, green), BAG (flp-17pro, blue), and AWB (amphid neuron, str-

1pro, pink) dendrite lengths, expressed as a percentage of the distance from cell body to nose. 

Colored bars represent individual dendrites (n=50 per genotype); black bars represent population 

averages; shaded regions represent wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. for each neuron type, which we 

define as “full length”. (A) Quantification of stn-2(tm1869), unc-44(e362), and dma-1(wy686) 

dendrite lengths. SAX-7 acts with UNC-44, STN-2, and DMA-1 in other contexts, but these 

factors do not strongly affect URX or BAG dendrite lengths.  In unc-44 mutants, URX and BAG 

dendrites often exhibited abnormal branching, and one BAG dendrite exhibited overgrowth. (B) 

Quantification of che-10(e1809) dendrite lengths. GRDN-1 acts through CHE-10 in cilia 

development and loss of CHE-10 causes dendrite extension defects in some amphid neurons, but 

not in URX or BAG. One AWB dendrite exhibited overgrowth. 
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suggesting that SAX-7 may act in a mechanistically distinct fashion to promote URX and BAG 

dendrite extension. 

All four alleles of sax-7 cause dendrite extension defects in both URX and BAG (Fig. 

3.4D, E), with BAG exhibiting more severe defects in both penetrance and expressivity. For 

example, in sax-7(hmn12), dendrite extension defects occur in 87% of BAG neurons vs 67% of 

URX neurons, and the affected BAG dendrites are 59±19% of nose length vs 81±10% for URX. 

Surprisingly, two of the alleles we isolated (hmn12 and hmn159) result in an identical nucleotide 

change despite arising from separate screens focused on URX and BAG, respectively; a 

previously described allele (ky146) also results in the same codon change (Zallen et al., 1999). 

These alleles are predicted to truncate the protein prior to its transmembrane segment and are 

thus expected to be functional nulls (Sasakura et al., 2005). We have used sax-7(hmn12) 

throughout this study. 

 

GRDN-1  

Alleles in the second complementation group (ns302, ns303, hmn1, hmn4, hmn7, and 

hmn8) disrupt grdn-1 (Fig. 2.4F), which is predicted to encode a soluble cytoplasmic protein 

related to mammalian Girdin/CCDC88A (hence "grdn-1"), CCDC88B, CCDC88C, and other 

members of the Hook-related protein family (HKRP). Their roles in brain development have not 

been fully explored, but Girdin can promote long-range neuronal migration by affecting cell 

adhesion and, separately, can affect synaptic plasticity (Enomoto et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; 

Nakai et al., 2014; Itoh et al., 2016). Loss of Girdin/CCDC88A causes PEHO syndrome, 

characterized by progressive encephalopathy and optic atrophy (Nahorski et al., 2016). 

Intriguingly, loss of CCDC88C leads to congenital hydrocephalus similar to that seen in loss of 
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L1CAM/SAX-7 (Ekici et al., 2010; Drielsma et al., 2012; Ruggeri et al., 2018), although no 

relationship between CCDC88C and L1CAM has been identified previously.  

In C. elegans, GRDN-1 acts through CHE-10/Rootletin in ciliated sensory neurons to 

position the ciliary basal body and promote proper cilia development (Nechipurenko et al., 

2016). However, we found that neither URX nor BAG dendrite lengths are affected by che-10 

(Fig. 2.5B), suggesting that the URX and BAG dendrite defects are unlikely to be secondary to 

the CHE-10-dependent role of GRDN-1 in cilia. 

Quantification of our allelic series revealed that most grdn-1 alleles strongly affect both 

URX and BAG (Fig. 2.4G, H); however, in contrast to what we observed with sax-7, the grdn-1 

defects are always more severe in URX. Indeed, two alleles (ns302, hmn8) produce barely 

discernible effects on BAG despite having a strong effect on URX. Conversely, the allele with 

the most penetrant BAG defects (hmn4) exhibits the least penetrant URX defects, albeit still 

quite severe. These results suggest that, although they require the same factors for dendrite 

extension, URX and BAG are likely to exhibit some developmental differences. 

Importantly, a grdn-1 deletion allele (tm6493) causes completely penetrant embryonic 

lethality (Nechipurenko et al., 2016), suggesting this gene plays an essential role in early 

development. This leads to three inferences. First, our genetic approach has revealed a role in 

dendrite development that would have been precluded from study using a null allele. Second, 

because our mutants are viable (ns303, <2% embryonic lethality, n=138), they presumably retain 

some grdn-1 activity (i.e., they are hypomorphic alleles). Third, these alleles might therefore 

provide clues as to which isoforms or protein regions are specifically required for dendrite 

extension and not for other aspects of early development. For example, all of our alleles disrupt 

the GRDN-1a isoform while some of them (ns303, ns302, hmn7, hmn8) spare the GRDN-1b or 
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GRDN-1c isoforms. This suggests that GRDN-1a is likely the most relevant for dendrite 

extension and that neither GRDN-1b nor GRDN-1c is sufficient. Consistent with this prediction, 

we found that GRDN-1a cDNA can rescue URX dendrite extension in the grdn-1(ns303) 

background (Fig. 2.6). Interestingly, one allele that strongly affects URX – but not BAG – 

dendrite extension (hmn8) is predicted to truncate GRDN-1 just 26 aa from its carboxy-terminus. 

This short region includes a PDZ-domain-binding motif (Gly-Cys-Val), suggesting that this 

motif is required for URX dendrite extension but not other aspects of early development. 

Consistent with this prediction, deleting this motif from the GRDN-1a cDNA abrogates its 

ability to rescue URX dendrite extension defects (Fig. S3). We chose to focus on the ns303 

allele, as it is predicted to truncate GRDN-1a close to its amino terminus (after the first seven 

codons) and causes highly penetrant defects in both URX and BAG without embryonic lethality.  

 

SAX-7 and GRDN-1 are not broadly required for dendrite extension 

As SAX-7 and GRDN-1 both act broadly in development, we sought to determine if their 

function in dendrite extension is specific to URX and BAG. We therefore asked whether sax-7 or 

grdn-1 affect the morphogenesis of other sensory neurons that extend unbranched dendrites to 

the nose.  

First, we examined a panel of strains bearing cell-type-specific fluorescent markers for 

three of the 12 amphid neurons as well as three other classes of sensory neurons that extend 

dendrites through glial pores (CEP, IL, OL). We found that most of these neurons are unaffected 

by sax-7 and grdn-1 (Fig. 4B,D).  However, the amphid neurons AWA and AWB exhibited 

weakly-penetrant dendrite extension defects in grdn-1 (Figs. 2.7, 2.8), consistent with a previous 

report that noted aberrant branching and other morphological defects (Nechipurenko et al.,  
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Figure 2.6. The GRDN-1a isoform promotes dendrite extension, and requires its PDZ-

binding motif for full activity.  

Quantification of full-length URX dendrites in wild-type or grdn-1(ns303) animals bearing 

transgenes with full-length GRDN-1a cDNA (+GRDN-1), GRDN-1a cDNA lacking its carboxy-

terminal PDZ-binding motif (+ΔGCV), or neither (–). Colored bars represent individual 

dendrites (n≥44 per genotype); black bars represent population averages.  Shaded region 

represents wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. and the percentage of dendrites in this range (“full length 

dendrites”) is indicated below the plot. p-values, Wilcoxon Rank Sum test. 
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Figure 2.7. sax-7 and grdn-1 preferentially affect URX and BAG dendrite extension. 

(A, B) grdn-1 animals expressing fluorescent markers for (A) neurons that make specialized 

wrapping contacts with the ILso glia: URX (green, flp-8pro) and BAG (blue, flp-17pro); (B) 

neurons that enter glial pores: amphid (AWB, pink, str-1pro; two additional amphid neurons, 

AWA and AWC, are in Fig. S4), CEP (red, dat-1pro), IL2 (orange, klp-6pro), OLQ (yellow, ocr-

4pro); and (C) a neuron that does neither: URY (purple, tol-1pro). Arrowheads, dendrite endings. 

(D) Quantification of dendrite lengths in the indicated genotypes, expressed as a percentage of  
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Figure 2.7 (Continued). sax-7 and grdn-1 preferentially affect URX and BAG dendrite 

extension. 

the distance from cell body to nose. Colored bars represent individual dendrites (n≥47 per 

genotype); black bars represent population averages.  Shaded region represents wild-type mean ± 

5 s.d. for each neuron type and the percentage of dendrites in this range (“full length dendrites”) 

is indicated below the plots.  
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Figure 2.8. Dendrite extension defects in amphid neurons.  

Dendrite extension defects are observed in grdn-1 mutants for the amphid neurons AWB (Fig. 4) 

and AWA, but not AWC, and these defects are not present in sax-7 mutants.  Quantification of 

AWA (gpa-4∆pro) and AWC (odr-1pro) dendrite lengths in wild-type, grdn-1 and sax-7 

animals, expressed as a percentage of the distance from cell body to nose. Colored bars represent 

individual dendrites (n≥50 per genotype); black bars represent population averages. Shaded 

region represents wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. and the percentage of dendrites in this range (“full 

length dendrites”) is indicated below the plot. 
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2016).  These defects could reflect a primary role for GRDN-1 during AWA and AWB dendrite 

extension, or could be secondary to defects in basal body positioning in these neurons, as many 

mutants that disrupt the ciliary basal body or transition zone also produce some amphid dendrite 

defects (CHE-10, Fig. S2B; MKS-1, NPHP-4 (Williams et al., 2008); CCEP-290, MKSR-2, 

NPHP-4 (Schouteden et al., 2015); MKS-5, MKS-6, NPHP-1, NPHP-4 (Williams et al., 2011)).  

Importantly, we found that AWA and AWB dendrite lengths are not affected by sax-7, and 

another amphid neuron (AWC) exhibits no detectable dendrite extension defects in either mutant 

(Fig. 2.8).  

We also examined URY, another neuron that extends an unbranched dendrite to the nose.  

Like URX and BAG, the URY dendrite ending interacts closely with some glia (although not the 

ILso glia) but does not enter a glial pore, is not exposed to the external environment, and does 

not require DYF-7 (Ward et al., 1975; Doroquez et al., 2014; Low et al., 2019). We found that 

URY dendrite extension is not affected by either sax-7 or grdn-1 (Fig. 2.7C, D).  

Thus, despite the widespread roles of sax-7 and grdn-1 in developmental patterning, their 

effects on dendrite extension appear relatively restricted to URX and BAG, and might reflect 

mechanisms specific to how these neurons form their dendrites.  

 

SAX-7 and GRDN-1 promote dendrite growth during embryo elongation 

To determine how URX and BAG form their dendrites – and, in particular, whether they 

develop by retrograde extension – we visualized dendrite development in wild-type and mutant 

embryos using a fluorescent reporter expressed in these neurons shortly after their birth (egl-

13pro:GFP) (Fig. 2.9) (Gramstrup Petersen et al., 2013). URX and BAG develop at a stage when 

the embryo rapidly twitches, making imaging difficult. We employed two approaches to  
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Figure 2.9. URX and BAG dendrite length defects arise during embryo elongation. 

(A-F) URX and BAG dendrite extension in (A-C) wild-type and (D-F) grdn-1 embryos at (A, D) 

1.5- fold, (B, E) 2-fold, and (C, F) pretzel stages. Embryonic URX and BAG were visualized 

using egl-13pro:GFP and distinguished by their cell body positions (URX cell body is more 

posterior, green arrow; BAG cell body, blue arrow). URX and BAG dendrite endings are marked 

with green and blue arrowheads, respectively. Asterisk, embryo nose.  (G, H) Dendrite lengths 

plotted as a function of the distance from cell body to nose for (G) URX and (H) BAG in wild-

type (filled circles) and grdn-1 (open circles) embryos. n≥70 per genotype.   
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circumvent this problem. First, we used dual-view inverted selective-plane illumination 

microscopy (diSPIM) (Wu et al., 2011; Kumar et al., 2014), which allows optical volumes to be 

acquired faster than the embryo twitches, to perform time-lapse imaging of a small number of 

embryos (Fig. 2.10, Movies S1 and S2). However, due to the variability of the mutant phenotype 

across individuals, we also wanted to use a method that would allow sampling of larger 

populations. We therefore took advantage of our previous anecdotal observations that ultraviolet 

light causes rapid embryonic arrest (see Methods), and used this approach to arrest and image 

>70 wild-type or mutant embryos at various developmental stages. We then arranged these 

embryos into a pseudo-time-course based on the highly stereotyped developmental features of C. 

elegans embryogenesis (Fig. 2.9A-C).   

In wild-type embryos, at the earliest stages where we can conclusively identify URX and 

BAG, the dendrites of both neurons are partially extended and contact the presumptive nose (Fig. 

2.9A). At this stage, neither cell has a migratory appearance – for example, they lack the 

lamellipod-like structure seen in developing amphid neurons (Heiman and Shaham, 2009), and 

BAG has already extended a short medial axon. Interestingly, the dendrite endings do not 

converge, suggesting that their shared attachments to the lateral ILso glial cell observed in the 

mature structure may not have developed yet.  Next, as embryo elongation begins, the dendrites 

appear to stretch as the distance from the cell bodies to the nose increases (Fig. 2.9B). We found 

that dendrites increase at least five-fold in length during this period, from ~5-10 µm to ~50 µm, 

exactly keeping pace with the increasing distance from the cell bodies to the nose (Fig. 2.9C, G, 

H). Thus, URX and BAG develop using retrograde extension, with the nascent dendrites 

attaching near the presumptive nose and then growing by stretch as the cell bodies move farther 

away during embryo elongation. 
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Figure 2.10. URX and BAG dendrite length defects arise during embryo elongation.  

(A) In a wild-type embryo, BAG and URX extend short dendrites that contact the presumptive 

nose and appear to extend by stretch during embryo elongation. (B) In a grdn-1 embryo, 

dendrites detach from the nose and fail to extend further. Time-lapse movies (Movies S1 and S2) 

of embryos expressing egl-13pro:GFP were acquired using dual-inverted selective plane 

illumination microscopy (diSPIM), and selected frames are shown.  Time stamp is relative to 

start of movie, not developmental stage. At the beginning of the movies, the embryo in (A) is at a 

developmental stage ~40 min earlier than in (B). White arrows indicate the nose. Colored arrows 

and arrowheads indicate cell bodies and dendrite endings, respectively (BAG, blue; URX, 

green). Approximate outline of each embryo is drawn. Changes in orientation of the animal are  
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Figure 2.10 (Continued). URX and BAG dendrite length defects arise during embryo 

elongation.  

due to rapid twitching and writhing within the eggshell. The marker is also strongly expressed in 

an additional neuron (asterisk) and more weakly in elongated cells in the anterior.   
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To determine if sax-7 and grdn-1 are required for this form of retrograde extension, we 

examined the development of mutant embryos. We focused on grdn-1 for analysis, because the  

URX phenotype is fully penetrant, but we also observed similar results with sax-7. In grdn-1 

embryos, we found that URX and BAG initially adopt their normal polarized morphology and 

form nascent dendrites that contact the presumptive nose (Fig. 2.9D). However, during embryo 

elongation, the dendrite endings become displaced from the nose and fail to extend normally 

(Fig. 2.9E, F). URX dendrites remained in contact with the nose up to a length of ~15-20 µm; 

however, as embryo elongation proceeded, they failed to maintain contact with the nose and 

were always shorter than wild type (Fig. 2.9G). BAG dendrites exhibited less penetrant defects, 

consistent with the lower penetrance observed in the mature structure. Similar to URX, dendrite 

extension defects in BAG were almost never seen at earlier stages (cell body <20 µm from the 

nose) but, as embryo elongation proceeded, ~30% of dendrites became displaced from the nose 

(Fig. 2.9H). Thus, URX and BAG dendrite endings anchor to the presumptive nose using SAX-7 

and GRDN-1, a mechanism of retrograde extension that is distinct from that employed by 

amphid neurons. An intriguing possibility is that contacts with glia are responsible for dendrite 

tip anchoring; however, as we do not have tools to visualize ILso glia in the embryo, it is also 

possible that URX and BAG dendrites attach to other partners during development and then 

attain their specialized glial contacts later.  

Finally, we asked how sax-7 and grdn-1 affect the post-embryonic scaling of dendrite 

length. Within ~48 h of hatching, the head increases two-fold in length as animals grow from the 

first (L1) to fourth (L4) larval stage. We found that mutant dendrites generally scaled 

appropriately to keep pace with larval growth over this period, despite their overall shorter   
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Figure 2.11. Shortened URX and BAG dendrites keep pace with larval growth.  

(A) URX and (B) BAG dendrite lengths in sax-7 (closed circles) and grdn-1 (open circles) 

animals were scored at the first (L1) and fourth (L4) larval stages and plotted as a function of the 

distance from the cell body to the nose.  Populations of L1 and L4 animals were selected by 

overall morphology on a dissecting stereomicroscope. As animals grow from L1 to L4 (~48 h), 

the length of the head ("Distance from cell body to nose") approximately doubles from ~40-60 

µm to ~80-120 µm.  During this period, the lengths of the shortened URX and BAG dendrites 

increase similarly. n≥49 dendrites per genotype per neuron at each larval stage. 
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lengths (Fig. 2.11). Together, our results imply that sax-7 and grdn-1 specifically disrupt the 

retrograde extension of URX and BAG dendrites during embryo elongation.  

 

SAX-7 can act both in neurons and glia to promote URX and BAG dendrite extension 

Because vertebrate homologs of SAX-7 can mediate neuron-glia adhesion, we reasoned 

that SAX-7 might also mediate neuron-glia adhesion to anchor dendrites at the developing nose. 

To test this idea, we expressed SAX-7 cDNA under neuron- or glia-specific promoters in a sax-7 

mutant background and quantified the number of full-length URX and BAG dendrites. As a 

positive control, we observed nearly complete rescue when SAX-7 cDNA was placed under 

control of a broadly-expressed embryonic promoter (Fig. 2.12A, B, grdn-1pro). We found that 

expression using URX-, BAG- or glia-specific promoters (flp-8pro, URX; flp-17pro, BAG; itx-

1pro, glia) (Kim and Li, 2004; Haklai-Topper et al., 2011) produced moderate rescue, whereas 

combined expression in URX and glia, or BAG and glia, produced much more efficient rescue 

(neurons with full-length dendrites: 90%, URX; 80%, BAG) (Fig. 2.12A,B). The lack of 

complete rescue could reflect additional roles for SAX-7 in other cell types, or issues related to 

the developmental timing of the cell-specific promoters we used. These results suggest that 

SAX-7 promotes dendrite anchoring by acting both in the URX and BAG neurons as well as in 

glia. 

Next, to ask whether SAX-7 localizes to specific regions within glia, we expressed a 

functional YFP-tagged SAX-7 cDNA under control of a glial-specific promoter (itx-1pro), 

together with myristyl-mCherry (myr-mCherry) as a reference (Fig. 2.12C). We found that SAX-

7 localizes across the glial surface and often appears enriched at sites near the nose (Fig. 2.12C).  
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Figure 2.12. SAX-7 can act both in neurons and glia to promote dendrite extension. 

(A, B) Transgenes containing SAX-7S cDNA under the control of promoters expressed in 

neurons, glia, both together, or no transgene (–), were introduced into sax-7 animals. (A) URX 

and (B) BAG dendrite lengths were measured in each strain as a percentage of the distance from 

cell body to nose. Colored bars represent individual dendrites (n≥49 per genotype); black bars 

represent population averages.  p-values (Wilcoxon Rank Sum test) compared to sax-7 with no 

transgene (–) are shown at top.  Rescue was greater when SAX-7S cDNA was expressed in 

neurons and glia together compared to neurons only (URX, p<10-5; BAG, p<10-3) or glia only 

(URX, p<10-4; BAG,  p<10-5). Shaded region represents wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. for each neuron 

type and the percentage of dendrites in this range (“full length dendrites”) is indicated below the 

plots. (C) Single-wavelength and merged images of animals expressing SAX-7S-YFP and the 

membrane marker myristyl-mCherry under control of a glia-specific promoter (itx-1pro). Inset: 

SAX-7-YFP is sometimes enriched in glial endings, where the glia contact URX and BAG.   
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This enrichment was not seen in all individuals, but is consistent with the possibility that SAX-7 

could directly mediate dendrite-glia attachment.  

 

GRDN-1 can act non-autonomously in glia to promote dendrite extension  

Next, we performed a similar analysis of GRDN-1. In contrast to the above results, we 

observed almost no rescue when the GRDN-1a cDNA was placed under control of URX- or 

BAG-specific promoters (Fig. 2.13A, 2.14A), suggesting that GRDN-1, unlike SAX-7, does not 

act in the neurons themselves to promote dendrite extension. We recapitulated this result using 

two other neuronal promoters (egl-13pro, expressed in URX and BAG shortly after the cells are 

born; rab-3pro, pan-neuronal) (Fig. 2.13A) (Nonet et al., 1997; Gramstrup Petersen et al., 2013).  

By comparison, we observed moderate rescue of URX dendrite extension using any of 

three glial promoters (neurons with full-length dendrites: 50%, ptr-10pro; 60%, pros-1pro; 45%, 

itx-1pro) (Fig. 2.13A) (Yoshimura et al., 2008; Haklai-Topper et al., 2011; Murray et al., 2012). 

In BAG, we observed milder rescue that was not statistically significant, possibly due to the 

weak baseline penetrance of BAG dendrite defects (Fig. 2.14A). As discussed above, incomplete 

rescue could be due to inappropriate timing of expression or a requirement for grdn-1 in 

additional cells. These results suggest that GRDN-1 is able to act non-autonomously in glia to 

promote URX and BAG dendrite anchoring. 

 To further test whether GRDN-1 acts non-autonomously, we used mosaic analysis to 

interrogate the activity of grdn-1 expressed under control of its own promoter (Fig. 2.13B). 

Briefly, we generated grdn-1 animals bearing an unstable extrachromosomal transgene 

consisting of grdn-1pro:GRDN-1a cDNA and a fluorescent reporter (flp-8pro:CFP) used to 

visualize the presence of this transgene in URX. To identify rare mosaic animals in which the  
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Figure 2.13. GRDN-1 can act in glia and localizes in puncta at dendrite contacts. 

(A) Transgenes containing GRDN-1a cDNA under control of the indicated promoters, or no 

transgene (–), were introduced into grdn-1 animals and URX dendrite lengths were measured as 

a percentage of the distance from the cell body to the nose. p-values (Wilcoxon Rank Sum test) 

compared to grdn-1 with no transgene (–) are shown at top. Parentheses indicate that, for 

unknown reasons, expression using egl-13pro enhances the defects.  Colored bars represent  
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Figure 2.13 (Continued). GRDN-1 can act in glia and localizes in puncta at dendrite 

contacts. 

individual dendrites (n≥34 per genotype); black bars represent population averages.  Shaded 

region represents wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. and the percentage of dendrites in this range (“full 

length dendrites”) is indicated below the plots. Data for BAG is in Fig. S7.  (B) Mosaic analysis 

was performed using grdn-1 animals bearing a stably-integrated URX marker (flp-8pro:GFP) to 

assess dendrite length and an extrachromosomal transgene, which is subject to stochastic loss 

during cell division, containing grdn-1pro:GRDN-1a and the URX marker flp-8pro:CFP to 

assess the ability of GRDN-1 to act cell-autonomously. Animals in which only the left or right 

URX dendrite was full-length were selected as probable mosaics, and were scored for the 

presence (red) or absence (gray) of the rescuing array in each URX neuron. (C, D) Wild-type 

embryo (C) and L1 stage larva (D) expressing a histone-mCherry fusion protein under control of 

the grdn-1 promoter (grdn-1pro:his-24-mCherry, magenta) and a membrane-localized GFP to 

mark glia (itx-1pro:myristyl-GFP, green). Arrowheads, examples of cells expressing both 

markers. Asterisk and bracket, background auto-fluorescence due to gut granules. (E-H) The 

localization of glial-expressed GRDN-1a relative to URX and BAG was visualized (E) in 

embryos, by expressing sfGFP-GRDN-1a in glia (itx-1pro, green) together with an embryonic 

BAG marker (egl-13pro:mCherry, purple); and (F, G) in L1 stage larvae, by expressing YFP-

GRDN-1a (itx-1pro, yellow) and myristyl-mCherry (itx-1pro, red) in glia together with CFP 

(blue) in BAG (F, flp-17pro) or URX (G, flp-8pro). Arrowheads, glial-expressed puncta of 

GRDN-1a near dendrite endings. (H) The positions of glial-expressed GRDN-1a puncta were 

quantified relative to the URX dendrite. Each line represents a single URX dendrite, and adjacent 

YFP-GRDN-1a puncta are shown as black dots. n=30. (I-K) GRDN-1a puncta were visualized  
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Figure 2.13 (Continued). GRDN-1 can act in glia and localizes in puncta at dendrite 

contacts. 

relative to the dendrite-glia contact.  (I) Regions of direct dendrite-glia contact were visualized 

using a GFP-reconstitution assay (GRASP) targeting URX and glia (itx-1pro:CD4-spGFP1-10 

and flp-8pro:CD4-spGFP11, green). URX is also marked by mCherry (flp-8pro, magenta).  

Arrowheads mark the anterior and posterior extents of the GRASP signal.  Due to the faint 

signal, prominent autofluorescence at mouth (asterisk) and elsewhere in the head is visible. (J) 

The localization of glial-expressed GRDN-1a relative to the URX-glia contact was visualized by 

expressing mApple-GRDN-1a in glia (itx-1pro, magenta) together with GRASP (green). 

Arrowhead, glial-expressed punctum of GRDN-1a at the anterior extent of the dendrite-glia 

contact revealed by GRASP. (K) The positions of glial-expressed GRDN-1a puncta were 

quantified relative to the dendrite-glia contact. Each line represents one URX-glia pair as 

revealed by GRASP, and adjacent mApple-GRDN-1a puncta are shown as black dots.  Multiple 

dots may reflect expression of the promoter in several (~6-12) glial cells.  n=35.  
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Figure 2.14. GRDN-1 activity in glia.  

(A) Transgenes containing GRDN-1a cDNA under control of the indicated promoters, or no 

transgene (–), were introduced into grdn-1 animals and BAG dendrite lengths were measured as 

a percentage of the distance from the cell body to the nose. Expression of GRDN-1a under its 

endogenous promoter rescued dendrite extension defects (p<0.0001).  Mild rescue using other 

promoters was not statistically significant (p>0.05 for all promoters shown except p=0.04 for itx-

1pro).  Colored bars represent individual dendrites (n≥40 per genotype); black bars represent 

population averages.  Shaded region represents wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. and the percentage of 

dendrites in this range (“full length dendrites”) is indicated below the plot. p-values (Wilcoxon 

Rank Sum test) compared to grdn-1 with no transgene (–) are at top. (B,C) Gross morphology of 

glia (itx-1pro:GFP) in (B) wild-type and (C) grdn-1 animals is similar, suggesting that grdn-1 

dendrite defects are not secondary to loss of glia or glial processes. (D) Wild-type embryo 

expressing sfGFP-GRDN-1 under control of the grdn-1 promoter. GRDN-1 is broadly expressed 

and localizes in puncta throughout the embryonic head. 
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transgene has undergone stochastic loss in certain cell lineages, we isolated individuals in which 

the left- and right-hand URX neurons are of different lengths (i.e. one short dendrite and one 

full-length dendrite). We reasoned that, if grdn-1 acts cell-autonomously, then the URX neuron 

with a full-length dendrite would always carry the transgene (grdn-1(+), Fig. 2.13B, red), while 

the neuron with a short dendrite would almost always lack the transgene (grdn-1(–), Fig. 2.13B, 

gray). However, in addition to this class of animals (Class I, 23%), we also observed two classes 

of animals in which URX neurons had full-length dendrites but lacked the transgene (Classes II 

and III, 16% together), indicating that grdn-1 is not necessary in URX for rescue (Fig. 2.13B). 

Similarly, we observed two classes of animals in which URX neurons had short dendrites despite 

carrying the transgene (Classes II and IV, 65% together), indicating that the grdn-1 is not 

sufficient in URX for rescue (Fig. 2.13B). These results support the conclusion that grdn-1 

promotes URX dendrite extension in a non-autonomous manner.  

Finally, we asked if grdn-1 is normally expressed in glia. We generated a grdn-1 

transcriptional reporter and found that it is broadly expressed in the embryo from late 

gastrulation onwards. By co-expressing a glial marker in embryos (itx-1pro(1 kb), see Methods), 

we found that this expression includes a subset of glia (Fig. 2.13C). This expression can be 

detected in newly-hatched animals (Fig. 2.13D) but is absent in older larvae and adults. 

Importantly, grdn-1 does not grossly disrupt the specification or morphogenesis of these glia 

(Fig. 2.14B,C). Taken together, our results suggest that grdn-1 is expressed broadly at the time of 

dendrite extension, including in glia, and that its expression in glia is sufficient to non-

autonomously promote dendrite extension. 
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GRDN-1 localizes in glia to puncta near dendrite contacts 

To examine GRDN-1 localization, we generated a functional GFP-tagged GRDN-1a 

cDNA. Consistent with previous results, we observed numerous puncta at the nose when this 

construct was expressed under its own promoter (Fig. 2.14D). These puncta were previously 

shown to localize to the basal bodies at the ciliated endings of sensory dendrites (Nechipurenko 

et al., 2016). However, as glia are not ciliated, we were curious how GRDN-1 would localize in 

these cells.  We therefore expressed GFP-GRDN-1 under the control of a glial-specific promoter. 

In embryos and newly-hatched larvae, we found that glial GRDN-1 localizes in puncta near 

URX and BAG dendrite endings (Fig. 2.13E-G).  Quantifying their relative positions revealed 

that the URX dendrite always terminates near a punctum of glial GRDN-1 (n=30/30, Fig 2.13H).  

Because these puncta were not bright enough for the structured illumination approach we 

used previously, we developed an alternative strategy to test if they represent dendrite-glia 

contacts.  Briefly, we adapted the GRASP system in which complementary fragments of GFP are 

expressed on the surfaces of neighboring cells, such that fluorescence is reconstituted only where 

the cells come into molecular contact (Feinberg et al., 2008). We expressed the GRASP 

fragments in URX and glia (URX+Glia GRASP) together with a reference marker in URX. We 

observed GRASP signal ranging in length from ~3 to 30 µm along the distal dendrite (Fig. 

2.13I), consistent with our structured illumination images showing the distal portion of URX 

tightly bundled with the ILso glia. As a control, no signal was observed when either GFP 

fragment was expressed alone. By expressing this GRASP reporter together with glial-specific 

mApple-GRDN-1, we found that the GRDN-1 puncta almost always mark the anterior extent of 

the dendrite-glia contact (n=34 of 35 animals; Fig. 2.13J, K). Thus, distinct from its role at basal  
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bodies in ciliated neurons, GRDN-1 localizes in glia to puncta positioned at dendrite-glia 

contacts. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Conserved glial factors promote dendrite anchoring during retrograde extension 

Here, we establish a novel genetic model for dissecting dendrite-glia interactions at the 

single cell level. We find that the mature URX and BAG dendrites form specialized membranous 

contacts with a single glial cell, the lateral ILso. During development, these dendrites grow by 

retrograde extension, attaching near the nose and then stretching out during embryo elongation. 

Dendrite anchoring requires the neuron-glia adhesion molecule SAX-7, as well as GRDN-1, 

which can act non-autonomously in glia and localizes in puncta near dendrite-glia contacts. In 

the absence of these factors, dendrites detach from the nose and do not properly extend during 

embryo elongation. Thus, this study identifies conserved factors that promote dendrite-glia 

adhesion in order to drive dendrite growth by retrograde extension. 

Interestingly, this represents a novel mechanism of retrograde extension.  While URX 

and BAG superficially resemble the amphid and other sensory neurons – they extend unbranched 

dendrites to the nose where they interact with glia – they exhibit highly divergent features and 

develop using distinct cellular and molecular mechanisms (Fig. 2.15). Amphid dendrites develop 

as part of an epithelium: they are exposed to the environment, form epithelial tight junctions with 

neighboring glia, exhibit apical-basal polarity, and develop using apical ECM factors that 

resemble those found in other epithelia (Low et al., 2019). In contrast, URX and BAG are not 

exposed to the environment, do not form tight junctions, do not exhibit apical-basal polarity, and 

do not require the apical ECM factors employed by the amphid. URX and BAG dendrites instead  
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Figure 2.15.  Distinct mechanisms of retrograde extension. 

Different classes of head sensory neurons undergo retrograde extension using distinct cellular 

and molecular mechanisms. Epithelial neurons (24 amphid, 12 IL, six OL, four CEP) exhibit 

tight junctions (black) that separate an outward- or lumenal-facing apical surface from a basal 

surface that is exposed to the pseuodocoelom, and undergo retrograde extension through 

mechanisms that resemble the morphogenesis of narrow epithelial tubes, including the use of 

apical extracellular matrix proteins (DYF-7 and DEX-1).  In contrast, glial attachment neurons 

(two BAG, two URX) undergo retrograde extension using a distinct mechanism that involves 

SAX-7 and GRDN-1 acting non-autonomously in glia to anchor dendrite endings at the 

developing nose.  Dendrite development in the other ten head sensory neurons (two FLP, four 

URA, two URB, four URY) remains to be explored. 
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attach to the basolateral surface of ILso glia and develop using SAX-7 and GRDN-1, conserved 

molecules that promote cell adhesion in the mammalian brain. Interestingly, retrograde extension 

has recently been observed in the developing zebrafish nervous system (Breau et al., 2017), 

suggesting that the mechanisms we identify may be conserved in vertebrates.   

The model of dendrite-glia interaction we have established may also provide insight into 

other aspects of mammalian brain development.  SAX-7 and GRDN-1 are related to factors 

disrupted in human neurodevelopmental disorders (SAX-7: X-linked hydrocephalus (L1 

syndrome); GRDN-1: PEHO syndrome, congenital hydrocephalus) (Drielsma et al., 2012; Adle-

Biassette et al., 2013; Nahorski et al., 2016). It is not known how deficiency of the SAX-7 

homolog L1CAM leads to hydrocephalus, how different variants of L1CAM lead to the wide 

spectrum of defects associated with L1 syndrome, or why disruption of the GRDN-1 homolog 

CCDC88A leads to the progressive encephalopathy and optic atrophy associated with PEHO 

syndrome. However, our results raise the possibility that defects in glia may contribute to the 

etiology of these diseases. In further support of this idea, a recent study using a mouse knockout 

of CCDC88C/GRDN-1 to model congenital hydrocephalus found that defects in these animals 

originate during the development of radial glial cells (Takagishi et al., 2017). In particular, the 

aberrant accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) reflects loss of planar polarity in the radial 

glia that give rise to the ependymal cells whose beating cilia drive CSF circulation. Thus, despite 

the obvious differences between C. elegans and mammalian glia, our results suggest that these 

factors may play conserved roles related to glial development. 

 

Possible molecular mechanisms for SAX-7 and GRDN-1 

By what molecular mechanism do SAX-7 and GRDN-1 promote dendrite extension?  A 
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simple hypothesis would be that they form a protein complex that attaches URX and BAG 

dendrites to the lateral ILso glial cell. However, several lines of evidence suggest that the 

mechanism is more complicated.  First, SAX-7 and GRDN-1 do not have domains known to 

interact with each other and, in contrast to what would be expected for two members of a protein 

complex, they do not exhibit the same localization pattern in glia. Second, loss of SAX-7 is not 

phenotypically equivalent to loss of GRDN-1 – for example, SAX-7 more strongly affects BAG 

while GRDN-1 more strongly affects URX – which likely would not be the case if these genes 

acted in a single complex.  Third, embryonic BAG and URX dendrites do not converge to a 

single site at the nose, as would be expected if they were both already attached to the lateral ILso 

glial cell, suggesting the dendrites might transiently attach to different cellular partners during 

development before attaining their mature structure.  These observations suggest that SAX-7 and 

GRDN-1 may act independently to promote dendrite extension. 

A possible clue to their mechanism of action may come from studies of epithelial 

development, in which each of these proteins has been found to act upstream of epithelial cell 

junctions. SAX-7 is expressed broadly in epithelia, localizes to epithelial cell junctions, and can 

act redundantly with the classical epithelial cell junction protein HMR-1/cadherin during early 

development (Chen et al., 2001; Grana et al., 2010).  GRDN-1 is partly required for localization 

of the epithelial cell junction marker AJM-1 and, in Drosophila, Girdin localizes to epithelial 

adherens junctions, physically interacts with the cadherin-catenin complex protein α-catenin, and 

is required to maintain epithelial cell adhesion during large-scale morphogenetic movements (Ha 

et al., 2015; Houssin et al., 2015; Nechipurenko et al., 2016).  

These observations suggest two possibilities. First, URX and BAG dendrites might attach 

to glia through modified epithelial junctions, for example using the same cell junction machinery 
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as epithelia but in an attenuated form that is more susceptible to disruption.  This is an attractive 

idea because neurons and glia derive developmentally and evolutionarily from epithelia and 

many glia retain epithelial characteristics (including ILso, as well as radial glia and Müller glia in 

vertebrates).  Alternatively, URX and BAG dendrites might develop using bona fide epithelial 

interactions that are lost as the structure matures. Recent studies have shown that other C. 

elegans neurons engage in transient cellular rosettes, in which cells polarize towards a central 

vertex and exhibit epithelial characteristics before resolving into their mature arrangement (Fan 

et al., 2019). It will therefore be paramount to identify the early cell-cell interactions that shape 

URX and BAG, and to understand how they give rise to the specialized dendrite-glia contacts 

observed in the mature structure. 

 

Perspective 

This study raises several exciting questions. How are glia different from each other, and 

what makes glia pair off with specific neuronal partners, as we observe for the lateral ILso glial 

cell and URX and BAG?  Are there subcellular compartments within glia, as is suggested by the 

regionalized wrapping of ILso and the striking subcellular localization of GRDN-1?  These 

questions are likely to be relevant to mammalian glia.  There is emerging evidence that 

mammalian glia pair off with specific neurons; for example, ventral – but not dorsal – astrocytes 

in the spinal cord provide trophic and guidance cues to alpha – but not gamma – motor neurons 

(Molofsky et al., 2014). There is also evidence for subcellular compartmentalization of glia; for 

example, a single Müller glial cell exhibits region-specific branching in distinct layers of the 

retina, and Bergmann glia exhibit striking region-specific localization of L1CAM family 

members (Ango et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2017). Thus, the simple and highly-stereotyped model 
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of dendrite-glia interaction we have established here is likely to shed light on the development 

and function of vastly more complex dendrite-glia interactions in the mammalian brain. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Strains and Plasmids 

All C. elegans strains were constructed in the N2 background and cultured at 20ºC on 

nematode growth media (NGM) plates seeded with E. coli OP50 bacteria (Brenner, 1974). 

Transgenic strains were generated with standard techniques (Mello and Fire, 1995) with injection 

of 100 ng/µL of DNA (5-50µL per plasmid). All strains used in this study are listed in 

Supplementary Tables 1.1 and 1.2; plasmids are listed in Supplementary Table 1.3; primers of 

general interest are listed in Supplementary Table 1.4; and molecular details of mapped 

mutations are listed in Supplementary Table 1.5. All of these can be found in Appendix 1.  

 

Generation of glial expression constructs 

 To visualize inner and outer labial glial cells, we amplified a ~2.9 kb promoter fragment 

upstream of itx-1 from N2 genomic DNA and used it to drive the expression of GFP. Consistent 

with published results (Haklai-Topper et al., 2011), this promoter drives expression in glial cells 

and throughout the gut. As the strong gut expression obscured signal from the head in embryos, 

we identified a 1,031 bp region beginning at the 5’ end of the ~2.9 kb itx-1 promoter that drives 

expression in glia, but not in the gut, when placed upstream of a myo-2 minimal promoter 

(Okkema et al., 1993). See Table S3 for primer sequences.  

 To visualize inner labial socket glial cells specifically, we used a promoter fragment from 

the grl-18 gene that was reported to be expressed in a combination of IL or OL socket glia (Hao 

et al., 2006).  We amplified a ~3 kb promoter fragment upstream of grl-18 from N2 genomic 

DNA and used it to drive expression of YFP. To confirm expression in IL socket glia, we co-

expressed grl-18pro:YFP with the BAG reporter flp-17pro:CFP and the IL2 neuron reporter klp-
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6pro:mCherry. We found that the IL2 neurons protrude through the grl-18+ cells and that BAG 

neurons associate with the YFP-labeled cells, thus demonstrating that the grl-18 promoter drives 

expression specifically in IL socket glia. 

 

Forward genetic screens  

 We isolated alleles of grdn-1 and sax-7 in three independent, nonclonal, visual genetic 

screens. In all screens, L4 stage animals were mutagenized using 70 mM ethyl methanesulfonate 

(EMS, Sigma) at approximately 22°C for 4 hours. Nonclonal F2 progeny were examined on a 

Nikon SMZ1500 stereomicroscope with an HR Plan Apo 1.6x objective, and animals with 

aberrant dendrite morphologies were recovered to individual plates. For details of mutations, see 

Table S4.  

 ns302, ns303 — isolated from a screen for URX dendrite defects in genotype ynIs78 X 

(flp-8pro:GFP) 

 hmn1, hmn3, hmn4, hmn7, hmn8, hmn12 — isolated from a screen for URX dendrite 

defects in genotype ynIs78 X (flp-8pro:GFP) 

 hmn147, hmn159 — isolated from a screen for BAG dendrite defects in genotype oyIs82 

X (flp-17pro:GFP) 

 

Genetic mapping of mutations 

 With standard linkage mapping and SNP analysis, we mapped ns303 to an interval 

between 18.57 Mb and 18.70 Mb on chromosome V. Genomic sequence analysis identified a 

mutation (W8stop) in the previously uncharacterized gene Y51A2D.15, which we named grdn-1. 

As no fosmid covering this region was available, we confirmed this as the causative mutation by 
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rescuing the URX dendrite extension phenotype with a GRDN-1a cDNA driven by a ~4.5 kb 

grdn-1 promoter (see Table S3 for primer sequences used to amplify this promoter). Additional 

grdn-1 alleles from the screens were identified by non-complementation to ns303 and confirmed 

by Sanger sequencing. 

 hmn3 was mapped to a ~1 Mb interval on chromosome IV containing sax-7 by a one-step 

whole-genome-sequencing and SNP mapping strategy (Doitsidou et al., 2010). Sequence 

analysis identified a candidate mutation in sax-7, and we confirmed this mutation by rescuing the 

URX dendrite extension phenotype in hmn3 with the WRM0631cG07 fosmid and by non-

complementation to the previously described sax-7(ky146) allele (Zallen et al., 1999). Additional 

sax-7 alleles were identified by non-complementation to hmn3 and confirmed by Sanger 

sequencing. 

 

Conventional light microscopy and image processing 

Larval animals were immobilized with sodium azide, mounted on 2% agar or agarose 

pads, and covered with a No. 1.5 coverslip. To image embryos, adult hermaphrodites were 

dissected to release early-stage embryos, which were then mounted in water on slides with 2% 

agarose pads and covered with a No. 1.5 coverslip. Young embryos (prior to twitching, ~1.5-

fold) were imaged live, but older embryos were arrested to prevent movement. Embryo arrest 

was accomplished by applying 15-50 1-sec pulses of 405nm excitation light; this treatment 

reliably caused embryo twitching movements to cease within 20 min without morphological 

damage to the neurons of interest. 

Image stacks were collected on a DeltaVision Core deconvolution imaging system 

(Applied Precision) with the InsightSSI light source; UApo 40x/1.35 NA oil immersion 
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objective, PlanApo 60x/1.42 NA oil immersion objective, or UPlanSApo 100x/1.40 NA oil 

immersion objective (Olympus); the standard DeltaVision live cell excitation and emission filter 

set; and a Photometrics CoolSnap HQ2 CCD camera (Roper Scientific). Image stacks were 

acquired and deconvolved with Softworx 5.5 (Applied Precision).   

Cross sections were generated using the Rotate3D Tool in Priism 4.4.0 (Chen et al., 

1996). Maximum intensity projections were generated with contiguous optical sections in ImageJ 

(Fiji), then linearly adjusted for brightness in Adobe Photoshop CS5. Multicolored images were 

created by placing each channel in a separate false-colored screen layer in Photoshop. Figures 

were assembled in Adobe Illustrator CS5.  

 

Quantification of dendrite lengths 

 Dendrite lengths were measured using the segmented line tool in ImageJ (NIH). The 

dendrite was traced from the point where it joins the cell body to the point where it ends at the 

nose, then normalized by the distance from the cell body to the nose to account for variance in 

the size of the animal. All dendrite lengths were measured in L4 stage animals, except where 

noted. 

 

Dual-inverted selective plane illumination microscopy (diSPIM) 

Light sheet microscopy of wild-type and grdn-1(ns303) embryos expressing the BAG 

and URX reporter egl-13(3kb)pro:GFP was performed on a diSPIM microscope (Applied 

Scientific Instrumentation, Eugene OR) (Kumar et al., 2014), though only a single imaging view 

was used for all experiments presented here. 488 and 561 nm laser lines from an Agilent laser 

launch were fiber-coupled into the MEMS-mirror scanhead, used to create a virtually-swept light 
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sheet. A pair of perpendicular water-dipping, long-working distance objectives (NIR APO 40×, 

0.8 NA, Cat. No. MRD07420; Nikon, Melville, NY) were used to illuminate the sample and to 

collect the resulting fluorescence. All laser lines were reflected with a quad-pass 

ZT405/488/561/640rpcv2 dichroic and emission was selected with a ZET405/488/561/635M 

filter (Chroma) before detection on an sCMOS camera (ORCA Flash v2.0; Hamamatsu). Optical 

stacks were acquired by sweeping the sheet in conjunction with the detection plane (controlled 

via piezo motor) through the sample. Before embryonic twitching began, when egl-13pro:GFP 

expression is dimmest, volumes of ~65 z-slices (step size 0.75 µm) were acquired at 5 min 

intervals with a 150 msec exposure. Once twitching began, volumes were acquired at 5 sec 

intervals with a 20-40 msec exposure. For data acquisition and instrument control, we used the 

ASI diSPIM plugin within MicroManager (Edelstein et al., 2014). 

Maximum intensity projections were generated and intensities were linearly adjusted 

using ImageJ (NIH). 8-bit images were saved TIF files in an image sequence. Annotation was 

added using Adobe Photoshop CS5. The image sequence was then loaded into ImageJ and saved 

as a movie with a frame rate of 6 frames/sec.  

 

3D-Structured Illumination Microscopy (3D-SIM) 

To visualize the full membranous elaborations of BAG and URX, as well as ILso glia, we 

expressed combinations of cytoplasmic, membrane-anchored, and ciliary reporters under cell-

specific markers (BAG: flp-17pro:GCY-9-mApple, flp-17pro:mApple, flp-17pro:myr-mApple; 

URX: flp-8pro:mApple, flp-8pro:myr-mApple; ILso glia: grl-18pro:GFP, grl-18pro:myr-GFP) 

(Hao et al., 2006; Gramstrup Petersen et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013). We found that visualizing 
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the ciliary “bag” of BAG required expression of the membrane-associated ciliary marker GCY-

9-mApple.  

L4 larvae grown at 20°C were anesthetized in 110 mM sodium azide and 20 mM 

levamisole in M9, then mounted with No. 1.5 coverslips on 3% agarose pads with 110 mM 

sodium azide. Imaging was performed on an OMX V4 Blaze microscope (GE Healthcare) 

equipped with three watercooled PCO.edge sCMOS cameras, 488 and 568 nm lasers, and 528/48 

and 609/37 emission filters (Omega Optical). Images were acquired with a 60X/1.42 NA Plan 

Apochromat objective (Olympus) and a final pixel size of 80 nm. Optical stacks of ~3-6 µm 

were acquired with a z-step of 125 nm and with 15 raw images per plane (three angles with five 

phases each). Spherical aberration was minimized using immersion oil matching (Hiraoka et al., 

1990); generally, oil with a refractive index of 1.522 worked well. Superresolution images were 

computationally reconstructed from the raw data sets with a channel-specific, measured optical 

transfer function, and a Wiener filter constant of 0.001 using custom written 3D-SIM 

reconstruction code (T. Lambert, Harvard Medical School) based on (Gustafsson et al., 2008). 

Images are displayed as maximum intensity projections generated in ImageJ from contiguous 

optical sections. Negative intensity values were eliminated and images were saved as 8-bit files. 

Images were then imported into Photoshop CS5 and linearly adjusted for brightness. 

Multicolored images were created by placing each channel in a separate false-colored screen 

layer in Photoshop. Figures were assembled in Adobe Illustrator CS5. 

 

Mosaic analysis of GRDN-1 activity 

 Animals of genotype grdn-1(ns303) V; ynIs78 X (flp-8pro:GFP) carried an unstable 

extrachromosomal transgene array that included the fully-rescuing grdn-1pro:GRDN-1a 
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construct and flp-8pro:CFP. To obtain animals that were mosaic for the presence of the array 

without bias with regard to the presence of the array in URX, we selected animals in which one 

URX dendrite was full length and one was short, scored using only the integrated GFP marker on 

a fluorescence-equipped dissecting stereomicroscope. Each mosaic animal was then mounted on 

a slide and imaged as described above (“Conventional Microscopy and Image Processing”), with 

each URX neuron scored for the presence or absence of the array as indicated by the expression 

of flp-8pro:CFP.  

 

Quantification of GRDN-1 puncta and URX+Glia GRASP 

 To quantify the localization of GRDN-1 puncta relative to the URX dendrite (Fig. 

2.13H), we imaged L1 stage animals expressing flp-8pro:GFP, itx-1pro:YFP-GRDN-1, and itx-

1pro:myr-mCherry. A segmented line was drawn in ImageJ along the URX dendrite, from the 

point closest to the nose until the point where it joins the cell body. The beginning and end points 

of the URX dendrite were measured. When a punctum of glial YFP-GRDN-1 was directly 

adjacent to the URX dendrite in the x-, y-, or z-dimension, it was scored as an adjacent punctum 

and its position along the URX dendrite was recorded.  

 To quantify the extent of URX+Glia GRASP and the relative localization of GRDN-1 

(Fig. 2.13K), we used a similar approach. However, because we could not concurrently label the 

URX dendrite, we could not measure GRDN-1 puncta associated with URX posterior to the 

GRASP signal and we could not be certain that all GRDN-1 puncta at the nose tip were 

associated with URX. Therefore, we measured and plotted all puncta at the nose tip, as they were 

typically in the same z-plane as puncta which clearly associated with the GRASP signal; this 

causes a discrepancy in the number of puncta at the nose between Fig. 2.13I and Figure 2.13K. 
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Statistical analysis 

 The data were initially recorded in Microsoft Excel or Apple Numbers using the methods 

described above, and statistical analysis was performed using R version 3.2.3 (https://www.r-

project.org/) or RStudio version 1.0.143 (https://www.rstudio.com/). 
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INTRODUCTION 

 It has been said that “the human body is fundamentally a machine” (Wells et al., 1934). 

Just as the function of a machine depends on the meticulous assembly of its constituent parts, the 

function of the body requires that cells develop highly specialized attachments to defined 

neighbors. In the brain, glial cells form intimate contacts with neuronal dendrites. For example, 

they precisely wrap postsynaptic dendritic spines to alter spine shape, modulate synaptic 

plasticity, and regulate the concentrations of ions and neurotransmitters in the synaptic cleft 

(Barres, 2008; Bernardinelli et al., 2014; Grosche et al., 1999; Grosche et al., 2002; Lippman 

Bell et al., 2010; Spacek, 1985; Ventura and Harris, 1999). Despite the importance of these 

interactions, molecular mediators of dendrite-glia attachment remain mostly enigmatic, in large 

part due to the technical challenge of visualizing individual dendrite-glia contacts.  

We have turned to the nervous system of C. elegans to overcome this barrier. Every cell 

in the nematode is uniquely identifiable, arises from a defined lineage, and develops shapes and 

connections that are remarkably invariant across animals. Crucially, this system features an 

impressive toolbox of cell-specific promoters that allows the targeted expression of transgenes 

for visualizing and manipulating single dendrite-glia contacts in vivo. We have focused on two 

such contacts: interactions between a glial cell, called the IL socket (ILso), and the dendrite 

endings of two sensory neurons, called URX and BAG.  

Importantly, while most sensory neurons in C. elegans are embedded within sensory 

epithelia – and thus resemble mammalian neurons like primary olfactory sensory neurons in the 

nose – URX and BAG have a different anatomy.  Classical electron microscopy reconstructions 

of the nematode have revealed that URX and BAG are not embedded within sensory epithelia, 

do not protrude outside the animal, and do not form canonical epithelial junctions. Thus, they 
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more closely resemble neurons in the mammalian brain. We therefore focused on these non-

epithelial neurons because we wanted to identify molecular machinery that might also promote 

dendrite-glia attachment in the central nervous system of mammals.   

Six ILso glia reside in the head of the nematode and are symmetrically arranged in dorsal, 

lateral, and ventral pairs. Each of these cells extends an elongated process ~30-50 µm to the 

animal’s nose, where it interacts with neuronal dendrite endings (Figure 3.1A). URX and BAG 

are bilaterally symmetric and project single, unbranched dendrites to the nose (Figure 3.1A). 

These dendrites fasciculate with distinct ILso glia along their length (URX: dorsal; BAG:  

lateral), but the dendrite endings of both neurons terminate in membranous elaborations that 

specifically wrap the lateral ILso (Figure 3.1B). We previously showed that URX and BAG 

develop dendrites by retrograde extension, in which the nascent dendrite endings anchor at the 

presumptive nose early in development and dendrites are later stretched to their full lengths 

during embryo elongation (Figure 3.2A) (see Chapter 2). If dendrites fail to remain attached to 

the nose, they do not fully extend (Figure 3.2B). Using forward genetics, we found that the 

neuron-glia cell adhesion molecule SAX-7/L1CAM, as well as the scaffolding protein GRDN-

1/CCDC88C, are required for URX and BAG dendrite extension (see Chapter 2). Both of these 

factors can act in glia to promote dendrite development, suggesting that URX and BAG dendrite 

endings are anchored to the nose during embryogenesis by attachments to glia.  

Here, we use defects in dendrite extension as a readout to identify additional molecules 

that control dendrite-glia attachment. We report that the scaffolding protein MAGI-1/Magi1 and 

the cell adhesion molecule HMR-1/cadherin promote URX and BAG dendrite extension. As with 

SAX-7 and GRDN-1, these factors likely act in glia to control dendrite morphogenesis. Notably, 

all four molecules are associated with cell-cell junctions in epithelia. This leads to the surprising  
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Figure 3.1. URX and BAG dendrite endings form contacts with the ILso glial cell.  

(A) The organization of ILso glia (left, magenta), URX neurons (middle, green), and BAG 

neurons (right, blue) in the head of C. elegans. Each of the six ILso glia extends a process to the 

nose. URX and BAG project single dendrites to the nose. Anterior, up. D, dorsal. L, lateral. V, 

ventral. dn, dendrite. cb, cell body. ax, axon. (B) The URX dendrite (green) fasciculates along its 

length with the dorsal ILso (magenta, ILsoD), while BAG (blue) fasciculates with the lateral 

ILso (magenta, ILsoL). However, the dendrite endings of both cells form membranous 

elaborations that wrap protrusions from the lateral ILso.  
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Figure 3.2. URX and BAG dendrites extend by retrograde extension. 

(Left) During early embryonic development, the URX and BAG dendrite endings (green) anchor 

to the presumptive nose (asterisk) in both wild-type (A) and mutant (B) embryos. (Middle) In 

wild-type animals (A), the dendrite ending remains anchored at the nose and the dendrite 

stretches out as the embryo elongates. In mutant animals (B), the dendrite ending fails to remain 

anchored and the dendrite does not fully extend. (A, Right) In the mature structure, wild-type 

URX and BAG dendrites extend all the way to the nose, where they form intimate contacts with 

the ILso glial cell (magenta). We propose that this contact serves as the adhesive attachment that 

anchors dendrite endings to the nose during embryogenesis. (B, Right) Mature URX and BAG 

dendrites appear truncated in mutants. For simplicity, only one neuron and one glial cell are 

shown here.   
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conclusion that epithelial adhesion machinery is repurposed by the nervous system for neuron-

glia attachment. Interestingly, however, genetic analysis of double and triple mutants suggests 

that these epithelial junction components interact in new ways to promote the formation of 

neuron-glia attachments. 

 
RESULTS  

URX and BAG dendrite morphogenesis requires MAGI-1 

 We took a candidate-based approach to uncover additional molecules required for URX 

and BAG dendrite extension and identified the highly conserved scaffolding protein MAGI-1 

(see Experimental Procedures). MAGI-1 belongs to a family of proteins called Membrane-

Associated GUanylate Kinases (MAGUKs), which play key roles in organizing multiprotein 

complexes at cell-cell junctions. In C. elegans, MAGI-1 localizes to epithelial junctions, where it 

promotes the ordered arrangement of other junction components, and to synapses, where it 

mediates synaptic plasticity by regulating postsynaptic receptor localization (Emtage et al., 2009; 

Lynch et al., 2012; Stetak and Hajnal, 2011; Stetak et al., 2009). Consistent with these 

scaffolding functions, MAGI-1 contains a variety of protein-protein interacting domains 

characteristic of MAGUKs, including five PDZ domains, two WW domains, and a guanylate 

kinase domain that is catalytically inactive in MAGUKs and instead functions as a protein 

binding domain (Figure 3.3A). 

We examined two previously described alleles of magi-1 and found that mature URX and 

BAG dendrites are truncated in magi-1 mutants (Figure 3.3B,C). Both alleles result in deletions 

that affect all known protein isoforms and give rise to frameshifts: gk657 causes a small deletion 

near the N-terminus that disrupts a conserved WW domain, while zh66 results in a larger, 2.6kb 

deletion affecting the first three PDZ domains (Figure 3.3A) (Stetak et al., 2009; Thompson et   
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Figure 3.3. MAGI-1 is required for URX and BAG dendrite extension. 

(A) Schematic of MAGI-1 showing conserved protein domains as well as the alleles used in this 

study. The structure of each isoform (a-e) is indicated below, with alternative exons demarcated 

by dashed lines. The GUK (guanylate kinase) domain is likely catalytically inactive. (B-E) URX 

(B,D, green, flp-8pro) and BAG (C,E, blue, flp-17pro) neurons in wild-type and magi-1(zh66) 

animals. (B,C) Representative images of L4 larvae showing that dendrites fail to extend to the 

nose in magi-1 mutants. Anterior faces upwards. The dashed line outlines the head.  
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Figure 3.3 (Continued). MAGI-1 is required for URX and BAG dendrite extension. 

(D,E) Representative images of embryos showing that URX and BAG dendrite extension 

phenotypes are present before hatching. Approximate outline of each embryo is indicated by the 

dashed line, and the nose is marked with a white arrow. Blue arrowheads, BAG dendrite ending. 

Green arrowheads, URX dendrite ending. Asterisk indicates additional cell (AUA) labeled by 

flp-8pro. (F) URX and (G) BAG dendrite lengths were quantified as a percentage of the distance 

from the cell body to the nose in the indicated genotypes. Each colored bar represents a single 

dendrite (n=50 per genotype); black bars indicate population averages. The shaded region marks 

wild-type mean ± 5SD, and the percentage of dendrites in this range (“full-length”) is indicated 

above the plots. Two independent alleles of magi-1 cause dendrite extension defects. These 

defects are rescued by expression of the MAGI-1a cDNA under the control of its own promoter. 

All quantification was performed on L4 larvae, except for the far-right column, which shows that 

dendrite defects are already present in L1 larvae. p-values, Wilcoxon Rank-Sum.  
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al., 2013). Importantly, these mutants are viable with grossly normal body morphology, 

suggesting that the URX and BAG dendrite defects are not secondary to broad defects in 

embryonic development. 

magi-1 mutants display much more penetrant defects in URX than in BAG, similar to 

what we previously observed for grdn-1. For example, just 2% of URX dendrites but 70% of  

BAG dendrites are full-length in magi-1(zh66) mutants. Interestingly, despite the modest 

penetrance of the BAG defects, affected BAG dendrites exhibit wildly variable lengths, with 

some BAG neurons failing to extend any dendrite at all (n=4/50 for magi-1(zh66); SD=36% for 

magi-1(zh66)). Variability in the expressivity of the URX phenotype is less severe, with URX 

dendrites extending 66±13% and 65±16% of the distance from the cell body to the nose in magi-

1(gk657) and magi-1(zh66) mutants, respectively.  

We chose to focus on the zh66 allele for all future experiments, as this large deletion is 

thought to be a functional null (Stetak et al., 2009). To confirm that dendrite morphogenesis 

defects in zh66 mutants are due to disruption of the magi-1 locus, we assessed the rescuing 

activity of a MAGI-1 cDNA containing all conserved protein domains (MAGI-1a). We observed 

nearly complete rescue of URX and BAG dendrite defects upon expression of the cDNA under 

the control of its own promoter in the zh66 mutant background (full-length dendrites: BAG, 

98%; URX: 92%;). Thus, disruption of magi-1 causes aberrant URX and BAG dendrite 

morphologies.  

In principle, magi-1 mutant phenotypes observed during late larval stages (L4) could 

result from defects in dendrite extension during embryonic development or from a failure to 

scale dendrites as the head grows ~2-fold during larval stages. To distinguish between these 

possibilities, we visualized URX and BAG in the embryo. We observed that URX and BAG 
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dendrites are truncated in magi-1 mutants during embryogenesis (Figure 3.3D,E). Further, when 

we quantified dendrite lengths at hatching, we found that the dendrite length distributions were 

similar to what we previously observed in L4 animals (Figure 3.3F,G, “zh66 at L1” vs. “magi-

1(zh66)”). We conclude that magi-1 is required during embryogenesis for URX and BAG 

dendrite extension. 

 

Mutations in magi-1 preferentially affect URX and BAG dendrite extension 

 magi-1 is widely expressed during embryonic development (Figure 3.4), raising the 

possibility that mutations in this gene could cause broad defects in dendrite morphogenesis. To 

test the specificity of the magi-1 dendrite extension phenotypes, we asked whether mutations in 

magi-1 affect other sensory neurons in the head. To this end, we examined magi-1 mutants 

bearing a panel of cell-type-specific fluorescent markers. We focused on neurons that extend a 

single, unbranched dendrite to the nose.  

We first assessed a neuron called URY, which – like URX and BAG – is non-epithelial 

and does not contact the external environment. Unlike URX and BAG, however, it does not form 

an elaborate contact with a glial cell. We observed that URY dendrite extension is not affected 

by mutations in magi-1 (Figure 3.5B,D).  

Next, we examined six epithelial neurons whose dendrites form epithelial junctions with 

a neighboring glial cell and protrude into the external environment through a pore formed by glia 

(Figure 3.6). Specifically, we labeled three of the twelve neurons of the major sense organ, called 

the amphid (AWB, AWC, and ASG), as well as three neurons from other sense organs (IL2, 

CEP, OLQ). We observed that the average length of magi-1 mutant AWC dendrites lies outside 

of the range we designate as full-length, with 20% of dendrites appearing truncated (Figure  
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Figure 3.4. magi-1 is broadly expressed during embryonic development. 

A single z-slice through a 1.5-fold embryo expressing nuclear mCherry under the control of the 

magi-1 promoter. mCherry is widely expressed in the head. Dotted line outlines the embryo. *, 

nose. Anterior up, dorsal right.   
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Figure 3.5. magi-1 preferentially affects URX and BAG dendrite extension. 

(A, B, C) magi-1 animals expressing fluorescent markers for (A) non-epithelial neurons that 

make specialized wrapping contacts with the ILso glia: BAG (blue, flp-17pro) and URX (green, 

flp-8pro); (B) a non-epithelial neuron that does not form specialized contacts with glia: URY 

(purple, tol-1pro); (C) epithelial neurons that enter glial pores and are exposed to the external 

environment: amphid (shades of pink: AWB, str-1pro; AWC, odr-1pro; ASG, ops-1pro), IL2 

(red, klp-6pro), CEP (orange, dat-1pro), OLQ (yellow, ocr-4pro). Arrowheads, dendrite endings. 

(D) Quantification of dendrite lengths in wild-type and magi-1(zh66) animals, expressed as a 

percentage of the distance from cell body to nose. Colored bars represent individual dendrites 

(n=50 per genotype); black bars represent population averages. Shaded region represents wild-

type mean ± 5 s.d. for each neuron type and the percentage of dendrites in this range (“full length 

dendrites”) is indicated above the plots. Images from (A) and quantification of URX and BAG 

dendrite lengths are reproduced from Figure 1. 
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Figure 3.6. Epithelial neurons protrude into the external environment through a pore 

formed by glia. 

The epithelial neurons (pink) examined in Figure 3.5 extend single, unbranched dendrites to the 

nose, where they protrude into the external environment through a pore formed by glia (gray-

blue). At its dendrite ending, the neuron forms canonical epithelial adherens and tight junctions 

(yellow, AJ + TJ) with a glial cell called the sheath (Sh). The sheath, in turn, forms adherens and 

tight junctions with another glial cell, called the socket (So), which forms junctions with the 

hypodermis (H). Together, these cells form a continuous sensory epithelium.   
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3.5B,D). However, the other five epithelial neurons we examined do not require magi-1 to 

extend their dendrites. Two of these neurons (OLQ, ASG) are completely unaffected by 

mutations in magi-1, while three others (IL2, AWB, CEP) display only weakly-penetrant 

dendrite extension defects (Figure 3.5B,D). Taken together, our results indicate that MAGI-1 is 

not broadly required for dendrite extension in C. elegans. Rather, mutations in magi-1 

preferentially affect dendrite extension in a subset of sensory neurons, including URX, BAG, and 

AWC. 

Interestingly, the low penetrance dendrite extension defects we detect in some epithelial 

neurons may reflect a known role for MAGI-1 in organizing epithelial junctions (Lynch et al., 

2012; Stetak and Hajnal, 2011). All of the epithelial neurons described here form canonical 

epithelial junctions with neighboring glial cells (Figure 3.6) that may be weakened by loss of 

magi-1. Because these dendrites extend by retrograde extension, rupture of the junctions might 

be expected to induce dendrite extension defects. We therefore chose to focus our efforts on 

understanding how MAGI-1 promotes dendrite extension in the non-epithelial neurons URX and 

BAG – the two cells most strongly affected by mutations in magi-1.     

 

MAGI-1 can act non-cell autonomously in glia to promote URX and BAG dendrite 

extension 

 We next sought to determine in which cells magi-1 acts to promote URX and BAG 

dendrite extension. We first considered the possibility that magi-1 acts cell autonomously in the 

neurons. To test this hypothesis, we performed mosaic rescue analysis to interrogate the activity 

of MAGI-1 under the control of its own promoter. We focused on URX because the magi-1 

dendrite phenotypes are nearly 100% penetrant for this neuron.  
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Briefly, in C. elegans, genes of interest can be expressed through unstable 

extrachromosomal arrays that are stochastically lost during cell division. We generated magi-1 

animals carrying an array with magi-1pro:MAGI-1a cDNA, together with a URX-specific 

mCherry reporter to mark the presence of the array in URX. In this same line, we also labeled 

URX using a fluorescent GFP reporter that was stably integrated into the genome. We selected 

for mosaicism by picking animals in which only one of the two URX neurons was mCherry(+) 

(and therefore MAGI-1a(+)) and assessed dendrite phenotypes using GFP fluorescence. If 

MAGI-1 were required cell-autonomously in the neuron, we reasoned that all MAGI-1(+) URX 

neurons would have full-length dendrites (Figure 3.7, red) and all MAGI-1(–) URX neurons 

would have dendrite extension defects (Figure 3.7, gray). We found that only 2 of 36 mosaic 

animals exhibited a phenotype that matches this prediction (Figure 3.7, “Class III”). Instead, in 

33 of 36 mosaic animals, both URX neurons extended full-length dendrites even though the 

MAGI-1a cDNA was only present in one of the two neurons (Figure 3.7, “Class I”). We also saw 

one example in which the MAGI-1(+) neuron displayed dendrite defects and the MAGI-1(–) 

neuron was morphologically normal (Figure 3.7, “Class II”). Therefore, MAGI-1 is not required 

cell autonomously in URX to promote dendrite development.  

 We next performed cell-specific rescue experiments to both confirm this result and 

extend our analysis to include BAG. We expressed the MAGI-1a cDNA under the control of a 

promoter specific to URX and BAG (egl-13pro) and assessed its rescuing activity in magi-1 

mutant animals. We observed that neither URX nor BAG dendrite defects are rescued by this 

manipulation (Figure 3.8A,B). We conclude that magi-1 acts non-cell autonomously to promote 

both URX and BAG dendrite extension.   
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Figure 3.7. MAGI-1 does not act cell-autonomously in URX to promote dendrite 

development. 

Mosaic analysis was performed using magi-1(zh66) mutant animals bearing a stably integrated 

URX marker for assessing dendrite lengths (flp-8pro:GFP) and an unstable extrachromosomal 

array – stochastically lost during cell division – containing a rescuing MAGI-1 cDNA (magi-

1pro:MAGI-1a) and a second URX marker for assessing the presence of the transgene in this 

neuron (flp-8pro:mCherry). To select for mosaicism, we examined animals in which only one of 

the two URX neurons was mCherry(+), indicating the presence of the rescuing cDNA. We then 

assessed the length of mCherry(+) (red) and mCherry(–) (gray) dendrites. Expression of the 

transgene in URX does not predict dendrite length, indicating that MAGI-1 does not act cell 

autonomously in the neuron to promote dendrite development.  
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Figure 3.8. MAGI-1 can act non-cell autonomously in glia to promote URX and BAG 

dendrite development. 

(A) URX and (B) BAG dendrite lengths, expressed as a percentage of the distance from the cell 

body to the nose, in magi-1(zh66) mutant animals bearing no transgene (–) or transgenes with a 

rescuing MAGI-1a cDNA under the control of the indicated promoters. Colored bars represent 

individual dendrites (n=50 per genotype); black bars represent population averages.  Shaded 

region represents wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. and the percentage of dendrites in this range (“full 

length dendrites”) is indicated above the plots. magi-1(zh66) and +magi-1pro:MAGI-1 data are 

reproduced from Figure 3.3.  
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Because MAGUK proteins concentrate at sites of cell-cell contact, and mature URX and 

BAG neurons form elaborate contacts with glia, we next considered the possibility that MAGI-1 

might promote dendrite extension by acting non-cell autonomously in glia. To test this 

hypothesis, we performed cell-specific rescue experiments as described above, this time using 

promoters expressed in glia. We found that expression of MAGI-1a under a broad glial promoter 

(mir-228pro, Wallace et al., 2016) produces moderate rescue of both URX and BAG dendrite 

development defects (full-length dendrites: URX, 42% vs. 2%; BAG, 88% vs. 70%) (Figure 

3.8A,B). Importantly, simultaneous expression of MAGI-1a in glia and neurons (mir-228pro + 

egl-13pro) did not rescue dendrite defects any more than expression in glial cells alone (Figure 

3.8A,B), consistent with the idea that MAGI-1 is not required cell-autonomously in URX and 

BAG. Instead, our results suggest that MAGI-1 can act non-cell autonomously in glia to promote 

dendrite extension. 

The incomplete rescue we observed using the mir-228 promoter could reflect differences 

in the developmental timing of expression compared to endogenous magi-1, or a requirement for 

magi-1 in other cells. To confirm that glial MAGI-1 is sufficient to rescue dendrite extension 

phenotypes, we examined the rescuing activity of additional promoters that drive expression in 

subsets of glia. Interestingly, URX dendrite defects were nearly fully rescued by expression of 

MAGI-1a under the pros-1 promoter, which labels a subset of glia and their precursors during 

embryogenesis (Figure 3.8A) (full-length dendrites: 90% vs. 2%). Curiously, however, this same 

promoter did not rescue BAG dendrite extension phenotypes (Figure 3.8B) (full-length dendrites: 

68% vs. 70%). Given that URX and BAG extend their dendrites concurrently, this may indicate 

that these two neurons associate with different glial cells during dendrite extension stages. All 
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together, our results are consistent with the idea that MAGI-1 can act in glia to promote URX 

and BAG dendrite extension. 

 

The classical cadherin HMR-1 promotes URX and BAG dendrite development 

 Using forward genetics, we previously found that the transmembrane cell adhesion 

molecule SAX-7 and the scaffolding protein GRDN-1 are required for URX and BAG dendrite 

extension (see Chapter 2). Strikingly, MAGI-1, SAX-7, and GRDN-1 share a key attribute: a 

physical association with epithelial adherens junctions. Adherens junctions are a type of cell-cell 

junction that binds cells together and transmits forces across cells through connections to the 

actin cytoskeleton. The core molecular machinery of adherens junctions includes the 

transmembrane cell adhesion molecule HMR-1/cadherin, as well as two adaptor proteins – called 

HMP-1/α-catenin and HMP-2/β-catenin – that link HMR-1 to the underlying actin cytoskeleton. 

GST pull-down experiments indicate that MAGI-1 binds to HMP-2/β-catenin (Stetak et al., 

2009), and the GRDN-1 homolog in Drosophila co-precipitates with α-catenin/HMP-1 (Houssin 

et al., 2015). In addition, immunostaining experiments reveal that MAGI-1 and SAX-7 both 

accumulate at C. elegans epithelial junctions (Chen et al., 2001; Lynch et al., 2012). We 

therefore wondered whether HMR-1/cadherin, the core cell adhesion molecule of adherens 

junctions, might also function in URX and BAG dendrite development. Because complete loss of 

hmr-1 induces embryonic lethality, we tested this hypothesis using cell-specific knockdown 

experiments.  

 Briefly, we constructed hmr-1(zu389) mutant strains bearing URX- or BAG-specific 

markers along with a functional, stably integrated hmr-1 transgene tagged with GFP and a ZF1 

degron sequence (Chihara and Nance, 2012). The ZF1 tag targets proteins for rapid degradation 
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in the presence of ZIF-1, a substrate-recognition subunit of the E3 ubiquitin ligase complex 

(Armenti et al., 2014). We therefore expressed ZIF-1 under the control of a broad glial promoter, 

mir-228pro, which we previously used to rescue URX and BAG dendrite defects in magi-1 

mutants. In this strain, HMR-1 should be specifically degraded in glia, including the IL socket 

glia that associate with URX and BAG (Figure 3.9A). These animals are viable, though some 

exhibit body morphology defects.  

We found that both URX and BAG exhibit dendrite extension defects in HMR-1 

knockdown animals (Figure 3.9B). URX is more strongly affected, with 54% of dendrites 

displaying morphological abnormalities. In contrast, the BAG phenotype is only weakly 

penetrant: 12% of dendrites fail to fully extend. Notably, the strength of these phenotypes may 

underestimate the importance of HMR-1 in dendrite extension; though ZF1-mediated 

knockdown is reportedly both efficient and rapid (within ~30-45 minutes) (Armenti et al., 2014), 

it remains possible that knockdown of HMR-1 is incomplete or delayed due to the kinetics of the 

mir-228 promoter. Nonetheless, URX and BAG dendrites exhibit clear morphological defects 

upon knockdown of HMR-1 in glia. This result suggests that HMR-1 may mediate adhesion at 

the URX- and BAG-ILso interface. 

However, in addition to contacting URX and BAG, ILso forms canonical epithelial 

junctions with a neighboring glial cell and with the skin (Figure 3.9C) (Ward et al., 1975). These 

junctions consist of two complexes: tight junctions that form a barrier between the inside of the 

animal and the outside world, as well as HMR-1 based adherens junctions. Thus, loss of glial 

HMR-1 could rupture glia-glia or glia-skin junctions, causing egregious defects in glial 

morphology that might have secondary effects on URX or BAG dendrite extension. We tested 

this possibility by visualizing ILso glia, together with URX, in HMR-1 knockdown animals. We  
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Figure 3.9. HMR-1/cadherin is required for URX and BAG dendrite extension. 

(A) Schematic depicting the experimental manipulation. The core transmembrane cell adhesion 

molecule of adherens junctions, HMR-1, is targeted for degradation only in glia. HMR-1 is not 

degraded in other cells. Moreover, a second junctional complex found in epithelia, called a tight 

junction, remains intact. (B) Quantification of URX (flp-8pro, green), BAG (flp-17pro, blue), and 

IL2 (klp-6pro, purple) dendrite lengths in wild-type or HMR-1 knockdown animals, expressed as 

a percentage of the distance from the cell body to the nose. ‘HMR-1 KD in glia’ indicates a  
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Figure 3.9 (Continued). HMR-1/cadherin is required for URX and BAG dendrite 

extension. 

strain in which HMR-1 is specifically depleted in glia (mir-228-positive cells). Colored bars 

represent individual dendrites (n=50 per genotype); black bars represent population averages. 

Shaded region represents wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. for each neuron type and the percentage of 

dendrites in this range (“full length dendrites”) is indicated above the plots. (C) Schematic 

depicting the neighbor relationships of neurons, glia, and skin. The ILso glial cell (magenta) 

forms canonical epithelial junctions (yellow) with both the sheath glial cell and the skin (grays). 

The dendrites of URX and BAG neurons (green and blue, respectively) contact the ILso glial cell 

along its lateral surface. The epithelial neuron IL2 (dark purple) extends a dendrite that forms 

epithelial junctions with the sheath glial cell and protrudes into the outside world through a pore 

formed by the sheath and socket glia. ILsoD, dorsal IL socket. ILsoL, lateral IL socket. AJ, 

adherens junction; TJ, tight junction; together, we refer to these as canonical epithelial junctions. 

H, hypodermis (skin). So, socket glial cell. Sh, sheath glial cell. Outside refers to the outside of 

the animal. (D) Glia (left), URX (middle), or merge (right) in an animal with glial-specific 

knockdown of HMR-1 (as depicted in A). Glial endings remain at the nose as in wild-type 

animals (magenta arrowheads), whereas URX dendrites are sometimes short (green arrowheads).  
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found that even when URX neurons exhibit abnormal dendrite morphologies, their glial partners 

appear morphologically normal (Figure 3.9D). Interestingly, previous work suggests that C. 

elegans tight and adherens junctions play at least partially redundant roles in epithelial adhesion 

(Labouesse, 2006). Though loss of HMR-1 disrupts adherens junctions, it leaves tight junctions 

intact (Figure 3.9A). Therefore, the canonical epithelial junctions that ILso forms may remain 

relatively unimpaired, while the URX- and BAG-ILso attachments – which lack tight junctions 

(Doroquez et al., 2014; Ward et al., 1975) – may be particularly vulnerable to loss of HMR-1. 

Finally, we wondered whether glial knockdown of HMR-1 causes widespread defects in 

dendrite extension. To this end, we examined the epithelial neuron IL2 in HMR-1 knockdown 

animals. The IL2 dendrite forms canonical adherens and tight junctions with a glial cell, called 

the IL sheath, that forms a pore through which IL2 protrudes into the external environment 

(Figure 3.9C). This neuron-glia contact is likely required for IL2 dendrite morphogenesis 

(Heiman and Shaham, 2009; Low et al., 2019). Nevertheless, glial knockdown of HMR-1 has no 

effect on IL2 dendrites. We conclude that HMR-1 functions non-cell autonomously in glia to 

promote the development of URX and BAG dendrites specifically. Put simply, we hypothesize 

that glial HMR-1 directly binds to adhesion molecules on the surface of URX and BAG. 

According to this model, HMR-1 helps to anchor the neuronal dendrite endings to glial cells at 

the nose during embryogenesis and facilitates dendrite development by retrograde extension.  

 

HMR-1 functions redundantly with SAX-7 to promote BAG dendrite extension 

All together, we identified four factors that are required for URX and BAG dendrite 

extension: the cell adhesion molecules SAX-7 and HMR-1, and the scaffolding proteins GRDN-
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1 and MAGI-1. We next sought to determine how these proteins interact to collectively promote 

dendrite morphogenesis.  

Previously, a study of early C. elegans embryonic development found that SAX-7 and 

HMR-1 function redundantly at sites of cell-cell contact to promote morphogenetic movements 

during gastrulation (Grana et al., 2010). To test whether SAX-7 and HMR-1 also function 

redundantly in the context of dendrite extension, we depleted HMR-1 from glia in sax-7(qv30) 

mutant animals. The qv30 allele is a CRIPSR deletion of the entire sax-7 locus; it is therefore a 

true null. Consequently, any enhancement of qv30 phenotypes upon knockdown of HMR-1 

would indicate that SAX-7 and HMR-1 function redundantly to promote BAG dendrite extension 

(Figure 3.10ii). If qv30 phenotypes instead remained unchanged upon knockdown of HMR-1, it 

would indicate that SAX-7 and HMR-1 function in the same pathway (Figure 3.10i). When we 

quantified BAG dendrite lengths, we observed that knockdown of glial HMR-1 enhances sax-

7(qv30) dendrite defects (Figure 3.11). Whereas 20% or 88% of BAG dendrites appear wild-type 

in sax-7 or HMR-1 knockdown animals, respectively, every dendrite in sax-7(qv30); HMR-1KD 

animals exhibits an aberrant morphology. Moreover, dendrites are, on average, far shorter in 

these animals (mean dendrite length: 67±24% in sax-7; 93±6% in HMR-1KD; 14±18% in sax-7; 

HMR-1KD). This is consistent with a model in which HMR-1 and SAX-7 function redundantly 

to promote BAG dendrite extension. Future experiments are needed to confirm this result for 

URX.  

 Two possible models could explain the functional redundancy of SAX-7 and HMR-1. 

The first model posits that each of these molecules exclusively binds homophilically (Figure 

3.10ii). The second model accounts for the possibility that SAX-7 and HMR-1 could bind both 

homophilically and heterophilically to promote dendrite-glia attachment (Figure 3.10iii). Though   
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Figure 3.10. Possible models of HMR-1 and SAX-7 interaction at the BAG-glia contact. 

We posit that both HMR-1 and SAX-7 are both present at the interface between BAG and its 

glial partner, ILso. These cell adhesion molecules could interact in three different ways to 

promote attachment. First, SAX-7 and HMR-1 could function non-redundantly through 

exclusively heterophilic interactions (i). In this case, phenotypes in sax-7(qv30); HMR-1KD 

animals would be no more severe than in sax-7(qv30) alone. Alternatively, these proteins could 

function redundantly (ii, iii). In this scenario, phenotypes in sax-7(qv30); HMR-1KD animals 

would be enhanced compared to sax-7(qv30) alone. This is what we observe. Functional 

redundancy could arise through exclusively homophilic interactions (ii), but it is also possibly 

that HMR-1 and SAX-7 could bind both homophilically and heterophilically to promote cell-cell 

attachment.   
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Figure 3.11. SAX-7 and HMR-1 function redundantly to promote BAG dendrite extension. 

Quantification of BAG (flp-17pro) dendrite lengths in the indicated genotypes, expressed as a 

percentage of the distance from cell body to nose. ‘HMR-1 KD in glia’ indicates a strain in 

which HMR-1 is specifically depleted in glia (mir-228-positive cells). Colored bars represent 

individual dendrites (n=50 per genotype); black bars represent population averages. Shaded 

region represents wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. for each neuron type and the percentage of dendrites in 

this range (“full length dendrites”) is indicated above the plots. HMR-1 KD data reproduced 

from Figure 3.9.  
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studies of SAX-7 have only examined homophilic binding (Sasakura et al., 2005), homologs of 

SAX-7 in Drosophila and vertebrates can bind both homophilically and heterophilically 

(reviewed in Haspel and Grumet, 2003). Similarly, vertebrate classical cadherins can bind in 

homophilic and heterophilic configurations, albeit with different affinities (Katsamba et al., 

2009). Experiments to address whether SAX-7 and HMR-1 can bind heterophilically are 

ongoing. However, early results suggest that glial SAX-7 can promote URX and BAG dendrite 

extension by binding heterophilically to an as-yet-unidentified factor on the neuronal membrane 

– possibly HMR-1.  

Specifically, we found that URX and BAG dendrite defects in sax-7 null animals are 

partially rescued by re-expressing SAX-7 exclusively in glia (Figure 3.12). For example, 

expression of SAX-7 under the glial-specific itx-1 promoter causes partial – but undeniable – 

rescue of BAG dendrite extension defects (full-length BAG dendrites: 56% vs. 20% in sax-

7(qv30)). Results for URX are yet more convincing; URX dendrite phenotypes are nearly 

completely rescued by expression of SAX-7 under the pros-1 promoter (full-length URX 

dendrites: 96% vs. 62% in sax-7(qv30)). Interestingly, pros-1pro:MAGI-1a also generates near-

complete rescue of URX magi-1 dendrite defects. This provides further evidence that SAX-7 and 

MAGI-1 may act together in the same glial cell to promote dendrite extension. 

 

MAGI-1, SAX-7, and GRDN-1 act independently to promote URX and BAG dendrite 

extension 

 We next explored the genetic relationships between MAGI-1, SAX-7, and GRDN-1 to 

determine how these proteins interact to promote dendrite morphogenesis. We predicted that 

these three factors would function together in a single pathway for two key reasons. First, Hardin  
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Figure 3.12. SAX-7 can likely bind homophilically to promote URX and BAG dendrite 

extension. 

Quantification of URX (flp-8pro, green) and BAG (flp-17pro, blue) dendrite lengths in sax-

7(qv30) animals with no transgene (–) or with a rescuing SAX-7 cDNA under the control of 

glial-specific promoters (pros-1pro or itx-1pro). Dendrite lengths are expressed as a percentage 

of the distance from cell body to nose. Colored bars represent individual dendrites (n=50 per 

genotype); black bars represent population averages. Shaded region represents wild-type mean ± 

5 s.d. for each neuron type and the percentage of dendrites in this range (“full length dendrites”) 

is indicated above the plots. BAG sax-7(qv30) data reproduced from Figure 3.11. 
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and colleagues previously detected a physical interaction between MAGI-1 and SAX-7 

fragments via yeast two-hybrid (Lynch et al., 2012). They further found that SAX-7 is required 

for the localization of MAGI-1 to epithelial junctions. Thus, these molecules act together in the 

context of epithelial cell adhesion. Second, MAGI-1 contains multiple PDZ domains, a type of 

structural domain that assembles multimolecular complexes by physically associating with 

proteins that contain short PDZ-binding motifs (PDZb, ~3-5 amino acids). SAX-7 and GRDN-1 

each have a PDZb at their C-terminus; deletion of the SAX-7 PDZb severely abrogates the 

interaction between SAX-7 and MAGI-1, as detected by yeast two-hybrid (Lynch et al., 2012). 

Together, these observations suggest that MAGI-1, SAX-7, and GRDN-1 could conceivably 

form a single adhesion-promoting complex through direct binding to one another.  

To test this hypothesis, we generated all combinations of magi-1, sax-7, and grdn-1 

double and triple mutants bearing URX- and BAG-specific markers. Because null alleles of 

grdn-1 are embryonic lethal, we instead used the hypomorphic allele ns303. We were, however, 

able to employ alleles of magi-1 and sax-7 that are considered to be functional nulls (zh66 and 

qv30, respectively) (our results and Stetak et al., 2009, respectively). Consequently, any 

enhancement of dendrite extension phenotypes in double mutants would indicate that the two 

proteins function independently to promote URX and BAG dendrite extension. In contrast, if 

MAGI-1, SAX-7, and GRDN-1 function together, then we would expect that phenotypes would 

be no worse in double mutants as compared to single mutants.  

Quantification of URX and BAG dendrite lengths revealed that every double mutant 

exhibits more severe phenotypes than any single mutant (Figure 3.13A,B). Moreover, the triple 

mutant phenotype is arguably stronger than the phenotypes of double mutants. This increase in 

severity can be detected by comparing the percentage of full-length dendrites in each genotype,   
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Figure 3.13. MAGI-1, SAX-7, and GRDN-1 act independently 

to promote URX and BAG dendrite extension.  

Quantification of (A) URX (flp-8pro, green) and (B) BAG (flp-17pro, blue) dendrite lengths in 

the indicated genotypes. Dendrite lengths are expressed as a percentage of the distance from cell 

body to nose. Colored bars represent individual dendrites (n=50 per genotype); black bars 

represent population averages. Shaded region represents wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. for each neuron 

type. The percentage of dendrites in this range (“full length dendrites”) is indicated below the 

plots, together with the mean length of the population of short dendrites in each genotype. (Note 

that the latter can be distinct from the population average as a whole, which is given by the black 

bars.) magi-1(zh66) data reproduced from Figure 3.3. BAG sax-7(qv30) data reproduced from 

Figure 3.11. URX sax-7(qv30) data reproduced from Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.13 (Continued). MAGI-1, SAX-7, and GRDN-1 act independently to promote 

URX and BAG dendrite extension.   
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and by examining the average length of the dendrites that fail to fully extend. For example, 

whereas 70% and 64% of BAG dendrites are full-length in magi-1 and grdn-1 mutants, 

respectively, just 8% of dendrites exhibit wild-type morphologies in the double mutant. And 

while the average length of short BAG dendrites in double mutants ranges from 22-39%, the 

average length in triple mutants is just 7% of the distance between the cell body and the nose. 

We therefore conclude that MAGI-1, SAX-7, and GRDN-1 have independent functions in 

promoting URX and BAG dendrite extension and are unlikely to form a single junctional 

complex at the URX- and BAG-glia interfaces. In support of this assertion, a SAX-7 cDNA 

construct lacking the PDZb can completely rescue URX and BAG dendrite extension defects in 

the sax-7(qv30) background (Figure 3.14). In fact, surprisingly, none of the three conserved 

protein-interacting motifs in the SAX-7 tail appear critical for URX and BAG dendrite extension 

(Figure 3.14). This argues that components of canonical epithelial adherens junctions are 

repurposed not as a complete module, but as constituent parts that are organized in new 

configurations to promote the formation of neuron-glia attachments.  

 

DISCUSSION 

Conserved proteins from epithelial junctions act in glia to promote dendrite extension 

 During development, URX and BAG sensory neurons extend their dendrites by 

retrograde extension: nascent dendrite endings anchor to the nose in the early embryo, and 

dendrites are stretched to their full length during embryo elongation. If dendrite endings do not 

remain anchored to the nose, dendrites fail to fully extend. We previously showed that the 

neuron-glia cell adhesion molecule SAX-7 and the scaffolding protein GRDN-1 can act in glia to 

promote dendrite extension, suggesting that attachment to the ILso glial cell anchors URX and  
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Figure 3.14. Conserved motifs in the SAX-7 cytoplasmic tail are not required for URX and 

BAG dendrite extension. 

(A) Schematic of the SAX-7 protein that highlights the three conserved motifs in the cytoplasmic 

tail. The qv30 null allele is a complete CRISPR deletion of the sax-7 locus. TM, transmembrane. 

(B) Quantification of URX (flp-8pro, green) and BAG (flp-17pro, blue) dendrite lengths in sax-

7(qv30) animals with no transgene (–) or with a rescuing SAX-7 cDNA in which conserved  
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Figure 3.14. Conserved motifs in the SAX-7 cytoplasmic tail are not required for URX and 

BAG dendrite extension. 

motifs in the SAX-7 cytoplasmic tail have been deleted. Fb, FERM binding motif; Ab, Ankyrin 

binding motif; PDZb, PDZ binding motif. Dendrite lengths are expressed as a percentage of the 

distance from cell body to nose. Colored bars represent individual dendrites (n=50 per genotype); 

black bars represent population averages. Shaded region represents wild-type mean ± 5 s.d. for 

each neuron type and the percentage of dendrites in this range (“full length dendrites”) is 

indicated above the plots. BAG sax-7(qv30) data reproduced from Figure 3.8. URX sax-7(qv30) 

data reproduced from Figure 3.9. 
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BAG dendrites to the nose during embryogenesis (see Chapter 2, and Figure 3.2). Here, we find 

that the scaffolding protein MAGI-1 and the cell adhesion molecule HMR-1 are additionally 

required for the extension of URX and BAG dendrites. We show that these two factors likely act 

in glia to drive dendrite extension. Further, we demonstrate that the cell adhesion molecules 

SAX-7 and HMR-1 function redundantly to promote dendrite development.  

Surprisingly, SAX-7, GRDN-1, MAGI-1, and HMR-1 are all associated with adherens 

junctions in epithelia. We conclude that components of epithelial adhesion machinery are 

repurposed in the nervous system to promote the formation of dendrite-glia attachments. 

Intriguingly, however, our genetic analysis indicates that interactions between these proteins are 

distinct in the nervous system as compared to in epithelia. Together, our results hint at the 

possibility that neuron-glia attachments evolved from epithelial cell-cell junctions.  

 
 
Classic components, new context 

 Although we find that components of epithelial adherens junctions promote the formation 

of dendrite-glia attachments in the nervous system, these two types of cell junctions are distinct 

in several fundamental ways. First, adherens junctions in epithelia are nearly always juxtaposed 

by tight junctions, which delineate apical and basolateral surfaces of the cell membrane and form 

a paracellular barrier between the inside of an organism and the external environment. In 

contrast, the URX- and BAG-glia contacts are entirely contained within the organism and form 

no such diffusion barrier, as indicated by the lack of electron-dense junctional structures 

observed in electron micrographs of the dendrite-glia interface. Moreover, our own unpublished 

data indicate that URX and BAG do not exhibit apicobasal polarity. Thus, consistent with their 
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disparate functions, epithelial junctions and dendrite-glia attachments are not carbon copies of 

each other. 

 Second, the canonical view of epithelia contends that the molecular machinery of 

adherens junctions is organized symmetrically across the component cells. That is, each 

junctional protein is present in both cellular partners. Instead, our data suggest that at least some 

of the molecules that promote the formation of dendrite-glia attachments are asymmetrically 

organized. Specifically, we find that GRDN-1 and MAGI-1 can act non-cell autonomously in 

glia – but cannot act cell autonomously in the neurons – to promote URX and BAG dendrite 

extension (Figure 3.15). Conversely, the cell adhesion molecules SAX-7 and HMR-1 may 

function in both cells to drive dendrite development (Figure 3.15). Thus, at least at the level of 

scaffolding proteins, the machinery that promotes dendrite-glia attachments is distinct in neurons 

and glia. Future work should strive to identify additional molecules that act in URX and BAG to 

establish the dendrite-glia attachments.  

 Finally, as mentioned previously, our genetic analysis suggests that the relationships 

between adherens junction components in epithelia are not preserved in the context of the 

nervous system. For example, whereas SAX-7 and MAGI-1 are thought to function in the same 

pathway to promote epithelial adhesion (Lynch et al., 2012), we find that these two proteins have 

independent functions in URX and BAG dendrite extension. Future work should aim to clarify 

discrepancies in how shared components interact in the nervous system and in epithelia. For 

example, does MAGI-1 act in the HMR-1 pathway to promote dendrite-glia attachment, as might 

be predicted based on its previously described interaction with β-catenin? And do other 

components of epithelial adherens junctions play a role in driving the formation of dendrite-glia 

attachments? The idea that adherens junction components are repurposed to promote cell-cell  
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Figure 3.15. Working model. 

A working model that shows potential interactions between molecules at the interface between 

URX/BAG (blue) and ILso (magenta). The SAX-7 and HMR-1 cell adhesion molecules function 

redundantly to promote URX and BAG dendrite extension, possibly by physically binding the 

two membranes together. Preliminary data suggests that they may interact both homotypically 

and heterotypically. MAGI-1 and GRDN-1 do not act in the neuron, but can act in glia to 

promote dendrite extension. Previous studies suggest that MAGI-1 may bind HMP-2/β-catenin 

directly, whereas GRDN-1 may interact with HMP-1/α-catenin (Houssin et al., 2015; Stetak et 

al., 2009). It is currently unknown whether HMP-1 and HMP-2 promote dendrite-glia 

attachment. Additionally, intracellular machinery in the neuron remains unexplored.   
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attachments in the nervous system is powerful and should be further explored, as it suggests that 

extensive knowledge from epithelial biology can inform our understanding of neurobiology.  

 

From bench to bedside: Gleaning insights into hydrocephalus? 

 Intriguingly, mutations in human proteins related to SAX-7, GRDN-1, and MAGI-1 – 

called L1CAM, CCDC88C, and MPDZ, respectively – all lead to non-syndromic congenital 

hydrocephalus in patients (Adle-Biassette et al., 2013; Al-Dosari et al., 2013; Drielsma et al., 

2012; Ekici et al., 2010; Ruggeri et al., 2018). In this condition, excess cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 

accumulates in the fluid-filled ventricles of the brain. Specialized cells, called ependymal cells, 

line the ventricles and form a barrier between the CSF and the brain parenchyma. Though the 

etiology of hydrocephalus varies, a recent study in mice found that mutations in MPDZ may 

result in hydrocephalus due to impaired junctions between ependymal cells (Figure 3.16) 

(Feldner et al., 2017). Crucially, these cells arise from radial glia. Radial glia first generate the 

neurons and glia of the cortex and then, in at least some cases, directly transform into ependymal 

cells (Spassky, 2005).  

Notably, we find that mutations in C. elegans SAX-7, GRDN-1, and MAGI-1 do not 

cause catastrophic damage to epithelia, but instead result in substantial damage to dendrite-glia 

attachments (Figure 3.16). This leads to the hypothesis that, because ependymal cells derive from 

glia, the attachments they form with neighboring cells may be particularly vulnerable to loss of 

junction components. As such, mutations in these components can manifest as hydrocephalus. 

This raises the possibility that by studying dendrite-glia attachments in the simple model of C. 

elegans, we can provide insight into disease mechanisms and – possibly – uncover novel genetic 

mediators of hydrocephalus.    
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Figure 3.16. Connections to human hydrocephalus.  

In C. elegans, the URX and BAG dendrites form specialized contacts with the IL socket glial cell 

(top left). These contacts are disrupted in animals with mutations in magi-1, a gene related to 

mammalian Mpdz (top right). In mammals, glial-derived ependymal cells form a junctional 

barrier that separates the CSF from the brain parenchyma (bottom left). This barrier is disrupted 

in Mpdz mutants, possibly leading to hydrocephalus (bottom right).   
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Descriptions of Caenorhabditis elegans strain maintenance, mutagenesis, transgenesis, 

microscopy, image processing, and dendrite length quantification can be found in Chapter 2. 

Strains included in this chapter can be found in Appendix 2, Supplementary Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 

Plasmids generated for this chapter can be found in Appendix 2, Supplementary Table 2.3. 

Primers of general interest can be found in Appendix 2, Supplementary Table 2.4.  

 

Candidate screen for additional molecules required for URX and BAG dendrite extension 

 The full extent of our candidate screen is detailed in Chapter 4, Section IV. MAGI-1 was 

initially identified as a candidate because existing computational algorithms predicted that its 

PDZ domains interact with the SAX-7 PDZ-binding motif (Hui and Bader, 2010; Hui et al., 

2013; Tonikian et al., 2008); in addition, Lynch and colleagues reported an interaction between 

MAGI-1 and SAX-7 via yeast two-hybrid (Lynch et al., 2012).  

 

Mosaic analysis of GRDN-1 activity 

 Animals of genotype magi-1(zh66) IV; ynIs78 X (flp-8pro:GFP) carried an unstable 

extrachromosomal transgene array that included flp-8pro:mCherry and a magi-1pro:MAGI-1a 

construct, which almost completely rescues dendrite extension phenotypes. To enrich for mosaic 

animals, we selected animals in which one URX dendrite carried the array and one did not, 

scored using only the flp-8pro:mCherry marker on a fluorescence-equipped dissecting 

stereomicroscope. Each mosaic animal was then examined by GFP fluorescence, and dendrites 

with and without the array were scored as “full-length” or “short”.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 Structure begets function. This long-held principle of biology is perhaps best exemplified 

by the nervous system, where neuronal morphologies play decisive roles both in propagating 

electrical signals within a cell and in establishing the cell-cell connections required for 

communication between cells. Understanding how neurons develop the correct shape is therefore 

a fundamental goal of developmental neurobiology. 

 Because neuronal architectures are exquisitely tailored to the specific function of each 

cell, the shapes of neurons vary wildly. However, at their core, neurons are highly polarized cells 

specialized for sending and receiving information. Here, we will focus on the cellular 

compartment dedicated to receiving synaptic inputs: the dendrite.  

To elucidate molecular mechanisms of dendrite morphogenesis, we take a reductionist 

approach and study the simple, unbranched dendrites of two sensory neurons in C. elegans, 

called BAG and URX. The BAG and URX cell bodies are located in the head of the nematode. 

Each neuron extends a single dendrite ~100-150 µm to the animal’s nose, where it forms an 

elaborate membranous structure that wraps a protrusion from a neighboring glial cell. To identify 

novel factors required for the development of these dendrites, we performed a series of forward 

genetic and candidate screens for defects in BAG and URX dendrite morphology. The projects 

detailed in Chapters 1 and 2 emerged from this series of screens, but by no means represent the 

full array of mutants we identified. Here, we discuss each screen in greater detail and provide 

preliminary data on mutants not discussed elsewhere.  
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 Descriptions of Caenorhabditis elegans strain maintenance, mutagenesis, transgenesis, 

microscopy, image processing, and dendrite length quantification can be found in Chapter 2. 

Strains included in this chapter can be found in Appendix 3, Supplementary Tables 3.1 and 3.2. 

Plasmids generated for this chapter can be found in Appendix 3, Supplementary Table 3.3. 

Molecular details of cloned mutants can be found in Appendix 3, Supplementary Table 3.4.  

 

Genetic mapping of mutations 

Screen 1: hmn147 and hmn159 were mapped to the sax-7 locus as described in Chapter 2. 

hmn145, hmn149, and hmn159 were mapped using a candidate approach based on loss of flp-

17pro:GFP marker expression, a phenotype previously reported for egl-13 mutants (Gramstrup 

Petersen et al., 2013). For each allele, a mutation at the egl-13 locus was identified by Sanger 

sequencing. hmn152 and hmn158 were mapped to the same ~7 Mb interval of chromosome III 

by a one-step whole-genome-sequencing and SNP mapping strategy (Doitsidou et al., 2010). 

Sequence analysis revealed candidate mutations in the dig-1 locus, which were confirmed by 

Sanger sequencing. All other mutants from Screen 1 display only low-penetrance phenotypes 

and remain unmapped. 

Screen 2: Using standard linkage mapping and SNP analysis, we mapped hmn248 to an 

interval between 1.83 and 3.09 Mb on chromosome III. Whole genome sequencing analysis 

identified a mutation (W419stop) in frl-1, which we verified by Sanger sequencing. We 

confirmed mutation as causative by non-complementation to an existing allele of frl-1(ok460). 

As no fosmid covering this region was available, we further validated the frl-1 mutation as 
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causative by rescuing BAG dendrite phenotypes with an FRL-1 cDNA expressed under a broad, 

early promoter (grdn-1pro:FRL-1). All other mutants from Screen 2 remain unmapped.  

 Screen 3: hmn258 was mapped to egl-13 based on loss of flp-17pro:GFP marker 

expression, a phenotype previously reported for egl-13 mutants (Gramstrup Petersen et al., 

2013). Sanger sequencing revealed a 640 bp deletion that included the first 36 amino acids of 

EGL-13a. Other mutants isolated from this screen were more challenging to map, as scoring of 

their phenotypes requires observations of whole populations (instead of single individuals) and 

additionally depends on the presence of the parent mutation in sax-7. As a result, the two 

mapping strategies described above were infeasible. Instead, we sent bulk DNA from each 

mutant for whole genome sequencing (for hmn236, hmn237, hmn244, hmn245, hmn246, 

hmn251, hmn252, hmn254, hmn255, hmn256, and hmn257) and assembled candidate gene lists 

from the resulting sequencing data. hmn252 may map to osm-1 (see Results), but all other 

mutants from Screen 3 remain unmapped. 

 

Candidate screen 

 Candidate genes were chosen following several criteria: (1) The presence of a zona 

pellucida (ZP) domain. Previous work from our lab found that some sensory neurons – but not 

BAG – extend their dendrites using the ZP domain-containing protein DYF-7 (Heiman and 

Shaham, 2009; Low et al., 2019; see also Chapter 2). We reasoned that other sensory neurons, 

like BAG, might also use ZP domain-containing proteins to extend their dendrites. (2) Known 

and predicted interactors of SAX-7 or GRDN-1, factors we previously identified through 

forward genetic screens for defects in dendrite morphology. (3) Known interactors of MAGI-1 
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and HMR-1, early hits from our candidate screen. (4) Nematode homologs of mammalian 

proteins reported to mediate dendrite-glia interactions. 

 
 
RESULTS  

Section I: Nonclonal forward genetic screen for defects in BAG dendrite morphology 

Isolation of BAG dendrite morphogenesis mutants 
 
 BAG neurons are bilaterally symmetric cells in the head of C. elegans that extend single, 

unbranched dendrites to the animal’s nose (Figure 4.1A). To identify genetic determinants of 

BAG dendrite morphology, we first took a forward genetic approach. We randomly mutagenized 

the genome of wild-type hermaphrodites bearing an integrated cell-specific marker for BAG (flp-

17pro:GFP) and visually screened non-clonal F2 progeny for defects in BAG dendrite 

morphology. We screened ~75,000 homozygous mutations, amounting to ~4-fold coverage of 

the genome. From this screen, we ultimately obtained seven mutants that consistently exhibit 

strongly penetrant phenotypes. These mutants fall into three phenotypic classes: (I) Truncated 

BAG dendrites (Figure 4.1B; hmn147, hmn159); (II) Partial loss of flp-17pro:GFP marker 

expression and truncated dendrites in neurons that maintain marker expression (Figure 4.1C; 

hmn145, hmn149, hmn156); (III) Progressive disorganization of BAG dendrites (Figure 4.1D; 

hmn152, hmn158). We found that the two Class I mutants, whose dendrites fail to fully extend, 

map to the same complementation group and disrupt sax-7. These mutants are discussed in detail 

in Chapter 2. Class II and III mutants are discussed below.   
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Figure 4.1. Phenotypic classes of BAG dendrite morphogenesis mutants from Screen 1. 

(A) Wild-type and (B-D) mutant animals showing each class of phenotypes isolated from a 

forward genetic screen for BAG dendrite defects. BAG neurons are labeled by the fluorescent 

marker flp-17pro:GFP. (B) Short dendrites (arrowhead). (C) Loss of marker expression (white 

dotted line) and short dendrites (arrowhead). (D) Progressive disorganization of BAG dendrites. 

Left, L4 stage animals usually display normal BAG dendrite morphologies. Right, in adult 

animals, BAG dendrites become more convoluted. In some cases, as seen here, dendrites become 

short (arrowhead). In other cases, an unusually thin dendritic process remains connected to the 

nose tip. All images are of L4 stage animals, except as noted in (D). cb, cell body. ax, axon. dn, 

dendrite. Green arrowheads, dendrite endings. Scale bar, 10 µm. (A) and (B) reproduced from 

Chapter 3.  
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egl-13 BAG cell fate mutants also exhibit dendrite morphology defects 

 A defining feature of Class II mutants is their failure to express the BAG-specific marker 

flp-17pro:GFP. Loss of BAG marker expression was previously reported for two transcription 

factor mutants, egl-13 and ets-5 (Brandt et al., 2012; Gramstrup Petersen et al., 2013). We 

therefore tested for mutations in these genes. Sanger sequencing revealed disruptive mutations at 

the egl-13 locus in all three Class II isolates. egl-13 encodes a SoxD family transcription factor 

known to function cell-autonomously to promote BAG cell fate (Gramstrup Petersen et al., 

2013). Like other Sox genes, EGL-13 contains a characteristic High-Mobility-Group (HMG) box 

that functions as the DNA binding domain (Figure 4.2) (Ji and Kim, 2016). Two of the alleles we 

isolated contain mutations in this key region of the protein (hmn149: splice site mutation; 

hmn156: M333R and E343stop), while the third allele contains a missense mutation closer to the 

N-terminus (hmn145: T92I) (Figure 4.2). We focused on the hmn156 allele because it results in a 

premature stop codon in the DNA binding domain.  

 We found that 52 of 100 BAG neurons failed to express flp-17pro:GFP in egl-

13(hmn156) mutants, consistent with a role for EGL-13 in promoting BAG cell fate. However, 

we also observed additional, unreported dendrite morphology defects in neurons that retained 

marker expression. Specifically, 20 of the 48 dendrites that continued to express flp-17pro:GFP 

failed to fully extend. The lengths of affected dendrites ranged from 0% to 75% of the distance 

from the cell body to the animal’s nose. In addition, a small number of neurons (3 of 48) 

extended ectopic posterior processes. These phenotypes suggest that some BAG neurons undergo 

partial cell fate determination in egl-13 mutants, turning on the BAG-specific marker flp-17, but 

failing to express the full complement of genes required for proper neuronal morphogenesis. An 

intriguing idea that emerges from this observation is that egl-13 mutants could be useful tools for  
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Figure 4.2. EGL-13 protein schematic with mutations indicated. 

Schematic of the EGL-13 protein with isolated alleles indicated. HMG box, High-Mobility-

Group box domain.  
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identifying novel cell-autonomous factors that regulate BAG morphology. For example, genes 

that are transcriptionally downregulated in egl-13—; flp-17+ BAG neurons (vs. wild type) would 

be strong candidate factors for mediating BAG cell shape.  

 

Maintenance of BAG dendrite morphology requires dig-1  

In contrast to Class I and II mutants, which disrupt BAG embryonic development, Class 

III mutants are characterized by progressive disorganization of BAG dendrites as animals age. In 

these mutants, BAG dendrites appear morphologically normal during larval stages, but become 

more convoluted and often appear truncated at adult stages. Importantly, this suggests that the 

development and maintenance of BAG dendrite morphology are genetically separable processes.  

Using whole genome sequencing of pooled recombinants, we mapped both of the Class 

III mutants to the dig-1 locus. hmn158 disrupts splicing of a single protein isoform, while 

hmn152 results in a premature stop codon that affects all isoforms of dig-1. We focused on 

hmn152, as this lesion is predicted to be stronger. We characterized the progressive nature of 

dig-1(hmn152) phenotypes more closely by examining populations of mutant animals at three 

developmental stages: L4 larva, day 1 adult, and day 2 adult. The simplest and most objective 

phenotype to score was the presence of short dendrites. At the L4 larval stage, just 2.8% of BAG 

dendrites appear truncated. Just one day later, the prevalence of short dendrites rises to 46.9%, 

and one day after that, fully 69.7% of BAG dendrites appear truncated (Table 4.1). Interestingly, 

when we examined adult animals at higher resolution, we found that ~80% of BAG dendrites 

that appear short at lower resolution actually maintain an exceptionally thin dendritic process 

that reaches the nose. This implies that mutations in dig-1 may result in the constriction of distal 

regions of the BAG dendrites, thus narrowing the dendrite’s diameter and, in some cases, 
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pinching off of the dendrite to leave behind a truncated dendritic process. Consistent with this 

idea, mutations in dig-1 disrupt the architecture of the basement membrane (Benard, 2006), 

raising the possibility that the basement membrane matrix functions as a scaffold to protect BAG 

dendrites from constricting forces caused by movement of the animal. 

DIG-1 has already been described as a factor required for maintaining nervous system 

architecture more broadly (Benard, 2006). Moreover, it is the largest identifiable secreted protein 

in any genome database and therefore is challenging to study. Consequently, we did not pursue 

further characterization of dig-1 mutant isolates.  

 

Table 4.1. Quantification of dig-1(hmn152) dendrite phenotypes across timepoints. 

Quantification of the number of dendrites that appear “short” at low magnification across three 

developmental timepoints: L4 larva, day 1 adult, and day 2 adult. ~80% of dendrites that appear 

truncated at low magnification actually maintain an unusually thin process that extends to the 

animal’s nose.  

Age of animals Number of “short” dendrites 
L4 2.8% (3 of 108) 

Day 1 Adult 46.9% (45 of 96) 
Day 2 Adult 69.7% (53 of 76) 

 
 
 
 
Section II: Nonclonal forward genetic screen in a sensitized background 

Isolation of additional BAG dendrite morphogenesis mutants 

 Although we isolated multiple alleles of sax-7, egl-13, and dig-1 in Screen 1 – suggesting 

that we achieved good coverage of the genome – we also failed to isolate mutants with 

disruptions in other genes required for BAG dendrite morphogenesis, including grnd-1 and 
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magi-1 (discussed in Chapters 2 and 3). This may reflect the lower penetrance of grdn-1 and 

magi-1 BAG dendrite phenotypes, but nevertheless indicates that Screen 1 failed to reach 

saturation. In an effort to saturate our forward genetic screens, we conducted a second screen for 

aberrant BAG dendrite morphologies. We reasoned that starting with a sensitized genetic 

background might facilitate the isolation of mutants that would otherwise exhibit only low 

penetrance phenotypes that are challenging to detect in single animals. dyf-7(ns119) mutants 

exhibit BAG dendrite extension defects just 2% of the time (Figure 2.4), making this an ideal 

sensitized genetic background. We mutagenized L4 dyf-7(ns119) hermaphrodites bearing the 

integrated BAG marker flp-17pro:GFP and visually screened nonclonal F2 progeny for defects in 

BAG morphology. Animals with BAG phenotypes were picked to individual plates. Of the 368 

putative mutants isolated, roughly half failed to produce progeny. In addition, approximately 

one-third exhibited minimal dendrite defects in the subsequent generation, suggesting that 

abnormal dendrite morphologies detected during screening might simply have been low-

penetrance dyf-7(ns119) BAG defects. Ultimately, Screen 2 gave rise to 10 mutants with 

consistently penetrant phenotypes. These can be divided into two phenotypic classes: (I) 

Truncated BAG dendrites (Figure 4.3A; hmn238, hmn247, hmn248) and (II) Ectopic expression 

of the BAG-specific marker flp-17pro:GFP (Figure 4.3B; hmn239, hmn240, 2mn241, hmn242, 

hmn243, hmn249, hmn250). Class II mutants likely have defects in cell fate specification and 

were not investigated further.  

  Class I mutants display variably penetrant short dendrite phenotypes. hmn238; dyf-

7(ns119) animals exhibit short dendrites with only ~10% penetrance and were not characterized 

further. In contrast, hmn247; dyf-7(ns119) and hmn248; dyf-7(ns119) animals exhibit more 

robust short dendrite phenotypes. Whereas just 2% of dyf-7(ns119) BAG dendrites display  
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Figure 4.3. Phenotypic classes of BAG dendrite morphogenesis mutants from Screen 2. 

(A,B) Mutant animals showing the two classes of phenotypes isolated from a forward genetic 

screen for BAG dendrite defects in the sensitized background dyf-7(ns119). BAG neurons are 

labeled by the fluorescent marker flp-17pro:GFP. (A) Short dendrites (arrowheads). (B) 

Expression of the BAG-specific marker flp-17pro:GFP in additional cells (arrows). Images are of 

L4 stage animals. Scale bar, 10 µm.  
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Figure 4.4. Quantification of BAG dendrite extension defects in mutants from Screen 2.  

BAG dendrite lengths in wild-type, dyf-7(ns119), dyf-7; hmn247, and dyf-7; hmn248 animals, 

expressed as a percentage of the distance from cell body to nose. Colored bars represent 

individual dendrites (n=50 per genotype); black bars represent population averages; shaded 

regions represent wild-type mean ± 5 s.d., which we define as “full length”. BAG neurons were 

visualized with the fluorescent marker flp-17pro:GFP. dyf-7(ns119) data reproduced from Figure 

2.3.  
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defects, 40% of hmn247; dyf-7(ns119) BAG dendrites and fully 100% of hmn248; dyf-7(ns119) 

BAG dendrites are truncated (Figure 4.4). No other mutants isolated from our screens exhibit 

completely penetrant BAG morphology phenotypes. As such, we were especially intrigued by 

hmn248; dyf-7(ns119) and chose to focus on this particular isolate, which will be described in 

detail below. hmn247 remains unmapped, but complementation tests indicate that it is not an 

allele of grdn-1 or magi-1. 

 

frl-1/Formin promotes dendrite morphogenesis across multiple neuronal types 

 By combining whole genome sequencing data with standard linkage mapping and SNP 

analysis, we mapped hmn248 to frl-1. Specifically, the hmn248 lesion results in a premature stop 

codon in the predicted dimerization domain of FRL-1 (W419stop, Figure 4.5A) (Mi-Mi et al., 

2012). We first confirmed this as the causative mutation by non-complementation to the 

previously described frl-1(ok460) allele, which deletes much of the characteristic formin 

homology-2 (FH2) domain and induces a frameshift (Figure 4.5A). In addition, we reconstructed 

frl-1; dyf-7 double mutants using the frl-1(ok460) allele and again observed a fully penetrant 

short BAG dendrite phenotype (Figure 4.4B). Finally, we found that expression of the FRL-1 

cDNA under a broad embryonic promoter (grdn-1pro:FRL-1) strongly rescues BAG dendrite 

defects in frl-1(ok460); dyf-7(ns119) mutants (Figure 4.5B). Consistent with the results of this 

experiment, in which an embryonic promoter produced strong phenotypic rescue, we observed 

that newly hatched frl-1; dyf-7 larvae already have fully penetrant short dendrite phenotypes 

(Figure 4.5B). We conclude that FRL-1 acts during embryogenesis to promote BAG dendrite 

development.  
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Figure 4.5. FRL-1 affects dendrite development across multiple classes of sensory neurons. 

(A) Protein schematic of FRL-1, with hmn248 and ok460 indicated. Colors represent predicted 

structural domains. G, DIA-related formin G domain. DD, dimerization domain. H, helical 

region. FH1, formin homology 1. DAD, DIA autoregulatory domain. Adapted from (Mi-Mi et 

al., 2012). (B, C) BAG (flp-17pro:GFP, blue), (D) URX (flp-8pro:GFP, green), (E) IL2  
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Figure 4.5 (Continued). FRL-1 affects dendrite development across multiple classes of 

sensory neurons. 

(klp-6pro:GFP, pink) dendrite lengths in wild-type and mutant animals, expressed as a 

percentage of the distance from cell body to nose. Colored bars represent individual dendrites 

(n=50 per genotype); black bars represent population averages; shaded regions represent wild-

type mean ± 5 s.d., which we define as “full length”. All animals were scored at the L4 stage, 

except as noted in (A) for  BAG and URX wild-type and dyf-7(ns119) data reproduced from 

Chapter 2. IL2 wild-type data, and BAG and URX grdn-1(ns303), magi-1(zh66), and sax-

7(qv30) data reproduced from Chapter 3.   
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 Having validated that mutations in frl-1 cause strong BAG dendrite defects in the 

sensitized dyf-7 background, we next tested whether disruption of frl-1 causes similarly striking 

BAG phenotypes in the wild-type background. Surprisingly, we found that both alleles of frl-1 

only rarely produce truncated BAG dendrites (Figure 4.5B). Thus, two mutations that 

individually exhibit aberrant BAG dendrite morphologies just 2% of the time synergize to 

produce fully penetrant defects in BAG dendrite development.  

In principle, the synergy observed in frl-1; dyf-7 mutants could result from genetic 

interactions specific to these two genes. Alternatively, mutations in frl-1 could enhance BAG 

phenotypes across a range of dendrite morphogenesis mutants. We therefore constructed frl-1; 

grdn-1, frl-1; magi-1, and frl-1; sax-7 mutants and quantified resulting defects in BAG dendrite 

morphology. We found that all three double mutants exhibit more extreme phenotypes than each 

of the single mutants (Figure 4.5C). This suggests that, while loss of FRL-1 is only occasionally 

problematic for wild-type animals, loss of FRL-1 is highly detrimental for embryos with 

weakened BAG-glia attachments.  

 We next considered the possibility that FRL-1 might promote dendrite development in 

other neuron types. We first tested the gas-sensing neuron URX, which – like BAG – extends a 

single, unbranched dendrite to the nose. URX and BAG are part of a class of sensory neurons 

with dendrite endings that do not protrude into the external environment, but instead form 

elaborate contacts with a neighboring glial cell (Ward et al., 1975); both neurons use sax-7, grdn-

1, and magi-1 to extend their dendrites (see Chapters 2 and 3). We found that URX dendrites are 

truncated just 6% of the time in frl-1 mutants and are never truncated in dyf-7 mutants (Figure 

4.5D). In contrast, frl-1; dyf-7 double mutants exhibit URX dendrite morphology defects 68% of 

the time (Figure 4.5D). Thus, FRL-1 also affects URX dendrite morphology. Surprisingly, in 
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contrast to our results with BAG, we observed no increase in URX dendrite extension 

phenotypes in grdn-1; frl-1 and magi-1; frl-1 double mutants relative to grdn-1 and magi-1 

single mutants (Figure 4.5D). One caveat of this result is that the URX grdn-1 and magi-1 

mutant phenotypes are already ~100% penetrant; loss of FRL-1, then, might not worsen dendrite 

defects due to ceiling effects. Indeed, we found that frl-1 can enhance URX dendrite extension 

phenotypes in the sax-7 mutant background, in which dendrites are otherwise truncated only 

38% of the time (Figure 4.5D). We conclude that FRL-1 promotes both BAG and URX dendrite 

extension. 

 Next, we sought to determine whether a completely different class of sensory neurons 

also uses FRL-1 for dendrite morphogenesis. IL2 neurons extend single, unbranched dendrites 

that are morphologically similar to URX and BAG dendrites. However, unlike URX and BAG, 

IL2 dendrites form bona fide epithelial junctions, display apicobasal polarity, and protrude into 

the external environment through a pore formed by glia (Ward et al., 1975). Similar to other 

neurons with these properties, IL2 dendrite morphology is strongly affected by mutations in dyf-

7 (Heiman and Shaham, 2009). We found that these phenotypes are moderately enhanced by 

mutations in frl-1, though mutations in frl-1 alone do not cause IL2 dendrite morphology defects 

(Figure 4.5E). To our knowledge, no other mutant affects dendrite extension across such diverse 

types of sensory neurons.  

 How might FRL-1/Formin promote dendrite extension? Formins are actin nucleation 

factors that bind the plus-end of actin filaments to promote actin filamentation (Mi-Mi et al., 

2012). Loss of two other factors that promote the polymerization of unbranched actin filaments 

has been shown to enhance weak alleles of the canonical epithelial junction component HMP-

1/α-catenin (Cox-Paulson et al., 2012; Sheffield et al., 2007). This indicates that the geometry 
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and dynamics of actin filamentation regulates linkage of cell-cell junctions to the actin 

cytoskeleton. Our data suggest that the nascent dendrite endings of BAG, URX, and IL2 all 

anchor to the animal’s nose throughout embryo elongation via cell-cell junctions with glia. Thus, 

FRL-1 may function to promote dendrite extension by coupling these cell attachments to the 

underlying actin network. Ultimately, additional experiments will be required to confirm or 

refute this hypothesis. Additionally, it should be noted that FRL-1 may not act cell-

autonomously in the neurons to promote dendrite extension, as expression of FRL-1 under a 

BAG-specific promoter (flp-17pro:FRL-1) failed to rescue BAG dendrite defects in frl-1;dyf-7 

mutants. However, it is also possible that flp-17pro does not express early enough to rescue 

dendrite morphogenesis.  

 

Section III: Forward genetic screen for enhancers and suppressors of sax-7 BAG dendrite 

phenotypes 

Isolation of enhancers and suppressors of sax-7 BAG dendrite morphology defects  

 In an effort to identify molecules that function with SAX-7 to promote BAG dendrite 

development, as well as factors that act in parallel to SAX-7, we conducted a forward genetic 

screen for enhancers and suppressors of sax-7 BAG dendrite morphology defects. Briefly, we 

mutagenized L4 hermaphrodites bearing a hypomorphic allele of sax-7(hmn12), along with an 

integrated marker for BAG neurons (flp-17pro:GFP) (Wang and Chen, 2005). We picked ~1500 

nonclonal F2 progeny to individual plates and screened their F3 progeny at the population level 

for dendrite morphology phenotypes. Plates that exhibited populations with, on average, more 

severe or less severe phenotypes than the parent sax-7(hmn12) strain were kept as putative 

enhancer or suppressor mutants, respectively. We obtained 8 enhancer mutants and 4 suppressor 
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mutants. We conducted preliminary dendrite length quantification of each of these mutants to 

confirm the enhancement or suppression of sax-7 phenotypes seen by eye (Figure 4.6).  

We successfully mapped hmn258 to egl-13 on the basis of cell fate defects, but did not 

pursue further characterization of this enhancer mutant. Mapping of other enhancer and 

suppressor mutants proved challenging, as their phenotypes depend on the parent mutation in  

sax-7 and must be scored the level of the population, not at the level of individual animals. We 

sent DNA from 11 other mutants for whole genome sequencing. Importantly, the resulting data 

revealed that none of the isolates contain mutations in grdn-1 or magi-1, genes known to enhance 

sax-7 (see Chapter 3). We therefore used the sequencing data to assemble candidate gene lists, 

from which we made educated guesses about causative mutations. Most of these guesses 

ultimately proved incorrect, as the presumed causative mutations were lost after backcrossing.  

However, prior to this realization, we tested the validity of our guesses by constructing double 

mutants bearing the sax-7(hmn12) mutation, together with previously-described mutations in 

candidate genes. Oddly, several of these mutations did enhance sax-7 BAG dendrite phenotypes. 

These will be discussed below, together with one other enhancer mutant that may have been 

successfully mapped. 

 

The intraflagellar transport component OSM-1 may contribute to BAG and URX dendrite 

morphogenesis 

 We have tentatively mapped the sax-7 enhancer hmn252 to osm-1 (Q226stop). Several 

lines of evidence indicate that this mutation may be causative. First, introduction of an osm-1 

fosmid into sax-7(hmn12); hmn252 animals partially rescues BAG dendrite phenotypes (Figure 

4.7). Moreover, when we constructed sax-7; osm-1 double mutants using the previously 
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Figure 4.6. Quantification of sax-7 enhancer and suppressor mutants. 

BAG dendrite lengths in (A) sax-7 enhancer mutants and (B) sax-7 suppressor mutants isolated 

from a forward genetic screen. Dendrite lengths are expressed as a percentage of the distance 

from cell body to nose. Colored bars represent individual dendrites (n≥15 per genotype); black 

bars represent population averages; shaded regions represent wild-type mean ± 5 s.d., which we 

define as “full length”. BAG was visualized with an integrated flp-17pro:GFP fluorescent 

reporter. sax-7(hmn12) data reproduced from Chapter 2.  
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Figure 4.6 (Continued). Quantification of sax-7 enhancer and suppressor mutants.  
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described allele osm-1(p808), we observed an enhancement of sax-7 dendrite morphology 

phenotypes in both BAG and URX (Figure 4.7). However, it seems likely that additional 

independent mutations contribute to the enhanced dendrite defects seen in this strain.  

OSM-1 is an Intraflagellar Transport (IFT) component that facilitates the movement of 

cargo within nonmotile cilia (Inglis, 2006). It has long been appreciated that the BAG dendrite 

terminates in a cilium (Ward et al., 1975), and recent evidence suggests that the URX dendrite 

ending is also ciliated (P. Sengupta, personal communication). Thus, mutations in osm-1 likely 

alter the transport of cargo in the very tip of the BAG and URX dendrites. The timing of ciliary 

development remains unclear, but in mature animals, the ciliary regions of BAG and URX wrap 

a neighboring glial cell (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2). Thus, it is possible that defects in ciliary 

trafficking could affect the localization of factors that promote BAG- and URX-glia adhesion 

during dendrite extension stages. In this way, mutations in osm-1 could disrupt anchoring of the 

dendrite endings to the nose during embryogenesis, thereby enhancing sax-7 dendrite 

morphogenesis phenotypes.   

 

EGL-15 likely promotes BAG dendrite development by mediating the phosphorylation of 

SAX-7 

 We initially suspected that a splice site lesion in EGL-15 would be the causative mutation 

in hmn251. Before proving this inaccurate, we constructed sax-7; egl-15 mutants using an allele 

from the community egl-15(n484) (Figure 4.8A). We found that these animals exhibit slightly 

enhanced BAG dendrite defects relative to sax-7(hmn12) mutants (Figure 4.8B). In contrast, the 

URX dendrite phenotypes remain unchanged (Figure 4.7B). EGL-15 is a transmembrane FGF 

receptor known to promote the phosphorylation of the SAX-7 tail (Figure 4.8A) (Chen et al.,  
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Figure 4.7. OSM-1 promotes BAG and URX dendrite development. 

BAG (flp-17pro, blue) and URX (flp-8pro, green) dendrite lengths in sax-7(hmn12) single 

mutants and sax-7(hmn12); osm-1(p808) double mutants, expressed as a percentage of the 

distance from cell body to nose. Additional BAG dendrite lengths are shown for sax-7(hmn12); 

hmn252 double mutants in the presence and absence of a rescuing OSM-1 fosmid. Colored bars 

represent individual dendrites (n≥15 per genotype); black bars represent population averages; 

shaded regions represent wild-type mean ± 5 s.d., which we define as “full length”. sax-

7(hmn12) data reproduced from Chapter 2.  
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Figure 4.8. EGL-15 likely acts through SAX-7 to promote BAG dendrite development. 

(A) Protein schematic of EGL-15, with n484 indicated. EGL-15 is a transmembrane FGF 

receptor with extracellular immunoglobulin repeats and intracellular kinase activity. (B) BAG 

(flp-17pro, blue) and URX (flp-8pro, green) dendrite lengths in sax-7(hmn12) and sax-7(hmn12); 

egl-15(n484) mutants, expressed as a percentage of the distance from cell body to nose. 

Additional BAG dendrite lengths are shown for sax-7(qv30) and sax-7(qv30); egl-15(n484) 

mutants. Colored bars represent individual dendrites (n≥25 per genotype); black bars represent 

population averages; shaded regions represent wild-type mean ± 5 s.d., which we define as “full 

length”. hmn12 and qv30 data reproduced from Chapters 2 and 3, respectively.  
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2001). Thus, we hypothesized that mutations in egl-15 impinge on BAG dendrite morphogenesis  

by altering the phosphorylation state of SAX-7. However, we could not test this prediction using 

the sax-7(hmn12) allele, which is hypomorphic (equivalent lesion to ky146, Wang et al., 2005). 

We therefore constructed sax-7; egl-15 mutants using a CRISPR deletion that removes the entire 

sax-7 locus (qv30). We found that mutations in egl-15 do not enhance sax-7(qv30) BAG dendrite 

defects, indicating that EGL-15 likely promotes BAG dendrite morphogenesis through its effects  

on SAX-7 phosphorylation. This may also explain why URX – a neuron that relies less heavily 

on SAX-7 during dendrite formation – is unaffected by mutations in egl-15.  

 

AFD-1/Afadin  

We initially speculated that the causative mutation in hmn237 and hmn254 – which are 

likely sibling isolates from the same mutagenized parent – would be a splice site lesion in afd-1. 

AFD-1 is the C. elegans afadin, a PDZ-domain-containing adaptor protein that can couple the 

actin cytoskeleton to cell junctions (Ikeda et al., 1999; Sawyer et al., 2009). We were particularly 

excited about AFD-1 because it has been reported to interact with MAGI-1 in a yeast-two-hybrid 

assay (Lynch et al., 2012). Ultimately, backcrossing of sax-7; hmn237 animals revealed that afd-

1 is not the causative mutation in this strain. Nevertheless, we conducted preliminary analysis of 

afd-1 mutants using an allele available in the community (tm2150; Figure 4.9A). 

We first noted that afd-1 single mutants do not exhibit defects in BAG dendrite 

morphology (data not shown). However, when we constructed sax-7; afd-1 mutants, we 

observed enhanced sax-7 dendrite phenotypes in BAG – but not URX – relative to sax-7(hmn12) 

animals (Figure 4.9B). Interestingly, we also observed that afd-1 enhances BAG – but not URX 

magi-1(zh66); afd-1(RNAi) animals exhibit increased lethality compared to magi-1(zh66) or   
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Figure 4.9. AFD-1 promotes BAG – but not URX – dendrite morphogenesis. 

(A) Protein schematic of the AFD-1 indicating the location of tm2150. AFD-1 is a PDZ-domain-

containing adaptor protein. (B) BAG (flp-17pro, blue) and URX (flp-8pro, green) dendrite 

lengths in sax-7(hmn12), sax-7(hmn12); afd-1(tm2150), magi-1(zh66), and magi-1(zh66); afd-

1(tm2150) mutants, expressed as a percentage of the distance from cell body to nose. Additional 

BAG dendrite lengths are shown for grdn-1(ns303) and grdn-1(ns303; afd-1(tm2150) mutants. 

Colored bars represent individual dendrites (n=50 per genotype); black bars represent population 

averages; shaded regions represent wild-type mean ± 5 s.d., which we define as “full length”. 

hmn12, zh66, and ns303 data reproduced from Chapters 2 and 3.  
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afd-1(RNAi) alone (Lynch et al., 2012). Since zh66 is predicted to be a null allele of magi-1, this 

implies that MAGI-1 and AFD-1 have at least partly independent functions, despite the putative 

direct interaction between them. Surprisingly, when we examined grdn-1; afd-1 double mutants, 

we found that they exhibit BAG dendrite phenotypes no worse than grdn-1(ns303) alone. This 

raises the possibility that AFD-1 acts in a pathway with GRDN-1, possibly through direct 

interaction between the GRDN-1 PDZ-binding motif and the AFD-1 PDZ domain. That mutation 

of afd-1 strongly affects BAG in the sax-7 and magi-1 mutant backgrounds, yet affects URX not 

at all, remains paradoxical. 

 
 
Section IV: Candidate screen for defects in BAG and URX dendrite morphologies 

 The power of forward genetic screens to uncover novel molecular players in a given 

process cannot be denied. However, every screen has limitations. First, the design of our screens 

precluded the isolation of lethal mutants. In addition, the process of random chemical 

mutagenesis is not, in fact, random. Rather, certain regions of the genome are more susceptible 

to mutations than others, smaller genes are lesioned less frequently than larger ones, and 

molecular changes at the nucleotide level are biased towards particular substitutions (in the case 

of EMS, guanine to adenosine conversions are most likely). Perhaps these factors help explain 

why we did not isolate any alleles of grdn-1 in screens for BAG dendrite morphology defects, 

nor did we isolate any alleles of magi-1 through forward genetics. As a result of these 

limitations, we pursued a candidate screen in parallel to our forward genetic approaches. For 

each of these candidate mutants, we examined either BAG or URX dendrite morphologies, or 

both. Table 4.2 details the results from this screen.  
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Table 4.2. Results of candidate screen for BAG and URX dendrite morphology defects. 

 

Candidate Gene BAG phenotype URX phenotype 

cut-4(gk693562) 100/100 dendrites full-length1 N/A 

cut-1(tm1126) 100/100 dendrites full-length1 N/A 

dpy-1(e1) 100/100 dendrites full-length1 no obvious phenotype 
(data from I.G.M.) 

dyf-7(ns119) 1/50 dendrites fail to 
fully extend (see Figure 2.3) 

50/50 dendrites full-length 
(see Figure 2.3) 

daf-19; daf-12 
(cilia don’t form) 

7/50 dendrites  
fail to fully extend 

10/50 dendrites 
fail to fully extend 

syg-1 36/36 dendrites full-length1 no obvious phenotype1 

syg-2 50/50 dendrites full-length1 

flp-8pro:GFP marker is 
ectopically expressed in other 

cells; hard to distinguish  
URX dendrites 

sma-1(e30) no obvious phenotype2 progressive dendrite overgrowth 
(see McLachlan et al. 2018) 

vab-1(dx31) no obvious phenotype2 N/A 

plx-1(nc37) no obvious phenotype2; 
does not enhance sax-7(hmn12) N/A 

dys-1(cx18) no obvious phenotype2; 
does not enhance grdn-1(ns303)2 N/A 

stn-1(ok292)  50/50 dendrites full-length1 N/A 

stn-2(tm1869) 50/50 dendrites full-length 
(see Figure 2.5) 

50/50 dendrites full-length 
(see Figure 2.5) 

unc-44(e362 

49/50 dendrites full-length; 1 
dendrite overgrown; occasional 

aberrant dendrite branching 
(see Figure 2.5) 

also doesn’t’ enhance grdn-12 

47/50 dendrites full-length 
(see Figure 2.5) 
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Table 4.2 (Continued). Results of candidate screen for BAG and URX dendrite morphology 

defects. 

 
1 – Animals were not imaged and fully quantified, but were examined on a high resolution 
compound microscope 
 
2 – Animals were only observed on a low magnification dissecting scope on NGM plates.  

dma-1(wy686) 50/50 dendrites full-length 
(see Figure 2.5) 

46/50 dendrites full-length 
(see Figure 2.5) 

erm-1(tm677) N/A no obvious phenotype2 

rig-6(ok1589) 
myriad low-penetrance dendrite 

morphology phenotypes; possibly 
abnormal dendrite endings 

N/A 

sax-7(hmn12);  
hmr-1(hd37) 

(affects only the long, 
“N-cadherin-like” 

isoform) 

does not enhance sax-7(hmn12) N/A 

hmp-1(fe4) 
(weak, non-lethal 

allele) 
no obvious phenotype2 no obvious phenotype2 

hmp-2(qm39) 
(weak, non-lethal 

allele) 
no obvious phenotype2 no obvious phenotype2 

par-3(tm2716) unc-32; 
zuIs20 [par-3-ZF1-
GFP]; hmnEx1646 
[mir-228pro:ZIF-1-

SL2-mCherry] 
(cell-specific 

knockdown of PAR-3) 

N/A 

These animals are extremely 
sick, but did see individuals  
with short URX dendrites.  

Likely low penetrance. 
 

magi-1(zh66) 15/50 dendrites  
fail to fully extend 

49/50 dendrites 
fail to fully extend 

mpz-1(tm1136) no obvious phenotype2 no obvious phenotype2 
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DISCUSSION 

BAG and URX: alike, yet distinct 

 BAG and URX share a number of characteristic features that distinguish them from other 

sensory neurons in C. elegans. Principally, these neurons form intimate associations with glia, 

but do not protrude into the external environment or develop apicobasal polarity. Furthermore, 

BAG and URX both form dendrites by retrograde extension using SAX-7, GRDN-1, MAGI-1, 

and HMR-1. Yet their dependence on these molecules differs; BAG relies more heavily on SAX-

7, while URX more strongly relies on GRDN-1, MAGI-1, and HMR-1. This chapter has detailed 

additional discrepancies in the genetic programs with which BAG and URX develop dendrites. 

For example, BAG depends more intensely on both AFD-1 and FRL-1. We do not yet fully 

understand why these differences exist. One possibility is that BAG and URX – which contact 

the same glial cell in mature animals – actually associate with distinct glial cells during 

embryogenesis. Regardless, the nuance should not be ignored. Rather, these model neurons 

provide a rich opportunity to explore how one set of molecules can be deployed in distinct ways 

to give rise to exquisitely specialized neuronal morphologies. 

 

 
Conserved molecules promote BAG and URX dendrite development 
  
 Neurons generate some of the most elaborate architectures seen in biology. Here, we 

have taken a reductionist approach to uncover genetic determinants of dendrite morphology. In 

lieu of studying complex dendritic arbors, we have used simple, unbranched dendrites in C. 

elegans to identify novel regulators of dendrite architecture in vivo. Importantly, while the BAG 

and URX dendrites are modest in shape, we find that their morphogenesis depends on molecules 

that are highly conserved across phyla. Thus, we have harnessed the power of C. elegans forward 
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genetics to glean insights into mechanisms of dendrite development that are likely relevant to 

other systems. Indeed, mutations in human genes related to grdn-1, sax-7, magi-1, and afd-1 

have all been linked to congenital hydrocephalus in patients, possibly resulting from adherens 

junction defects in radial glia (Adle-Biassette et al., 2013; Al-Dosari et al., 2013; Drielsma et al., 

2012; Ekici et al., 2010; Ruggeri et al., 2018; Yamamoto et al., 2013).  

 This alludes to a recurring theme from our screens for BAG and URX dendrite 

morphogenesis mutants: junction-associated proteins. All of the factors we identified in Chapters 

2 and 3 are associated with epithelial junctions; HMR-1, SAX-7, and MAGI-1 localize to cell-

cell junctions in epithelia, while GRDN-1 helps to localize epithelial junction components 

(Nechipurenko et al., 2016) and co-precipitates with the adherens junction protein α-catenin in 

Drosophila (Houssin et al., 2015). In this chapter, we further find that AFD-1/Afadin – which 

links cell junctions to the underlying cytoskeleton – and FRL-1/Formin – which promotes actin 

filamentation and likely regulates the actin network at adherens junctions – promote BAG 

dendrite development.  

Why might two non-epithelial neurons require epithelial junction machinery to form their 

dendrites? BAG and URX dendrites develop by an unusual mechanism called retrograde 

extension, in which the nascent dendrite endings anchor to the animal’s nose early in 

development and the dendrites are stretched to their full length as the embryo elongates. Cellular 

attachments to a neighboring glial cell seem to function as the anchor that affixes dendrite 

endings to the nose. It may seem surprising, then, that epithelial junction components are 

required for dendrite morphogenesis. Yet, as will be discussed in greater detail in the next 

chapter, neurons and glia derive developmentally from epithelia. As is oft quoted, ontogeny 

recapitulates phylogeny. Thus, this hints at a possible evolutionary origin for neuron-glia 
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interactions, starting with externally-exposed sensory epithelia and eventually giving rise to 

internalized contacts that repurpose epithelial junction machinery.  
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 In this dissertation, I use the simple nervous system of C. elegans to uncover molecules 

that are required for the formation of dendrite-glia attachments. I focus on two gas-sensing 

neurons, called URX and BAG. These neurons project single unbranched dendrites to the 

animal’s nose, where they terminate in membranous elaborations that wrap protrusions from a 

single glial cell, called ILso. We find that, during embryogenesis, the URX and BAG dendrites 

develop by retrograde extension. The nascent dendrite endings anchor at the nose in the early 

embryo, and the dendrites then stretch to their full length as the embryo elongates. When the 

dendrite endings become detached from the nose during development, the dendrites fail to fully 

extend.  

 We identify at least four proteins that are required for dendrite anchoring during 

development: two cell adhesion molecules, called SAX-7 and HMR-1, and two scaffolding 

proteins, called GRDN-1 and MAGI-1. Each of these proteins can act in glia to promote dendrite 

extension, suggesting that attachments to glia anchor dendrite endings to the nose during 

retrograde extension. Intriguingly, all four of these proteins are associated with epithelial 

adherens junctions. This leads to the idea that components of epithelial junctions may be 

repurposed in the nervous system to promote dendrite-glia attachment. At first, this result seems 

surprising, as the URX- and BAG-glia contacts do not resemble epithelial junctions at the 

ultrastructural level. Yet deeper analysis reveals that this result should not be so unexpected. 

Here, I will discuss the developmental, evolutionary, and molecular similarities between the 

nervous system and epithelia.  

  
Developmentally, the brain is an epithelium 

 When Virchow first coined the term neuroglia in 1856, he conceived of these cells as a 

form of connective tissue – hence “Nervenkitt,” or “nerve putty” (Fan and Agid, 2018; Somjen, 
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1988). Yet even before the dawn of the 20th century, careful anatomical observations revealed 

that glia are not mesodermally derived (Somjen, 1988). Rather, both glia and their neuronal 

counterparts derive from the ectoderm, a germ layer that also generates epithelia (Pansky, 1982). 

Even in C. elegans, neurons, glia, and epithelial cells are lineally related (Sulston et al., 1983). 

Consistent with the common origin of neural and epithelial tissues, the first step of nervous 

system development in vertebrates is induction of the neural plate, whereby a region of the 

surface ectoderm transforms into a specialized epithelial sheet, called the ‘neuroepithelium’ 

(Colman, 1999; Gilbert and Barresi, 2016). This neuroepithelium then invaginates to form the 

neural tube, creating a central lumen that is preserved in the mature brain as fluid-filled 

ventricles and their connecting passages. Thus, the brain derives from an epithelium and 

maintains an apical surface throughout life.  

 As development proceeds, the neuroepithelium proliferates to generate structures far 

more complex than a simple epithelium. Yet some cells retain epithelial characteristics. For 

example, the radial glia that give rise to neurons and glia in the cortex maintain apicobasal 

polarity; these bipolar cells extend processes that span the entire width of the cortex, and thus 

contact both the ventricular (apical) surface, as well as the pial (basolateral) surface that is 

encased by the basal lamina (Götz and Huttner, 2005). Markers of apical membrane domains, 

including prominin-1 and PAR3, localize to radial glial endfeet at the ventricular surface. This is 

remarkable because radial glia downregulate tight junction components as they mature, 

suggesting that apicobasal membrane compartmentalization should be lost. Yet it is not.  

Interestingly, radial glia do preserve adherens junctions with their neighbors, and the tight 

junction component ZO1 localizes to these junctions (Götz and Huttner, 2005). Thus, radial glia 

maintain two key features of epithelia: apicobasal polarity and adherens junctions. Perhaps most 
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striking, however, is the observation that at least some radial glia directly transform into the 

epithelial cells that line the ventricles, called ependymal cells (Spassky, 2005). This suggests that 

glia are intimately related to epithelia.  

  
From an epithelium to a brain: The evolution of the nervous system 

Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny. As neurons and glia are developmentally derived 

from epithelia, it stands to reason that they also evolved from epithelial structures. We propose 

that externally exposed sensory epithelia, like the olfactory epithelium in vertebrates or sense 

organs in C. elegans, are extant versions of evolutionarily ancient neural structures. They are, in 

essence, neurons and glia embedded within an epithelium. Consistent with this perspective, 

mammalian olfactory sensory neurons – which extend long axons into the brain and are thus 

considered ‘true neurons’ – form bona fide tight and adherens junctions with their neighboring 

support cells, sometimes referred to as glia (Steinke et al., 2008). They also exhibit apicobasal 

polarity. Similarly, sensory neurons in the major sense organ of C. elegans, called the amphid, 

develop tight and adherens junctions with their partner glia; glial cells in turn form epithelial 

junctions with the hypodermis (Low et al., 2019; Ward et al., 1975). Thus, amphid neurons and 

glia form an apical surface continuous with the skin (Low et al., 2019). Taken together, these 

examples demonstrate that sensory epithelia are structurally related to, and continuous with, 

more canonical epithelia like the epidermis. 

In addition, neurons and glia in sensory epithelia develop using machinery repurposed 

from epithelial cells. In the amphid sense organ, dendrite development requires extracellular 

matrix components that line the apical surface of epithelia. These include DYF-7, DEX-1, and 

FBN-1 (Heiman and Shaham, 2009; unpublished). In the absence of DYF-7, for example, cell 

junctions rupture, and both neurons and glia exhibit morphological defects (Heiman and Shaham, 
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2009; Low et al., 2019). Likewise, photoreceptors in the Drosophila retina – another sensory 

epithelium – utilize epithelial proteins to build their light-sensitive apical membrane domains. In 

particular, loss of the epithelial polarity protein Crumbs disrupts the integrity of adherens 

junctions between neighboring photoreceptors and causes aberrant photoreceptor morphologies 

(Pellikka et al., 2002). We conclude that sensory epithelia are not only structurally related to 

canonical epithelia, but also express similar genetic programs during development. This hints at 

a possible evolutionary origin for the brain, starting with the diversification of canonical epithelia 

to generate externally-exposed sensory epithelia, which in turn gave rise to internalized neurons 

and glia that repurpose epithelial junction machinery (Figure 5.1).  

 

Commonalities in the molecular machinery of neurons, glia, and epithelial cells 

 Decades of work have revealed surprising commonalities in the molecular machinery of 

epithelial and neural tissues, particularly in the context of adhesive cell junctions. In some cases, 

molecules were first discovered in epithelia; in others, they were originally identified in the 

nervous system. I will focus on three specific examples here.  

 First, classical cadherins and their associated catenins – which have been extensively 

studied for their canonical role in epithelial adherens junctions – also localize to synaptic 

contacts (Uchida, 1996). As in adherens junctions, cadherins at the synapse not only promote 

adhesion, but also provide structural stability through interactions with the underlying 

cytoskeleton (Missler et al., 2012). Moreover, both adherens junctions and the synaptic cleft are 

characterized by a remarkably uniform junctional gap, suggesting that these two types of cell 

junctions are structurally related (Colman, 1999). Because of their molecular and morphological  
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Figure 5.1. The nervous system may have evolved from epithelia. 

Proposed model for how neurons and glia in the brain may have evolved from epithelia. Simple 

epithelial sheets held together by tight junctions and adherens junctions (A) may have diversified 

to give rise to electrically excitable sensory neurons and their support cells – sometimes called 

glia (B). These cells remain embedded within the epithelium and connect through canonical tight 

and adherens junctions. Over the course of evolution, such epithelial sensory neurons and their 

partner glia may have become internalized to give rise to extant neurons and glia in the brain (C).   
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Figure 5.1 (Continued). The nervous system may have evolved from epithelia. 
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similarities, it has been suggested that epithelial adherens junctions are an evolutionary precursor 

of the synapse (Colman, 1999).  

 Second, in both epithelial and neural tissues, Ankyrin-G (AnkG) functions as a molecular 

linker between transmembrane proteins and the spectrin-actin cytoskeleton (Chang and Rasband, 

2013). Originally identified as a component of the axon initial segment (AIS) and nodes of 

Ranvier (Kordeli et al., 1995), AnkG remains a widely used marker for these specialized 

membrane domains. It is a vital scaffolding protein that is required for the proper clustering of 

voltage-gated sodium channels at both the AIS and nodes (Dzhashiashvili et al., 2007), and is 

therefore critical for the initiation of action potentials and for saltatory conduction along 

myelinated axons. Following its discovery in the nervous system, AnkG was found to be 

expressed in epithelia, where it interacts directly with E-cadherin to restrict its membrane 

motility (Kizhatil et al., 2007). At least in the early embryo, AnkG is required for the 

accumulation of E-cadherin to sites of cell-cell contact and is therefore an essential scaffolding 

protein for sites of adhesion. This example highlights how a component of adherens junctions in 

epithelia can be repurposed for compartmentalization of the neuronal membrane.  

 Finally, in this dissertation, I focused extensively on C. elegans SAX-7, known as 

L1CAM in mammals. This transmembrane cell adhesion molecule was originally identified as a 

neuron-glia adhesion protein in chick (Grumet et al., 1984). SAX-7/L1CAM is highly conserved 

across phyla and plays fundamental roles in the development of the nervous system in C. 

elegans, Drosophila, mouse, and even humans – where loss of L1CAM causes a variety of 

neurodevelopmental disorders (Chen et al., 2001; Dahme et al., 1997; Vits et al., 1994; 

Yamamoto et al., 2006; Zallen et al., 1999). Following its discovery in the nervous system, 

L1CAM was found to be expressed in mammalian epithelia, where it can localize to both the 
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basolateral membrane domain and to cell-cell contacts (Nolte et al., 1999). The localization of 

SAX-7 in C. elegans is quite similar, and this protein is considered to be a component of 

epithelial junctions in the nematode (Chen et al., 2001; Labouesse, 2006). These existing data 

provided the initial clues that neurons and glia might adhere to one another using molecular 

machinery shared with epithelia.  

 

Conserved molecular machinery: Not so unexpected 

 Here, I have detailed how neurons and glia are developmentally and evolutionarily 

derived from epithelia. Moreover, decades of research have revealed remarkable commonalities 

in the molecular programs of neurons, glia, and epithelia. Intuitively, then, it should come as no 

surprise that cellular attachments – a defining feature of multicellularity – might arise from 

common molecular machinery in epithelia and in the nervous system.  

 

Future Directions 

Can the cell adhesion molecules SAX-7 and HMR-1 bind heterotypically? 

 Our preliminary data suggest that SAX-7 can promote dendrite extension through 

heterotypic binding to an as-yet-unknown factor. We have identified only two cell adhesion 

molecules that mediate dendrite extension: SAX-7 and HMR-1. Cell clustering experiments are 

currently underway to test the possibility that these two molecules can bind each other directly. 

Briefly, we are generating constructs to express SAX-7 and HMR-1 in Drosophila S2 cells. We 

will then mix one population of SAX-7-expressing cells with a second population of HMR-1-

expressing cells and ask whether the cells form clusters positive for both SAX-7 and HMR-1, or 

whether they segregate into distinct, homophilic clusters. If SAX-7 and HMR-1 do not cluster 
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together, this would indicate that they cannot bind heterotypically. In this case, future work 

would be needed to identify the factors that directly bind SAX-7 to promote dendrite 

development. 

 

How does glial-expressed GRDN-1 promote URX and BAG dendrite extension? 

The mechanism by which GRDN-1 promotes URX and BAG dendrite extension has 

remained mysterious. Here, I will speculate on two possible models for the function of GRDN-1, 

though they are not mutually exclusive. First, as previously mentioned, the Drosophila homolog 

of grdn-1 physically binds to one of the core components of canonical adherens junctions, called 

α-catenin (Houssin et al., 2015). Recent work in vertebrates also revealed that one homolog of 

GRDN-1, called CCDC88C, physically binds to another protein related to MAGI-1, called 

MPDZ (Marivin and Garcia-Marcos, 2019). These data suggest that MAGI-1 and GRDN-1 may 

promote URX and BAG dendrite extension by forming an adhesion-promoting complex together 

with HMR-1/Cadherin. Biochemistry experiments should clarify whether interactions between 

the mammalian proteins are recapitulated in C. elegans. For example, does GRDN-1 co-

precipitate with MAGI-1? HMR-1? Consistent with the idea that GRDN-1 may form a complex 

that directly promotes adhesion, we find that GRDN-1 localizes to glial endings at sites of 

dendrite-glia contact; another vertebrate homolog of GRDN-1, called CCDC88A, localizes to 

points of contact between migrating neurons (Wang et al., 2011). 

Importantly, our genetic data indicate that GRDN-1 must also have a MAGI-1-

independent function in driving dendrite development. Hints from the literature indicate that 

GRDN-1 may help to establish apicobasal polarity in the glia that interact with URX and BAG. 

Specifically, the GRDN-1 homolog CCDC88A plays essential roles in establishing cell polarity 
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(Ohara et al., 2012; Sasaki et al., 2015). Moreover, junctional proteins are mislocalized in C. 

elegans epithelial neurons that lack GRDN-1 (Nechipurenko et al., 2016), indicating that 

apicobasal polarity may be compromised. Intriguingly, my preliminary data suggest that 

impaired apicobasal polarity can disrupt URX and BAG dendrite extension. Specifically, I found 

that glial-specific knockdown of PAR-3, a core component of the machinery that establishes 

polarity, results in low-penetrance URX and BAG dendrite defects (data not shown). In the 

future, a more careful analysis of apicobasal polarity in grdn-1 mutant glia should test the 

possibility that GRDN-1 helps to establish glial cellular polarity, which may in turn be important 

for setting up dendrite-glia attachments. 

 

Are the mammalian homologs of SAX-7, GRDN-1, MAGI-1, and HMR-1 required for dendrite-

glia attachments in the brain?  

 Our forward genetic and candidate screens for defects in URX and BAG dendrite 

extension have exclusively identified molecules that are broadly conserved across phyla. We 

posit that many of these factors mediate dendrite extension by promoting the formation of 

dendrite-glia attachments. Given that cell-cell attachments are fundamental to all multicellular 

organisms, it is perhaps unsurprising that such factors would be conserved. Yet, is it a quirk of C. 

elegans that neurons and glia form attachments with machinery repurposed from epithelial 

adherens junctions? We have already discussed why commonalities between neurons, glia, and 

epithelia should come as no surprise – and this conclusion is no less true in vertebrates than in 

the nematode. In addition, connections to hydrocephalus suggest that mutations in human 

proteins related to SAX-7, GRDN-1, and MAGI-1 can cause specific defects in the brain, 

possibly due to impaired adhesion between cells that developmentally arise from glia. 
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Nevertheless, future work should test the hypothesis that the molecules we identify here also 

promote dendrite-glia attachment in mammals. Ongoing collaborations with Keith Murai’s group 

aim to test this hypothesis by examining the subcellular distribution of homologs of MAGI-1 in 

mammalian astrocytes. It will be particularly exciting if these proteins localize to regions of the 

glial membrane that contact dendritic spines.  

 

What factors act in the URX and BAG neurons to promote dendrite development? 

 In addition to their non-cell autonomous roles in glia, the adhesion molecules SAX-7 and 

HMR-1 may act cell autonomously in URX and BAG to promote dendrite extension. However, 

we have yet to discover intracellular factors that act in the neurons to drive dendrite 

development. It will be critical to uncover such molecules in order to generate a complete picture 

of how dendrite-glia attachments are established. One possible experimental approach to this aim 

was previously mentioned in Chapter 4. We found that mutations in the transcription factor egl-

13, which cause partial misspecification of URX and BAG identities (Gramstrup Petersen et al., 

2013), also cause dendrite extension phenotypes in BAG neurons that maintain expression of the 

BAG-specific marker flp-17pro:GFP. This could provide an experimental system for identifying 

new factors that function cell-autonomously in BAG to drive dendrite-glia attachment. For 

example, genes that are transcriptionally downregulated in egl-13—; flp-17+ BAG neurons with 

truncated dendrites would be strong candidates for factors that act in BAG to promote attachment 

to ILso.  
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Perspectives 

 All together, the work included in this dissertation indicates that conserved molecular 

machinery governing cell-cell attachments in epithelia may also drive the formation of dendrite-

glia attachments in the nervous system. Crucially, this suggests that our extensive knowledge of 

cell junctions from epithelial biology could inform our understanding of neuron-glia interactions 

in the brain. We therefore lay the groundwork for future experiments that promise to give 

substantial insight into molecular mechanisms that drive dendrite-glia attachment.   
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APPENDIX 1: SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES FOR CHAPTER 2 
 
Supplementary Table 1.1. Strains generated for Chapter 2. 

ID Genotype Figures 

CHB2450 hmnEx1378[flp-17pro:mApple + flp-17pro:GCY-9-mApple + grl-
18pro:GFP + grl-18pro:myrGFP + pRF4] 

1, S1 

CHB2792 hmnEx1575[flp-8pro:mApple + flp-8pro:myrmApple + grl-
18pro:GFP + grl-18pro:myrGFP + pRF4] 

1, S1 

CHB3098 hmnEx1747[ops-1pro:mCherry + T02B11pro:GFP + pRF4] 2 

CHB95 oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed]; dyf-7(ns119) 2 

CHB13 dex-1(ns42); oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed] 2 

CHB3232 dex-1(ns42); oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed]; ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 2 

CHB1458 oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; dyf-7(ns119) 2 

CHB3231 dex-1(ns42); oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed]; oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + 
unc-122pro:dsRed] 

2 

CHB2409 stn-2(tm1869); hmnEx1364[flp-17pro:mApple + flp-8pro:GFP + 
pRF4] 

S2 

CHB3500 unc-44(e362); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] S2 

CHB2369 unc-44(e362); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP] S2 

CHB3230 dma-1(wy686); hmnEx1367[flp-17pro:mApple, flp-8pro:GFP] S2 

CHB2086 che-10(e1809); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] S2 

CHB2085 che-10(e1809); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP] S2 

CHB1408 sax-7(hmn12); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3, 4, 6, S6 

CHB1416 sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 3, 4, 6, S6 

CHB1407 sax-7(hmn3); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3 

CHB1415 sax-7(hmn3); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 3 

CHB3203 sax-7(hmn147); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3 

CHB1038 sax-7(hmn147); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 3 

CHB6 grdn-1(ns302) oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed]; ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3 

CHB1409 grdn-1(ns302); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 3 
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CHB1402 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3, 4, 7, 
S3, S6 

CHB1410 grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 3, 4, S6, 
S7 

CHB1403 grdn-1(hmn1); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3 

CHB1411 grdn-1(hmn1); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 3 

CHB1404 grdn-1(hmn4); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3 

CHB1412 grdn-1(hmn4); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 3 

CHB1405 grdn-1(hmn7); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3 

CHB1413 grdn-1(hmn7); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 3 

CHB1406 grdn-1(hmn8); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3 

CHB1414 grdn-1(hmn8); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 3 

CHB1302 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78; hmnEx639[grdn-1pro:GRDN-1aΔGCV + 
pRF4] 

S3 

CHB3386 kyIs104 [str-1pro:GFP]; sax-7(hmn12) 4 

CHB1506 hmnEx782[dat-1pro:GFP + flp-8pro:mCherry + pRF4] 4 

CHB2227 grdn-1(ns303); hmnEx782[dat-1pro:GFP + flp-8pro:mCherry + 
pRF4] 

4 

CHB1515 sax-7(hmn12); hmnEx782[dat-1pro:GFP + flp-8pro:mCherry + 
pRF4] 

4 

CHB1307 hmnEx644[itx-1pro(short)myo-2pro:GFP + klp-6pro:mCherry + 
pRF4] 

4, S7 

CHB1508 grdn-1(ns303); hmnEx644[itx-1pro(short):GFP + klp-
6pro:mCherry + pRF4] 

4, S7 

CHB1514 sax-7(hmn12); hmnEx644[itx-1pro(short)myo-2pro:GFP + klp-
6pro:mCherry + pRF4] 

4 

CHB1304 hmnEx641[ocr-4pro:mCherry + pRF4] 4 

CHB1507 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78; hmnEx641[ocr-4pro:mCherry + pRF4] 4 

CHB1513 sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82; hmnEx641[ocr-4pro:mCherry + pRF4] 4 

CHB1517 hmnEx788[tol-1pro:GFP + pRF4] 4 

CHB1519 grdn-1(ns303); hmnEx788[tol-1pro:GFP + pRF4] 4 
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CHB2234 sax-7(hmn12); hmnEx788[tol-1pro:GFP + pRF4] 4 

CHB3596 oyIs61[gpa-4Δpro:GFP]; sax-7(hmn12) S4 

CHB26 grdn-1(ns303) oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed]; ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] S4 

CHB70 sax-7(hmn12); oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed] S4 

CHB1460 hmnEx741[egl-13pro:GFP + itx-1pro(short)myo-2pro:myr-
mCherry+ pRF4] 

5, S5 

CHB1490 grdn-1(ns303); hmnEx741[egl-13pro:GFP + itx-1pro(short)myo-
2pro:myr-mCherry + pRF4] 

5, S5 

CHB2065 sax-7(hmn12); ynIs78; hmnEx1191[grdn-1pro:SAX-7s + pRF4] 6 

CHB2066 sax-7(hmn12); ynIs78; hmnEx1193[flp-8pro:SAX-7s + pRF4] 6 

CHB2063 sax-7(hmn12); ynIs78; hmnEx1189[itx-1pro:SAX-7s + pRF4] 6 

CHB2067 sax-7(hmn12); ynIs78; hmnEx1194[flp-8pro:SAX-7s + itx-
1pro:SAX-7s + pRF4] 

6 

CHB2064 sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82; hmnEx1191[grdn-1pro:SAX-7s + pRF4] 6 

CHB1807 sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82; hmnEx991[flp-17pro:SAX-7s + pRF4] 6 

CHB2062 sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82; hmnEx1189[itx-1pro:SAX-7s + pRF4] 6 

CHB1808 sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82; hmnEx992[flp-17pro:SAX-7s + itx-
1pro:SAX-7s + pRF4] 

6 

CHB1818 hmnEx997[flp-17pro:CFP + itx-1(3kb)pro:SAX-7s-YFP + itx-
1(1kb)-myo-2minpro:myrmCherry] 

6 

CHB2228 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78; hmnEx1952[grdn-1pro:GRDN-1a + flp-
8pro::CFP + pRF4]  

7 

CHB287 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78; hmnEx56[grdn-1pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] 7, S3 

CHB476 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78; hmnEx159[flp-8pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] 7 

CHB1398 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78; hmnEx701[egl-13pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] 7 

CHB1390 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78; hmnEx693[rab-3pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] 7 

CHB2229 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78; hmnEx697[ptr-10pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] 7 

CHB2230 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78; hmnEx698[itx-1pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] 7 
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CHB2231 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78; hmnEx696[pros-1pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] 7 

CHB2073 hmnEx1200[grdn-1pro:HIS-24-mCherry + itx-1pro(short)myo-
2pro:myr-GFP + pRF4] 

7 

CHB1853 hmnEx1034[itx-1pro:sfGFP-GRDN-1a + egl-13pro:mCherry + 
pRF4] 

7 

CHB1746 hmnEx956[flp-8pro:CFP + itx-1pro:YFP-GRDN-1a + itx-
1pro(short)myo-2pro:myr-mCherry] 

7 

CHB1749 hmnEx959[flp-17pro:CFP + itx-1pro:YFP-GRDN-1a + itx-
1pro(short)myo-2pro:myr-mCherry] 

7 

CHB2068 hmnEx1195[itx-1pro(short)myo-2pro:CD4-spGFP(11) + flp-
8pro:CD4-spGFP(1-10) + flp-8pro:mCherry + pRF4] 

7 

CHB1815 hmnEx999[flp-8pro:CD4-spGFP(1-10) + itx-1pro(short)myo-
2pro:CD4-spGFP(11) + itx-1pro:mApple-GRDN-1a + pRF4] 

7 

CHB1469 grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82; hmnEx750[flp-17pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] S7 

CHB2232 grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82; hmnEx693[rab-3pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] S7 

CHB2233 grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82; hmnEx701[egl-13pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] S7 

CHB1394 grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82; hmnEx697[ptr-10pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] S7 

CHB1395 grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82; hmnEx698[itx-1pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] S7 

CHB1393 grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82; hmnEx696[pros-1pro:GRDN-1a + pRF4] S7 

CHB1511 hmnEx785[grdn-1pro:sfGFP-GRDN-1a + itx-1pro(short)myo-
2pro:myr-mCherry + pRF4] 

S7 
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Supplementary Table 1.2. Strains used in Chapter 2 but generated in previous studies.  

ID Genotype Figure Source/Reference 

CHB4 oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed] 2, S4 Lanjuin et al., 2003 
(as PY2417) 

CHB1738 oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed]; dyf-
7(ns119); hmnEx952[flp-
8pro:CFP + tol-1pro:YFP] 

2 Low and Williams et 
al., 2019 

PY6342 che-10(e1809); kyIs104[str-
1pro:GFP] 

S2 Nechipurenko et al., 
2016 

PY1089 kyIs104[str-1pro:GFP] 4 Troemel et al., 1997 

PY8658 grdn-1(ns303); kyIs104[str-
1pro:GFP] 

4 Nechipurenko et al., 
2016 

PY6101 oyIs61[gpa-4Δpro:GFP] S4 Olivier-Mason et al., 
2013 

PY8836 oyIs61[gpa-4Δpro:GFP]; grdn-
1(ns303) 

S4 Nechipurenko et al., 
2016 

CHB1929 ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, S3 Kim and Li, 2004 
(as NY2078) 

CHB851 oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP, unc-
122pro:dsRed] 

2, 3, 4, 6, S7 Astrid Cornils and 
Piali Sengupta (as 
PY8503) 
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Supplementary Table 1.3. Plasmids generated for Chapter 2. 

ID Name 

pEL3 flp-17pro:GRDN-1a 

pEL5 flp-17pro:CFP 

pEL7 flp-17pro:mCherry 

pEL15 itx-1pro(short)myo-2pro:CD4-spGFP(11) 

pEL16 flp-17pro:mApple 

pEL25 egl-13pro:mCherry 

pEL137 grl-18pro:GFP 

pEL153 flp-17pro:GCY-9-mApple 

pEL168 grl-18pro:myrGFP 

pEL208 flp-8pro:mApple 

pEL209 flp-8pro:myrmApple 

pIM5 grdn-1pro:GRDN-1a 

pIM8 flp-8pro:GRDN-1a 

pIM20 grdn-1pro:GRDN-1aΔGCV 

pIM37 itx-1pro(short)myo-2pro:GFP 

pIM38 itx-1pro(short)myo-2pro:myr-mCherry 

pIM39 itx-1pro(short)myo-2pro:myr-GFP 

pIM44 rab-3pro:GRDN-1a 

pIM45 dpy-7pro:GRDN-1a 

pIM47 itx-1pro:sfGFP-GRDN-1a 

pIM48 egl-13pro:GFP 

pIM49 egl-13pro:GRDN-1a 

pIM50 grdn-1pro:sfGFP-GRDN-1a 

pIM53 pros-1pro:GRDN-1a 

pIM54 ptr-10pro:GRDN-1a 
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pIM55 itx-1pro:GRDN-1a 

pIM57 itx-1pro:YFP-GRDN-1a 

pIM61 itx-1pro:SAX-7s-YFP 

pIM62 itx-1pro:sfGFP-GRDN-1aΔGCV 

pIM67 itx-1pro:SAX-7s 

pIM68 flp-17pro:SAX-7s 

pIM69 flp-8pro:SAX-7s 

pIM93 itx-1pro:mApple-GRDN-1a 

pIM94 flp-8pro:CD4-spGFP(1-10) 

pIM95 grdn-1pro:SAX-7s 

pIM96 grdn-1pro:HIS-24-mCherry 

pMH333 flp-8pro:GFP 

pMH407 dat-1pro:GFP 

pMH415 tol-1pro:GFP 

pMH421 flp-8pro:CFP 

pMH445 klp-6pro:mCherry 

pMH458 ocr-4pro:mCherry 

pMH462 flp-8pro:mCherry 
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Supplementary Table 1.4. Primers of general interest from Chapter 2. 

Name Sequence* 

grdn-1pro_fwd AGTATCAGCCTGCAGGCTTCGTAAATCTACAAAACATTTTCAA
CGTGC 

grdn-1pro_rev GAGATTCGGCGCGCCCCTTGATATTTTCGCTTGTTTTTTTTTTC
AGAAGG 

egl-13pro_fwd GATACCTGCAGGTGGGAGTTTGGTGCTTCC 

egl-13pro_rev GATAGGCGCGCCGTCTACGGCTGATGCTGG 

grl-18pro_fwd GTACTCCTGCAGGTGTGTTGTAGATTTGAGCTCCC 

grl-18pro_rev GATCGGCGCGCCTTGCGATTGAATAGAATGTATCAG 

pros-1pro_fwd TAGCTCCTGCAGGGGTGATATCGAAAGTAACCAACG 

pros-1pro_rev TAGCTGGCGCGCCTGAGATTGATGACGTCACTAGC 

itx-1pro_fwd TGATCCCTGCAGGCGGTAAAATTGCAAAATAAATTG 

itx-1pro_rev TGATCGGCGCGCCGGTACGGCTGAAATAGAGAGC 

itx-1pro(short)_rev TGTTGGCGCGCCTCTCTGCGTGTCTTTGCC 
 
 
* Underlined nucleotides indicate restriction site. 
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Supplementary Table 1.5. Mutant alleles isolated in Chapter 2.  

Allele Sequence* 

grdn-1(ns302) atttttca[g>a]CGACTGCG 

grdn-1(ns303) GAAAACTG[G>A]AGCCATCC 

grdn-1(hmn1) tctagGAT[C>T]AACTCAGC 

grdn-1(hmn4) TACTGACC[C>T]AGAACAAG 

grdn-1(hmn7) AAATCAGC[C>T]AGTTTTAC 

grdn-1(hmn8) ATTTACCC[C>T]AAAACCCT 

sax-7(hmn3) TGAAGGAG[g>a]taggacat 

sax-7(hmn12) ACTTGCAT[G>A]GAATGGTG 

sax-7(hmn147) TCACAATG[G>A]AGAACTCA 

sax-7(hmn159) ACTTGCAT[G>A]GAATGGTG 
 
* Substitutions are bracketed with the mutant sequence underlined. Uppercase corresponds to 
predicted exons; lowercase to predicted introns. 
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APPENDIX 2: SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES FOR CHAPTER 3 
 
Supplementary Table 2.1. Strains generated for Chapter 3.  

ID Genotype Figures 

CHB2365 magi-1(zh66); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 3, 5, 8, 13 

CHB2512 magi-1(zh66); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3, 5, 8, 13 

CHB2366 magi-1(gk657); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 3 

CHB2562 magi-1(gk657); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3 

CHB2551 magi-1(zh66); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; 
hmnEx1435[magi-1pro:MAGI-1a] 

3, 8 

CHB2587 magi-1(zh66); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP]; hmnEx1435[magi-
1pro:MAGI-1a] 

3, 8 

CHB3617 hmnEx2047[magi-1pro:his-24-mCherry + pros-1pro:GFP + pRF4] 4 

CHB3599 magi-1(zh66); hmnEx788[tol-1pro:GFP + pRF4] 5 

CHB3168 magi-1(zh66); myIs13[klp-6pro:GFP] 5 

CHB3253 magi-1(zh66); kyIs104 [str-1pro:GFP] 5 

CHB3204 magi-1(zh66); hmnEx782[dat-1pro:GFP + flp-8pro:mCherry + 
pRF4] 

5 

CHB3254 magi-1(zh66); hmnEX641[ocr-4pro:mCherry + pRF4] 5 

CHB3167 magi-1(zh66); oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed] 5 

CHB3233 magi-1(zh66); hmnEx1747[ops-1pro:mCherry + T02B11pro:GFP + 
pRF4] 

5 

CHB2623 magi-1(zh66); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP]; hmnEx1479[magi-
1pro:MAGI-1a + flp-8pro:mCherry] 

7 

CHB2688 magi-1(zh66); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; 
hmnEx1515[egl-13pro:MAGI-1a + flp-8pro:mCherry + pRF4] 

8 

CHB2687 magi-1(zh66); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP]; hmnEx1515[egl-
13pro:MAGI-1a + flp-8pro:mCherry + pRF4] 

8 

CHB3014 magi-1(zh66); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; 
hmnEx1546[mir-228pro:MAGI-1a + pRF4] 

8 

CHB2737 magi-1(zh66); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP]; hmnEx1546[mir-
228pro:MAGI-1a + pRF4] 

8 
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CHB3644 magi-1(zh66); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; 
hmnEx2009[pros-1pro:MAGI-1a + pRF4] 

8 

CHB3575 magi-1(zh66); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP]; hmnEx2009[pros-
1pro:MAGI-1a + pRF4] 

8 

CHB3020 magi-1(zh66); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; 
hmnEx1601[egl-13pro:MAGI-1a + mir-228pro:MAGI-1a + pRF4] 

8 

CHB2833 magi-1(zh66); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP]; hmnEx1601[egl-
13pro:MAGI-1a + mir-228pro:MAGI-1a + pRF4] 

8 

CHB3159 hmr-1(zu389); xnIs375[hmr-1-ZF1-GFP]; hmnEx1646[mir-
228pro:ZIF-1-SL2-mCherry]; ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

9 

CHB3234 hmr-1(zu389); xnIs375[hmr-1-ZF1-GFP]; hmnEx1646[mir-
228pro:ZIF-1-SL2-mCherry]; oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-
122pro:dsRed] 

9, 11 

CHB3687 hmr-1(zu389); xnIs375[hmr-1-ZF1-GFP]; hmnEx1646[mir-
228pro:ZIF-1-SL2-mCherry]; myIs14[klp-6pro:GFP] 

9 

CHB3142 hmr-1(zu389); xnIs375[hmr-1-ZF1-GFP]; hmnEx1831[mir-
228pro:ZIF-1-SL2-mCherry + grl-18pro:YFP + flp-8pro:CFP] 

9 

CHB3698 hmr-1(zu389); xnIs375[hmr-1-ZF1-GFP]; hmnEx1646[mir-
228pro:ZIF-1-SL2-mCherry]; sax-7(qv30); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP 
+ unc-122pro:dsRed] 

11 

CHB2515 sax-7(qv30); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 11, 12, 
13, 14 

CHB2508 sax-7(qv30); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 12, 13, 14 

CHB2689 sax-7(qv30); hmnEx1516[itx-1pro:SAX-7-YFP-PDZb + flp-
17pro:mApple + pRF4] 

12 

CHB3719 sax-7(qv30); hmnEx2104[pros-1pro:SAX-7 + pRF4] 12 

CHB2609 sax-7(qv30); grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-
122pro:dsRed] 

13 

CHB2973 sax-7(qv30); grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 13 

CHB2884 sax-7(qv30) magi-1(zh66); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-
122pro:dsRed] 

13 

CHB2873 sax-7(qv30) magi-1(zh66); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 13 

CHB2941 sax-7(qv30) magi-1(zh66); grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + 
unc-122pro:dsRed] 

13 

CHB3021 sax-7(qv30) magi-1(zh66); grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 13 
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CHB3675 sax-7(qv30); hmnEx2085[grdn-1pro:SAX-7∆FB + pRF4]; 
ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

14 

CHB3699 sax-7(qv30); hmnEx2099[grdn-1pro:SAX-7∆AB + pRF4]; 
ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

14 

CHB3276 sax-7(qv30); hmnEx1750[grdn-1pro:SAX-7∆PDZb + pRF4]; 
ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

14 

CHB3730 sax-7(qv30); ); hmnEx2085[grdn-1pro:SAX-7∆FB + pRF4]; 
oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

14 

CHB3542 sax-7(qv30); hmnEx1750[grdn-1pro:SAX-7∆PDZb + pRF4]; 
oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

14 
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Supplementary Table 2.2. Strains used in Chapter 3 but generated in previous studies. 

ID Genotype Figure Source/Reference 

CHB1929 ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 3, 5, 9 Kim and Li, 2004 
(as NY2078) 

CHB851 oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP, unc-
122pro:dsRed] 

3, 5, 9, 11 Astrid Cornils and Piali 
Sengupta (as PY8503) 

CHB1517 hmnEx788[tol-1pro:GFP + pRF4] 5 Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB1975 myIs13[klp-6pro:GFP] 5 Schroeder et al., 2013 

PY1089 kyIs104[str-1pro:GFP] 5 Troemel et al., 1997 

CHB1506 hmnEx782[dat-1pro:GFP + flp-
8pro:mCherry + pRF4] 

5 Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB1304 hmnEx641[ocr-4pro:mCherry + 
pRF4] 

5 Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB4 oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed] 5 Lanjuin et al., 2003 (as 
PY2417) 

CHB3098 hmnEx1747[ops-1pro:mCherry + 
T02B11pro:GFP + pRF4] 

5 Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB1976 myIs14[klp-6pro:GFP] 9 Schroeder and Flatt, 2014 

CHB1410 grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82[flp-
17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

13 Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB1402 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78[flp-
8pro:GFP] 

13 Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 
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Supplementary Table 2.3. Plasmids generated for Chapter 3. 

ID Name 

pEL271 itx-1pro:MAGI-1a 

pEL172 egl-13pro:MAGI-1a 

pEL177 magi-1pro:MAGI-1a 

pEL205 mir-228pro:MAGI-1a 

pEL214 mir-228pro:ZIF-1-SL2-mCherry 

pEL261 pros-1pro:MAGI-1a 

pEL170 itx-1pro:SAX-7-YFP-PDZb 

pEL238 grdn-1pro:SAX-7∆PDZb 

pEL271 pros-1pro:SAX-7 

pEL272 grdn-1pro:SAX-7∆FB 

pEL273 grdn-1pro:SAX-7∆AB 
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Supplementary Table 2.4. Primers of general interest from Chapter 3. 

Name Sequence* 

magi-1pro_fwd CCTTCCTGCAGGTCGAACAGTTCACTCTTGC 

magi-1pro_rev CCTTGGCGCGCCCTGAATAAACTCATCGCCTCG 
 
* Underlined nucelotides indicate restriction site.  
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APPENDIX 3: SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES FOR CHAPTER 4 
 

Supplementary Table 3.1. Strains generated for Chapter 4. 

ID Genotype 

CHB3203 sax-7(hmn147); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB1038 sax-7(hmn147); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB1149 egl-13(hmn145); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed], backcrossed once 

CHB1152 egl-13(hmn149); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed], backcrossed twice 

CHB1147 egl-13(hmn159); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed], backcrossed once 

CHB1166 dig-1(hmn152); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed], backcrossed three 
times 

CHB2250 dig-1(hmn158); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed], backcrossed twice 

CHB2131 hmn238; dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2132 hmn239; dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2133 hmn240; dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2134 hmn241; dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2135 hmn242; dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2136 hmn243; dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2141 hmn247; dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2773 frl-1(hmn248); dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed], 
backcrossed six times 

CHB2143 hmn249; dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2144 hmn250; dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2772 frl-1(hmn248); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2741 frl-1(ok460); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2767 frl-1(ok460); dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2765* frl-1(ok460); hmnEx1562[flp-17pro:SAX-7-∆cyt-sfGFP + flp-17pro:SAX-7-
mApple] 
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CHB2768* frl-1(ok460); hmnEx1378[flp-17pro:mApple + flp-17pro:GCY-9-mApple + grl-
18pro:GFP + grl-18pro:myrGFP + pRF4] 

CHB2844* frl-1(ok460); dyf-7(ns119); hmnEx1589[flp-17pro:mApple + flp-17pro:GCY-9-
mApple + grl-18pro:GFP + grl-18pro:myrGFP + pRF4] 

CHB3023 frl-1(ok460); dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; 
hmnEx1708[grdn-1pro:FRL-1cDNA + pRF4] 

CHB2831 frl-1(ok460); grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2830 frl-1(ok460); magi-1(zh66); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB3106 frl-1(ok460); sax-7(qv30); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2840* frl-1(ok460); dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; 
hmnEx1612[flp-17pro:FRL-1cDNA + pRF4] 

CHB3351* frl-1(ok460); dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; 
hmnEx2003[mir-228pro:FRL-1cDNA + pRF4] 

CHB3018 frl-1(ok460); hmnEx952[flp-8pro:CFP + tol-1pro:YFP] 

CHB3024 frl-1(ok460); dyf-7(ns119); hmnEx952[flp-8pro:CFP + tol-1pro:YFP] 

CHB2906 frl-1(ok460); grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB2891 frl-1(ok460); magi-1(zh66); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB3048 frl-1(ok460); sax-7(qv30); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB2832 frl-1(ok460); myIs14[klp-6pro:GFP] 

CHB2937 myIs14[klp-6pro:GFP]; dyf-7(ns119) 

CHB2867 frl-1(ok460); myIs14[klp-6pro:GFP]; dyf-7(ns119) 

CHB2129 hmn236; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2425 hmn236; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed], 
backcrossed five times (enhancement phenotype less strong) 

CHB2130 hmn237; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2138 hmn244; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2139 hmn245; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2140 hmn246; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2423 hmn251; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed], 
backcrossed five times 
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CHB2165 hmn252; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 
(The causative mutation in hmn252 possibly disrupts osm-1.) 

CHB2476 hmn254; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed], 
backcrossed once 

CHB2168 hmn255; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2169 hmn256; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2180 hmn257; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2182 egl-13(hmn258); sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2289 hmn252; sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; 
hmnEx1310[fosmid WRM0616bB08 + pRF4] 

CHB2314 osm-1(p808); sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2315 osm-1(p808); sax-7(hmn12); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB2606* osm-1(p808); sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; 
hmnEx1465[grdn-1pro:OSM-1cDNA + pRF4] 

CHB2548* osm-1(p808); sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed]; 
hmnEx1432[itx-1pro:OSM-1cDNA + pRF4] 

CHB2286 egl-15(n484); sax-7(hmn12); hmnEx792[flp-8pro:CFP + flp-17pro:YFP + pRF4] 

CHB2572 egl-15(n484); sax-7(qv30); hmnEx792[flp-8pro:CFP + flp-17pro:YFP + pRF4] 

CHB2513 afd-1(tm2150); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2514 afd-1(tm2150); sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2702 afd-1(tm2150); magi-1(zh66); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2622 afd-1(tm2150); grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2577* afd-1(tm2150); sax-7(qv30); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2511 afd-1(tm2150); sax-7(hmn12); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB2701 afd-1(tm2150); magi-1(zh66); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB1060 cut-4(gk693562); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB1086 cut-1(tm1126); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB1061 dpy-1(e1); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2376 dpy-1(e1); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB1888 daf-19(m86); daf-12(sa204); hmnEx1058[flp-17pro:GFP + pRF4]  
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CHB3263 daf-19(m86); daf-12(sa204); hmnEx1865[flp-8pro:GFP + pRF4] 

CHB3676 syg-1(ky652); hmnEx2086[flp-17pro:GFP + flp-8pro:mApple + pRF4]  
(only flp-17pro:GFP expresses in this line) 

CHB3677 syg-1(ky652); hmnEx2087[flp-17pro:GFP + flp-8pro:mApple + pRF4]  
(only flp-8pro:mApple expresses in this line) 

CHB3696 syg-2(ky671); hmnEx2097[flp-17pro:GFP + flp-8pro:mApple + pRF4] 

CHB3228 sma-1(e30); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2890 vab-1(dx31); hmnEx1378[flp-17pro:mApple + flp-17pro:GCY-9-mApple + grl-
18pro:GFP + grl-18pro:myrGFP + pRF4] 

CHB2843 plx-1(nc37); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2865 plx-1(nc37); sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2364 dys-1(cx18); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2363 dys-1(cx18); grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2441 stn-1(ok292); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB3678 erm-1(tm677)/hT2; ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB2421 rig-6(ok1589); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2422 rig-6(gk438569); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB2284 hmr-1(hd37); sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB3815 hmp-1(fe4); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB3304 hmp-1(fe4); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB3019 hmp-2(qm39); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB3003 hmp-2(qm39); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB2976 par-3(tm2716) unc-32; zuIs20 [par-3-ZF1-GFP]; hmnEx1646 [mir-228pro:ZIF-
1-SL2-mCherry]; ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 

CHB3742 mpz-1(tm1136); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] 

CHB3816 mpz-1(tm1136); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] 
 
* Not explicitly discussed in the text.  
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Supplementary Table 3.2. Strains used in Chapter 4 but generated in previous studies. 

ID Genotype Source/Reference 

CHB1929 ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] Kim and Li, 2004 
(as NY2078) 

CHB851 oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP, unc-122pro:dsRed] Astrid Cornils and Piali 
Sengupta (as PY8503) 

CHB1458 dyf-7(ns119) oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB1738 oyIs44[odr-1pro:dsRed]; dyf-7(ns119); hmnEx952[flp-
8pro:CFP + tol-1pro:YFP] 

Low and Williams et 
al., 2019 

CHB1410 grdn-1(ns303); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP, unc-122pro:dsRed] Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB1402 grdn-1(ns303); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB2365 magi-1(zh66); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] Cebul, et al., in 
preparation (Chapter 3) 

CHB2512 magi-1(zh66); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] Cebul, et al., in 
preparation (Chapter 3) 

CHB2515 sax-7(qv30); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-122pro:dsRed] Cebul, et al., in 
preparation (Chapter 3) 

CHB2508 sax-7(qv30); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] Cebul, et al., in 
preparation (Chapter 3) 

CHB1976 myIs14[klp-6pro:GFP] Schroeder and Flatt, 
2014 

CHB1416 sax-7(hmn12); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP + unc-
122pro:dsRed] 

Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB1408 sax-7(hmn12); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB2409 stn-2(tm1869); hmnEx1364[flp-17pro:mApple + flp-
8pro:GFP + pRF4] 

Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB3500 unc-44(e362); ynIs78[flp-8pro:GFP] Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 
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CHB2369 unc-44(e362); oyIs82[flp-17pro:GFP] Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 

CHB3230 dma-1(wy686); hmnEx1367[flp-17pro:mApple, flp-
8pro:GFP] 

Cebul, McLachlan, and 
Heiman, 2019 
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Supplementary Table 3.3. Plasmids generated for Chapter 4. 

ID Name 

pEL181 itx-1pro:OSM-1cDNA 

pEL189 grdn-1pro:OSM-1cDNA 

pEL207 flp-17pro:FRL-1cDNA 

pEL230 grdn-1pro:FRL-1cDNA 

pEL244 mir-228pro:FRL-1cDNA 
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Supplementary Table 3.4. Mutant alleles isolated in Chapter 4.  

Allele Sequence 

egl-13(hmn145) TTCTGGCA[C>T] AAACTGAA 

egl-13(hmn149) tactttta[g>a]GATCTCGT 

egl-13(hmn156) AAGACCAA[T>G]GAACGCAT  and  CTCGTGAC[G>T]AGAGACGA 

dig-1(hmn152) CTGATGGT[C>T]AGATTCTT 

dig-1(hmn158) ATGGACAG[g>a]tacgatta 

frl-1(hmn248) AGCCAAAT[G>A]GATAACTG 

egl-13(hmn258) GGGAAATT[640 bp deletion]CCAAACCG 
 
* Substitutions are bracketed with the mutant sequence underlined. Uppercase corresponds to 
predicted exons; lowercase to predicted introns. 
 


